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ABSTRACT 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis describes the analysis, design, simulation, evaluation and implementation of an 
optimized network protocol and its software system for 'little LEO' satellite networks to 
support an efficient digital store and forward (S&F) global data deliyery service. Many 
protocols have been proposed for 'little LEO' satellite S&F communication net\\"orks. These 
protocols fall into two categories. One category is the protocols which have been implemented 
in the real world, such as MSG2 and P ACSA T. These protocols were designed under 
constrained conditions and concentrated more on real world implementation. Another 
category is the protocols which are still proposals, such as LAMSLM, LAMS-DLC, 
variable-length information frame-type random access scheme and so on. These protocols 
were designed under some idealized conditions and concentrated only on some aspects. All 
these protocols are evaluated on their capability to handle the dominating problems in a 
typical LEO satellite S&F communication system, such as message addressing, multiple 
access control, multiplexing, and error control. Some problems in the design of these 
protocols are identified from real world statistics and others by simulation or analysis. To 
solve the problems, an optimized network layer protocol (called LEONET) is developed. 
LEONET provides an optimized and integrated solution to the dominating problems in 'little 
LEO' satellite S&F networks. Several improvements over previous protocols have been 
achieved in LEONET. On the up-link, LEONET defines a ne\\" multiple access control 
protocol which allocates the number of reservation time slots according to dynamic network 
requirements, and therefore reduces collisions and leaves more up-link resource to upload 
messages. On the down-link, LEONET adopts a new message addressing and multiplexing 
mechanism which eliminates the directory downloading and can dO\\lnload more messages. 
The message uploading and downloading are scheduled by a novel routing optimization 
algorithm which can further improve the network performance. Simulation models are built 
for both pervious protocol and proposed protocols to evaluate their performance. It shows 
that LEONET can better use the 'little LEO' satellite network resource and provide much 
better performance, especially when the offered load is heavy orland the user population is 
large. An object-oriented software model for the proposed protocol is built. A software 
system of the proposed protocol is generated from the model and verified by OPNET. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. LEO Satellite Communication 
Constellations of small satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO) are being built to provide world-
wide communications using only hand-held or small portable terminals; these services fall 
broadly into two main categories: real-time video, voice & data services (so-called 'big 
LEOs') and non-real-time data transfer ('little LEOs'). 
The close proximity of the satellites in LEO to the user and the consequent reduction in 
transmission loss and delay time appear attractive when compared to traditional 
communications satellites in a distant geostationary orbit - holding out the promise of smaller 
& less expensive user terminals and regional frequency reuse. However, due to the limited 
and moving ground coverage, large numbers of satellites are required to provide a continuous 
service. Furthermore, the communications characteristics associated with a LEO constellation 
pose quite different and demanding problems associated with varying communication paths & 
links, high Doppler shifts, and complex hand-over protocols from satellite-to-satellite. 
A single small (micro) satellite in polar LEO can support non-real-time global data transfer, 
especially useful to remote regions where the telecommunications infrastructure is inadequate 
or non-existent. Using narrow-band VHF!UHF frequencies allocated to the 'little LEO' 
services, the single small (micro) satellite can provide digital data store-&-forward (S&F) 
communications services to users who have small, low-power ground terminals. 
These VHF/VHF micro satellite S&F systems exhibit particular problems SInce the 
communications channel capacity is quite limited - in both available access time and 
bandwidth/data rate - and it is therefore important to optimise the modulation, coding and 
network protocol techniques if an efficient service is to be realised. 
Research related to the 'little LEO' satellite communication system started 40 years ago. 
Most of the studies were done in the last ten years. Although many protocols were proposed 
and some of them have been realized in real world, statistics and analysis show that designing 
an optimised protocol to use the full potential of the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network 
remains a challenge. 
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1.2. Objective and Scope 
The main objective of this research is trying to optimize the existing 'little LEO' S&F 
protocols as far as possible to approach the upper bound of the network performance. The 
scope of the research includes: 
• Identify the unique characteristics of the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network 
• Evaluate existing protocols. 
• Propose an optimized 'little LEO' satellite S&F network protocol. 
• Build up simulation models to verify and evaluate the protocol performance. 
• Build object-oriented software model for the proposed protocol. 
• Transform the software models into a software system, verify its function 
1.3. Structure of This Thesis 
The thesis is divided into two parts. Part one comprises the first three chapters which review 
and evaluate the current LEO networks and their protocols. The remaining chapters form part 
two which describes the design, simulation, evaluation and implementation of the proposed 
protocol. 
I) 
Chapter two is an introduction pf the context of the study, followed by a background survey 
of LEO satellite communication networks which sets the stage for my research. The previous 
LEO S&F network protocols proposed and currently in use are introduced and evaluated in 
chapter three. Chapter four provides a detailed description of the design of the proposed 
protocol. The simulation models used are introduced in Chapter five. The object-oriented 
design and implementation of the proposed protocol is introduced in Chapter six. The 
performance comparisons of the protocols are in Chapter seven. Finally, the thesis ends with 
a summary and the conclusions of the research. 
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2. BACKGROUND HISTORY OF LEO 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 
Summary: The background of LEO satellite communication system is revie\\ed, 
concentrating on two types of systems. One is to use multiple LEO satellites to provide the 
real or near real time data, voice and video services. Another is to use a single little LEO 
satellite to provide global non-real-time data delivery service. 
2.1 History Of 'little LEO' Communication Satellites 
The history of the 'little LEO' satellite communication network can be divided into three 
periods. The early history, the modem micro-satellite period, and the current research. 
2.1.1 Early History 
About forty years ago, the potential for using a LEO satellite for global data delivery was 
identified. It was found that while a satellite in LEO has only limited coverage, with a suitable 
choice of orbital inclination, it can provide global coverage within 24 hours. This concept \\as 
first proposed by Brandon in 1957, and was implemented on the COURIER satellite in 1960. 
On the COURIER there were three tape recorders which could be commanded to record and 
play back digital messages [Brandon WT, 73]. Although COURIER had demonstrated that a 
LEO satellite could provide a global message delivery, there \\ere just not enough real world 
data for it to deliver at that time. Therefore, the LEO satellite global data delivery ability \\as 
largely ignored after COURIER. Satellite communication research concentrated on GEO 
satellites [Ward JW,93]. 
2.1.2 Modern 'little LEO' Communication Satellite 
Almost t\\enty years later. the research performed by Yash Pal and his colleagues S. Ramani 
and Richard Miller reyived the interest of using a LEO satellite to deliver email messages in 
remote areas "here existing communication system could not provide enough support. In 
1982, Pal published a paper titled "A Proposal for an 'Orbital Postman' to Meet Some of 
the Communication Needs of the United Nations System". giving a plan about ho\\' to use a 
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LEO satellite in an equatorial orbit to augment the existing terrestrial email sYstem [Pal 
Y,82]. 
Also in the early 1980s, researchers in the Amateur Radio Service realized that the low-cost 
LEO micro-satellites which they were building could be used to support a global message 
S&F systems. This was when VITA proposed to bring Pars ideas together with amateur 
satellite technology and build a low-cost communication satellite for delivering technical 
information to workers in remote, rural areas [Ward JW,93]. The resulting satellite mission is 
called 'PACSAT' [Connors D,83]. 
Satellite Launch Data Rates( up/down ) Contract Service 
UoSAT-2 1984 1.211.2 Kbps SSTL Experimental/Amateur Service 
GLOMAR 1985 1.211 .2 Kbps DSI Military (DARPA) 
SECS 1990 DSI Military (NAVY) 
MACSAT 1990 1 .2,2.4/1.2,2.4 Kbps DSI Military (DARPA) 
UoSAT-3 1990 1.2,9.6/1.2,9.6 Kbps SSTL Amateur ServiceNiTA (US) Satelife (US) 
UoSAT-4 1990 1.2,9.6/1.2,9.6 Kbps SSTL Amateur Service 
OSCAR-16 1990 AMSA T Amateur Service 
OSCAR-17 1990 AMSAT Amateur Service 
OSCAR-18 1990 AMSA T Amateur Service 
OSCAR-19 1990 AMSA T Amateur Service 
MICROSAT 1991 9.6/9.6 Kbps DSI Military 
UoSAT-5 1991 1.2,9.6/1.2,9.6 Kbps SSTL Amateur Service 
TUBSAT-1 1991 T. U. Berlin 
S801T 1992 1.2,9.6/1.2,9.6 Kbps SSTL Matra, CNES 
KitSat-1 1992 1.2,9.6/1.2,9.6 Kbps SSTL Amateur Service 
KitSat-2 1993 1.2,9.6/1.2,9.6 Kbps KAIST Amateur Service 
PoSAT-1 1993 9.6/9.6,38.4 Kbps SSTL Portugese consortium 
HealthSat-2 1993 9.6/9.6,38.4 Kbps SSTL Satellife (US)/Datatrax 
Ceirse 1995 9.6/9.6,38.4 Kbps SSTL DGA (France)/Alcatel 
FASat-Alfa 1995 9.6/9.6,38.4,76.8 Kbps SSTL Military (Chilean Air Force) 
FASat-Brao 1998 9.6/9.6,38.4,76.8 Kbps SSTL Military (Chilean Air Force) 
TMSAT 1998 9.6/9.6,38.4,76.8 Kbps SSTL Tailand 
Table 2-1: little LEO Satellites Launched for S&F Communication 
The first modern store and fon\"ard LEO satellite ,\"as UoSAT -2 launched by UniYcrsitY of 
Surrey in 1984. It ,vas the first in-orbit experiment to demonstrate that the proposals made by 
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Brandon, Pal and Connors could be implemented. Jeff Ward and Harold Price developed a 
LEO satellite email protocol called MSG2 for the UoSAT-2 in 1985 (\Vard J\V,87]. The 
MSG2 was designed to support limited number of gateways which had been sited sparsely all 
around the world. The MSG2 is a simple message up/down loading protocol. It IS an 
equivalent of the earliest terrestrial email network protocol but gives some extra 
considerations to the specific features of the LEO environment, such as the capability to 
continue a message up/down loading interrupted by movement of the satellite. 
Ward and Price developed another LEO satellite protocol suite called PACSAT in 1989, in 
which they proposed the use of a broadcast protocol as the basic down-link method, and a 
"file server" rather than a BBS application as the basic service offered [Ward JW & Price 
HE,90]. On the basis of using the satellite as a file server, an email system has been realized 
and is running on approximately twenty LEO communication satellites. Most of the working 
LEO communication satellites are using this protocol suite, including the LEO satellites run 
by AMSAT, VITASAT, and SateLife [Mullaney J,96]. 
Some of the LEO satellites launched for the purpose of store and forward communication are 
listed below (Table 2-1) for reference [Curiel RS,95]: 
2.1.3 Current Status 
The research on the LEO satellite store-and-forward communication systems is still going on. 
Most of the research activities are being carried on by AMSAT, SSTL and many universities 
around the world. 
2.1.3.1 AMSAT 
AMSAT is the biggest user of the LEO satellite communication net\vork. Until now, about 18 
satellites have been launched for the Amateur Radio communication. The communication 
protocol currently in use is the PACSAT [AMSAT,96]. 
2.1.3.2 SSTL 
Most satellites built by SSTL are providing store-and-forward communication sen'ices. All 
the store-and-fonvard conununication satellites are using the PACSAT protocol suite and 
providing an email service by using the satellites acting as a mailbox in space. 
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Several researches are going on to make the S&F communication more efficient by combining 
the advanced techniques in coding, modulation, protocol, and interference countenneasures 
into the existing communication systems. 
2.1.3.3 Other Organisations 
Many universities and organizations all around the world are also building LEO satellites to 
provide a store and forward communication service. Although the detailed infonnation about 
what kind of protocol they are going to use is not available, it seems that most of them are 
going to use P ACSAT or a similar kind of communication protocol. Here are some examples . 
• TechSat 
The TechSat project is a micro-satellite project conducted in the Technion institute of 
technology by an academic group of scientist and students. The communication protocol used 
is based on the AX.25. The communications package for amateur use \\"ill be based 
PACSAT. [TechSat,98] . 
• SEDSAT-l 
The Students for the Exploration and Development of Space Satellite # 1 (SEDSA T -1) is a 
student project to design, build, and fly a micros at class satellite. It is a satellite which will 
advance the understanding of tether dynamics and environmental science, provide amateur 
radio satellite communications, and advance educational opportunities for students world 
wide [SEDSAT-l,98]. SEDSAT-l also uses the PACSAT protocols . 
• PANSAT 
The Petite Amateur Navy Satellite (PANSAT) is a small, spread-spectrum communication 
satellite developed by the Naval Postgraduate School as an educational project for officer 
students. Amateur radio ground stations will be able to utilize P ANSAT for store-and-
forward communication [P ANSA T, 96]. 
• SUNSAT 
SUNSAT is a 60kg, 45 by 45 by 62 cm micro satellite being designed, built and tested by 
t\\"cnty-t\\"o Masters of Engineering students at the Electronic Systems Laboratory in the 
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering at Stellenbosch Unin~rsity. The AM SAT 
PAC SAT Standard Protocols can be supported [SUNSA T.98]. 
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• ASUSatl 
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona. ASUSatl is a project of the Aerospace Research 
Center at Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona. The Spacecraft software will be 
designed around the BekTek Spacecraft Operating System [ASUSatl,98]. 
2.1.4 Summary 
The LEO satellite store-and-forward communication system has a long history of about 40 
years. Approximately twenty LEO store-and-forward communication satellites haye been 
launched during this period. Another ten also LEO communication satellites are being built 
and will be launched in the near future. The typical protocols used in such a system is 
PAC SAT. 
2.2 LEO Satellite Constellations 
In principle, a LEO satellite constellation can be considered as an extension of a LEO satellite 
network which contains only one LEO satellite. However, there are some important 
differences between the two. In a LEO satellite constellation a message is typically stored-
and-forwarded by radio links between the satellites or between a satellite and a ground 
gateway. The message delay is so small that a LEO satellite constellation can provide real or 
near real time service. 
Many LEO satellite constellation programs are in progress, however, according to the type of 
the LEO satellite used in a constellation, a constellation can be classified as either a 'little 
LEO' constellation or a 'big LEO' constellation. Some typical examples of these two kind of 
constellations are discussed in the following two sections. 
2.2.1 'Little LEO' Constellations 
Many 'little LEO' constellations have been proposed to provide digital store and forward 
communication service and some of these constellations are listed in the Table 2-2. 
2-.:' 
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System Number of Number of Orbit Satellites Planes Altitude(km) Orbital Period(min) 
ORBCOMM 36 - 775 100 
FAISAT 24 4/6 Satellites 1,000 105 
Gonets 36 6/6 Satellites 1,500 105 
HealthSat 4 - 800 116 
LEOSAT 18 - 970 104 
TEMICON 7 - 950 104 
STARSYS 24 6/4 Satellites 1,300 111.5 
GEMNET 38 4/8 Satellites 1,000 105 1/6 satellites 
Table 2-2: little LEO Satellite Constellations 
Among these constellations, the ORBCOMM is the most interesting 'little LEO' 
constellation, since ORBCOMM has already had 12 satellites in orbit and are presently 
providing two-way global messaging, monitoring and tracking services. Therefore, the 
ORBCOMM is discussed here in detail as a typical example. 
The ORBCOMM System provides global wireless data communication services using a 
constellation oflow-Earth orbit (LEO) satellites. 
ORBCOMM uses S&F technique to deliver messages [Hara T,93]. As Figure 2-1 shows, a 
message transmitted from a Subscriber Communicator (SCs, the user terminals) and received 
at the satellite is S&F to a regional Gateway Earth Station (GES). The GES then relays the 
message via satellite link or dedicated terrestrial line to the Network Operations Centre 
(NOC). The NOC then determines the location of the recipient of the message and routes the 
message to the appropriate GES, which transmits the message up to the satellite, then down 
to the address of the recipient [Orbcomm,97]. Because ORBCOMM S&F messages totally 
by radio links, the end-to-end time for transmission and receipt of a message from SC to SC 
is within 5 seconds. ORBCOMM is designed to handle 50,000 messages per hour. 
ORBCOMM system uses X.400 (CCITT 1988) addressing. Message size is 6 to 250 bytes 
typical (no maximum) [Evans M,96]. 
ORBCOMM provides useful experience for the further extension of a single satellite global 
message S&F nenvork into a multiple satellites network to impro\c the net\\ork performance. 
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The ORBCOMM system a:rd!itedure offers refiable, 
low·,ost global connectivity and (Overage. 
S\Ib scrk 
Colllmasltulor 
Figure 2-1: The message flow in ORBCOMM constellation sys tem 
2.2.2 'Big LEO' Constellations 
Among all the 'big LEO ' constellations proposed so far, are the IRlDIUM and the Teledesic 
which are the most famous. The IRlDIUM is the first ' big LEO ' ever proposed and has been 
studied more thoroughly than any others . The Teledesic is the most advanced 'big LEO ' 
proposed so far and will be able to provide an 'optical fiber' like global communication 
service in the future . Therefore, as the typical examples of ' big LEO , they are discussed in 
the following two sections. 
2.2.2.1 IRIDIUM 
The IRlDIUM system (as shown in Figure 2-2) is a satellite-based global wireless 
communications network. It is designed to provide a wide range of telephone services - voice, 
data, fax, and paging. It consists of 66 LEO satellites. The 66 satellite constellation circling 
the Earth provides one satellite always within view of the subscriber at any time of the day 
and night. 
Figure 2-2 : IRIDIUM LEO satellite conste ll at ion communicatiun netwurk 
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The IRIDIUM system uses a GSM-based telephony architecture to provide a digitally 
switched telephone network. The key system design feature is a constellation of low Earth 
orbiting spacecraft interconnected with intersatellite links to from the network's backbone. 
Terrestrial gateways will interface the satellite network with the Public Switched Telephone 
Network. The system is being designed to use the principles of cellular telephony to provide 
continuous line-of-sight coverage from and to any spot on Earth. [Leopold RJ,95] 
IRIDIUM uses FDMA and TDMA multiplexing to make the most efficient use of a limited 
spectrum. Each IRIDIUM subscriber is assigned a home gateway when buying the subscriber 
unit. When the subscriber travels away from this gateway, a visitor gate\vay is assigned 
based on location. The GSM protocol, combined with an IRIDIUM unique protocol, routes 
voice calls to the appropriate destinations. The spacecraft payload is the dominant element in 
the architecture, with high-speed digital switching handling complex telephony routing 
[Maine K,95]. 
Because there are four intersatellite links for every satellite all the time and there are always 
IRIDIUM satellites visible everywhere on the Earth, it is always possible to build a 
communication path between two users by radio links for real time communication. 
2.2.2.2 Teledesic 
Teledesic is the high end of the LEO satellite constellation scale. It provides not only voice 
service, but also video and multimedia service. Teledesic's space-based network uses fast-
packet switching. Communications are treated within the network as streams of short, fixed-
length packets. Within a cell, channel sharing is accomplished with a combination of Multi-
Frequency Time Division Multiple Access (MF-TDMA) on the up-link and Asynchronous 
Time Division Multiplexing Access (ATDMA) on the down-link. Teledesic Network uses a 
combination of destination-based packet addressing and a distributed, adaptive packet routing 
algorithm to achieve low delay and low delay variability across the network. 
Using a constellation of 288 operational LEO satellites, divided into 12 planes, each with 24 
satellites, - a global, broadband "Internet-in-the-sky", Teledesic will enable access to fiber-
like telecommunications capability an) where in the world. Scheduled to begin service in 
2003. the Teledesic Network will provide nvo-way_ broadband connections for applications 
such as voice, data. video conferencing and high-performance Internet access. In its 
distributed architecture, dynan1ic routing, and robust scalability, the T eledesic Network 
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emulates the most famous distributed network, the Internet, \yhile adding the benefit of r al-
time capability and location-insensitive access [Teledesic,98] . 
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Figure 2-3: Teledesic LEO satellite global communication network 
2.2.3 Summary 
Three typical LEO satellite constellations have been surveyed in some detail. From the low 
end ' little LEO ' constellation of ORBCOMM to the high end ' big LEO ' constellation of 
Teledesic. The protocols used in ORBCOMM rely on the near-real-time support of regional 
Gateway Earth Station (GES) and Network Operations Center (NOC) . The IRIDIUM system 
uses a GSM-based telephony architecture to provide a digitally switched telephone network. 
GSM protocol, combined with protocol unique to IRIDIUM, routes voice calls to the 
appropriate destinations . The main protocols used in Teledesic are MF -TD MA_ A TD MA_ 
and fast packet switching.\yhich is similar to the ATM (Asynchronous Transfl r Mode) u d 
in terrestrial nct\\"orks. The protocols used in the IRIDIUM and Teled sic are de ign d mainly 
for telephone scrvicc. 
_ - I) 
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2.3 Summary 
Research related to LEO satellite communication system started 40 years ago. Most of the 
studies were done in the last ten years, concentrating on two types of systems. One is to use 
multiple little LEO or big LEO satellites (usually called LEO constellations) to provide the 
real or near real time data, voice and video services. Another is to use a single little LEO 
satellite to provide global non-real-time data delivery service which is the main concern of 
this research. Two protocols (MSG2 and P ACSAT) have been developed to support such a 
network. MSG2, P ACSAT, and some other proposed protocols are evaluated in Chapter 3. 
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3. EVALUATION OF THE CURRENT 'little LEO' 
S&F NETWORK PROTOCOLS 
Summary: The protocols proposed or implemented by previous researches are evaluated. 
Their problems are analyzed. It is found that the LEO satellite network resource has not 
been used as efficiently as it could be. How to develop a more efficient LEO satellite S&F 
network protocol is identified as the main target of this research. 
Many protocols have been proposed for LEO satellite network communication. Evaluated 
here are only those which are closely related with the 'little' LEO satellite S&F network. 
Generally speaking, these protocols can be classified into two categories. One category is the 
protocols which have been implemented in the real world, such as MSG2 and P ACSA T. 
These protocols were designed under constrained conditions and concentrated more on real 
world implementation. Another category is the protocols which are still proposals, such as 
LAMSLM, LAMS-DLC, variable-length information frame-type random access scheme and 
so on. These protocols were usually designed under some idealized or simplified assumptions, 
and concentrated only on some aspects in which their designers are most interested. Each 
category of protocols is evaluated on its capability to handle the dominating problems in a 
typical LEO satellite store-and-forward communication system, such as message addressing, 
multiple access controL multiplexing, and error control. Some problems in the design of the 
protocols were identified by the simulation model described in Chapter 5. 
3.1 MSG2 
MSG2 is a simple message up/down loading protocol developed by Jeff Ward and Harold 
Price in 1985 [Ward JW,87]. Multiple access control was not considered in MSG2 since 
MSG2 was designed to support limited number of gateways which had been sited sparsely all 
around the world. Error control ,,"as provided by ARQ. MSG2 didn't support up/do\\TI 
loading messages at the same time. Multiplexing on the dmm-link was not provided. 
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3.2 PACSAT 
PACSAT, developed by Ward and Price in 1989, was designed to be a general-purpose 
protocol suite for S&F LEO satellites. The basic requirement for these satellites was to 
faithfully transfer files of digitized information amongst users with direct-access ground 
stations [Ward JW,93]. 
PFH - PACSAT File Header Protocol 
AX.25 
Connectionless Service (by U I frame) 
AX.25 
GBN-ARQ 
Figure 3-1 P ACSAT Protocol Suite Hierarchy 
P ACSAT comprises the following protocols: 
• PFH -- P ACSAT File Header Definition, an email envelope protocol 
• FTLO -- File-Transfer Level 0, a full-duplex file and directory transfer protocol 
• PBP -- P ACSAT Broadcast Protocol, a download protocol 
• DBP -- Directory Broadcast Protocol, a directory download protocol 
• NUP -- New Upload ProtocoL built on the connection-less data link 
servIce 
As the Figure 3-1 shO\\s that P ACSAT basically consists of one layer of file transfer protocol 
(up/down load) plus another layer of file header protocol. The file header protocol is to define 
the format of an email to be transmitted by the LEO satellite network. 
3.2.1 Message Uploading 
FTLO is the old uploading protocol. It ""orks on top of the connection oriented sen'ice 
provided by the AX25 data link layer (GBN-ARQ). The Figure 3-2 sho\\s how FTLO \\orks 
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to upload a message. Not shown in the Figure 3-2 are the data link connection setup and 
release procedure, which are started by FTLO and finished by data link (AX25) entities. Here 
only the FTLO level packets are shown. Actually, corresponding with these FTLO packets, 
more AX25 frames need to be sent to overcome the link errors and maintain the link 
connection. 
Sat-TX - - - - - - - - - -I UL~GO 1- ----------------------------i UL-~Ck lu -- -~ 
I I 
Sat-RX - - - -1 uL;eq ~ - - I~ - - - -~~- - - - - -~ - - - ~I - - - - - - -~ 
, " ,I 
, " , 
, " , 
, " ------- , 
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, I " , I 
Gnd-RX - - - - - - i- ----~ -- j ------j ------------; ------I UL~Ck f - - -~ 
Gnd-TX - - -I uL-Req 1- -------~ ~ ------I Da:a-n ~ - - - - - - - - - - - -~ 
Figure 3-2 FTLO Time Sequence Diagram - Uploading 
The connection-oriented data link servIce is not very suitable to the LEO environment. 
Because the upper layer protocol using the connection oriented service, such as FTLO, has 
little control on how and when the channels is used, efficient link multiplexing is difficult. 
Although it is possible to set up a duplex connection between the satellite and a ground 
station to use the up/down links more efficiently, it is still not good enough in the LEO 
environment where the up/down channels are such a valuable resource that higher utilization 
than a duplex connection is still needed. Connection-less service is often preferred in the LEO 
network environment, which can give the designer of the data link service more power to 
control the usage of the channels, making more efficient multiplexing on the channels 
possible. 
NUP (New Uploading Protocol) is an uploading protocol designed to overcome the problems 
in FTLO. Different from FTLO, NVP is based on the connection-less service provided by the 
data link layer. Each NVP packet is encapsulated in a single AX.25 datagram or VI frame, 
and AX.25 provides no link-layer error correction. 
NUP works in t\\O phases alternately. One phase is the slot allocation phase. Another is the 
data transfer phase (Figure 3-3). In the slot allocation phase. the satellite sends RSP 
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(Reservation Solicitation Packet) to invite ground stations to send their uploading requests. 
Ground stations which have a message to upload wait a random number of milliseconds and 
then send SRP (Slot Reservation Packet) packet, which contains how long a time slot is 
needed to upload the message. The satellite sends SAP (Slot Allocation Packet), which 
contains how long a time slot is allocated to the station. 
Sat-TX ~ - - - - -6----- -- --[ H-L,IST f - -1 H-L,IST [- - - - - - - - - -[ UL-~Ck f - --~ 
I I I I 1 
Sat-RX - - ~ - - -~RP - ~ - - ~ata-1 i- - - - -~- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - ~ D~-n f - - - -11- - - - --~ 
1 1 I I 1 
I , \ I 1 
I I I 1 I 
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, I , I I 1 
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\ \ I \ I 
Gnd-RX -~-}---~---i------[ H-UST [--~---!------[ UL~Ck [--~ 
Gnd-TX -----~-----1 Da;a-1 [------------------[ Da;a-n [------------~ 
~ A ~ 
slot allocation 
phase 
data transfer 
phase 
Figure 3-3 NUP Time Sequence Diagram 
Receiving the SAP means both the end of the slot allocation phase and the beginning of the 
data transfer phase. During the data transfer phase, the ground station continuously uploads 
data packets until the allocated time slot is used up. The satellite sends hole-lists periodically 
during data transfer phase, implementing an ideal selective repeat ARQ (SR-ARQ) protocol. 
Finally, if all the data packets are correctly received, the satellite sends an ACK to the ground 
station. 
In the NUP, every frame appearing on the channels is controlled by the NUP itself. This is an 
improvement over FTLO, based on \vhich more efficient protocols can be developed. 
However, there are the following problems in the design ofNUP: 
1. The multiple access control protocol used in the slot allocation phase is actually ALOHA. 
\\hich is not as efficient as the S-ALOHA. 
2. The length of slot allocation phase in NUP is fixed, but the number of stations competing 
to use the slot allocation phase is time \arying. depending on the number of visible station 
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and the offered load. The possible mismatch between the two makes the up-link use 
inefficient. 
3. The hole-list is sent while uploading is going on, which can result in duplicated packets 
being transmitted (identified from simulation). Because, the data packet which is sent at the 
same time as the hole-list will consider as a 'hole' by the NUP. Therefore, even if the packet 
is correctly received, it will be sent again, which may generate a duplicated data packet and 
inefficiency on the uplink. 
3.2.2 Message Downloading 
The main down loading protocol in PACSAT is PBP (Packet Broadcast Protocol). The PBP 
uses the connection-less service provided by the data link layer to download messages. Error 
control is realized by SR-ARQ with hole-list. It is the same technique used in NUP. As \\ell 
as being used in point-to-point message delivery, PBP can also used to broadcast a message 
to more than one ground station within the satellite footprint. 
Sat-TX I'NV,'TE 1-----------------1 Da~a-1 1--1 Da~a-n Ii Da~a-1 f---I Da~a-n I-------~ 
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request period 
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Figure 3-" PBP Time Sequence Diagram 
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PBP also works in two alternating periods. One period is the channel request period. The 
other is the message downloading period (Figure 3-4). In the channel request period, the 
satellite broadcasts an invitation frame to invite ground stations to send their message 
downloading requests. An S-ALOHA based algorithm is used in channel request period for 
the ground stations to send their message downloading requests. The back-off time for the S-
ALOHA is calculated by the equation [3-1]. 
~ackoff = (r MOD n) * ~lot [3-1J 
Where: ~ackoff - the time a ground station waits before sending its request 
r - a random integer 
~lot - the time required to transmit a request, 
n - the total duration of the request channel period 
The downloading request can be a request to ask for downloading a new message, or a 
request to ask for downloading the missing parts of a previous downloading. In the later case, 
the request will contain a hole-list to tell which parts of the message are missing. The 
successfully submitted requests will be put into a list. The stations on the list will be served 
during the message downloading period in round-robin fashion. 
3.2.3 Directory Downloading 
In P ACSAT, the satellite was designed to work as a file server in the network. Therefore, no 
specific addressing mechanism was provided. To get the messages, ground stations have to 
download the file directory first. Because every station needs to download the directory, a 
protocol called DBP (Directory Broadcasting Protocol) was designed to download the 
directory more efficiently. DBP uses a broadcasting address to download directory, which 
makes all the stations within the satellite footprint receive and process every directory frame. 
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Broadcast Data 'v'S. Directory Data Log (1993 - 1997) 
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Figure 3-5: Long Term Real World Statistics for UoSAT-5 
3.2.4 Summary 
The advantages of PAC SAT are as follows : 
• The file server is a well known concept. Letting the satellite work as a file server makes 
the system easy to understand and operate. It makes the communication by the LEO 
satellite just like using a FTP server on the INTERNET. 
• Letting the satellite work like an FTP server simplifies the network addressing. It makes 
the network layer unnecessary, since the connection between a user (ground station) and 
the file server (the satellite) is a point-to-point connection. Neither a network layer nor a 
network layer addressing mechanism is needed in such a system. 
• The protocol can provide a reasonably good service for a network with relatively small 
user population and light traffic (see the simulation results in Chapter 7). 
The disadvantages of PAC SAT are as follows: 
• The directory downloading is too resource consuming Although a specific protocol has 
been designed to deal with this problem (DBP, Directory Broadcast Protocol) by utilizing 
the broadcast nature of the do\\n-link, the di rectory dO\\11loading is sti ll a serious 
bottleneck in the existing system when the user population or traffic are relati\' Iy larg . 
This has been proved by simulation (Chapter 7) and by real \\"odd stati tic . Figure"" - - i 
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the statistics collected from the satellite UoSAT -5 in a period of four years. It shows that 
on the average about fifty percent of data downloaded is directory data. 
• The lengths of the slot allocation phase in NUP and channel request period in PBP are 
fixed, which can not match the dynamic environment (varying traffic and varying number 
of visible stations) of a LEO satellite S&F network (see simulation results in section 
7.2.1.1). 
• PACSAT lacks well organized cooperation between the up/down loading protocols. 
Uploading and downloading protocols were designed independently, though they share the 
same up/down link resource. 
3.3 LAMSLM & LAMS-OLe 
LAMSLM is a new LEO satellite network link management protocol proposed by 
Christopher Ward. Realizing that repeatedly re-establishing the link can be expensive under a 
periodic LEO satellite system, Christopher Ward proposed LAMSLM, a new link 
management protocol appropriate for LEO satellite networks. The principal criterion for the 
design of LAMSLM is to minimize the time spent in link initialization during the period a link 
is active so that data transmission time can be extended. A performance improvement of 3 to 
4% was concluded from a first order analysis of throughput and efficiency [Ward C,94]. 
To overcome throughput limitations inherent in event-based positive acknowledgment ARQ 
class protocols, Christopher Ward also proposed a data link control protocol, LAMS-OLC, 
for LEO satellite networks [Ward C,95]. LAMS-OLC is a connection oriented, negative 
acknowledgment (NAK) timer-based checking-point ARQ protocol. It can provide zero-loss, 
zero-duplicate packet transmission without in-sequence delivery. The performance of the 
protocol was demonstrated to be better than HOLC SREJ in its target environment. This 
research is interesting because it has proved from the theoretical respect the soundness of a 
general practice of error control using hole-list ARQ in the . little . LEO satellite networks. 
The hole-list ARQ is an error control mechanism similar to the one proposed in LAMS-OLe. 
However, both LAMSLM and LAMS-OLC are connection oriented protocols. One of their 
basic assumptions is that there are ah\ays t\\O channels there for them to use. One is the 
fon\'ard channel to deliver data message. Another is the backward channel to deliver control 
message. This assumption is not appropriate for a 'little' LEO satellite net\\ork since it 
makes the efficient utilization of the back\\ard channel (dO\\n-link in uploading. and up-link 
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in downloading) difficult, which is a serious problem for a network which has only quite 
limited channel resources. Realizing that a connection-oriented data link protocol is not 
suitable for the LEO satellite network, all the following protocols are built based on 
connection-less data link service. Although discussed in the name of link control protocoL 
uploading and downloading, and message addressing were all considered. Thus the author 
thinks that they are better classified as network layer protocols, since they actually solve the 
problem of delivering messages from source to destination via an intermediate node, which is 
not the case in a data link layer protocol [Tanenbaum,96]. 
3.4 TOM, S-ALOHA & S&W ARQ 
Joseph P. Havlicek proposed a LEO store-and-forward protocol which incorporates TDM on 
the down-link, S-ALOHA on the up-link, and S&W ARQ for error control on both links 
[Havlicek JP,95]. Packet switching was proposed to be used in the network. Fixed size data 
packets were assumed. It was supposed that the satellite had knowledge of the network 
instantaneous connectivity and would use this knowledge to download the packets uploaded to 
their destination stations. Down-link was supposed to be shared by the stations within the 
satellite footprint by a simple slotted time-division multiplexing scheme. 
27 
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Figure 3-6: Space - Time Diagram for the S&F Protocol 
Figure 3-6 describes how the protocol works. At time circle-l_ a ground station sends a data 
packet. After propagation delay of at most r (the longest propagation delay in the net\\ork)_ 
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the satellite receives data by no later than circle-2, and subsequently sends an ACK. The 
ground station receives the ACK by time circle-4, and proceed to send the ne}.."! data packet. 
The satellite sends a data packet at time circle-3. The data packet is received by the ground 
station no later than time circle-5, at which time the ground station send an ACK. The 
satellite receives the ACK by time circle-6, and proceed to send the next data packet 
[Havlicek JP,95]. 
Up-link multiple access control was supposed to be realized by S-ALOHA. Successfully 
received packets are acknowledged in the next ACK mini-slot on the down-link, so a 
transmitting Earth station knows whether or not a packet was successfully received after a 
delay of 2 r plus the transmission time of an ACK packet. 
In theory, this protocol has given a solution to the basic problems in the LEO satellite S&F 
communication network In practice, however, some problems remains unsolved. For 
example, the exact time synchronization mechanism used in S-ALOHA was not specified, 
though they did realized that it was a difficult problem and might be very expensive to solve. 
Even the time synchronization problem were solved, the utilization of the up-link is still a 
problem. Because it is well known that the highest throughput of the S-ALOHA is about 
0.36. It is not higher enough for the LEO network where the channel is such a valuable 
resource. What make it worse is, in the proposed protocol, that one third of channel time \\"as 
preserved for ACK. It means that the highest utilization of the up-link will not exceed 0.24. 
Another problem is that, by using S&W ARQ, the round trip delay time gaps between the 
slots (Figure 3-6) are wasted. 
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3.5 Variable-length Information Frame-type Random 
Access Scheme 
Tsuyoshi Nakayama and Naokazu Hamamoto proposed a link control method called variable-
length infonnation frame-type random access scheme (VIFRAS) [Nakayama T96]. The 
method was designed to be used in a LEO satellite S&F communication network to imprmc 
the link efficiency. 
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Figure 3-7: Packet Structure 
The packets used in the protocols are shown in the Figure -3.7. All the packets are fixed 
length. 
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In VIFRAS, as shown in Figure 3-8, the channel time is divided into 1\\"0 types of frames, 
channel access frame (fixed length) and information transmission frame (variable length) 
which appear on the channel alternatively. In a channel access frame, a random access control 
method called the variable calling rate S-ALOHA (VCR-S-ALOHA) is used for a ground 
station to compete the channel to send its information transmission request. The request 
received from the stations will be put into a request list. As the Figure 3-9 shows, the satellite 
continuously broadcasts control packets in a channel access frame. After receiving a control 
packet, a ground station will send a control packet to the satellite with the specified 
probability (br, broadcast by the satellite in its control packet) if the ground station has a 
message to upload. The satellite calculates the calling rate by monitoring the channel request 
traffic. The calling rate will change with the change of the traffic to keep the channel 
throughput at the maximum of S-ALOHA. 
o x o 
Gnd1 -TXHHHHHHHHHHHHI (1 )CA I .. HHHHH ..... H ..... H ... H.H.H ... HHHI (1 )CA IH 
Gnd1-RX 
~ 
Sat-TX .. ~ 
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Gnd2 -TX 
Gnd2-RX 
o 
-~~ Downlink 
.. ~ Uplink 
x o 
o Gnd chosen by 
X NoTX 
x 
(*): Brocast address 
(-) ... : No message 
Figure 3-9: Packet transmission in the channel access frame 
.... ~ 
In an information transmission frame, the requests built up at previous channel access frame 
are used by the satellite to allocate time slots to the stations to upload their messages. As 
shown in the Figure 3-10, every message uploading is controlled by a control packet sent by 
the satellite. The time slots between the command packets are used by the satellite to 
download messages. Error control is realized by using a modified Stop and \\'ait ARQ to 
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retransmit the packet which is in error or collided with other packets. A database of ground 
station coordinates was used to solve the message addressing problem. 
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Figure 3-10: Packet transmission in the information transmission frame 
The VIFRAS protocol is a TD SRMA (Time Domain Split-channel Reservation Multiple 
Access) protocol. It works similarly as PACSAT in the following respects: 
1. Channel time is divided into two kind of frames. Access control frame and infonnation 
frame. 
2. Fixed length of access control frame and variable length ofinfonnation frame are used. 
The differences between the two protocols are: 
1. VIFRAS uses VCR S-ALOHA as the multiple access control protocol in access control 
frame; P ACSAT uses ALOHA (in NUP) or S-ALOHA (in PBP) as the multiple access 
control protocol in access frame. Tsuyoshi Nakayama and Naokazu Hamamoto haye 
proved that VCR S-ALOHA can provide better throughput than the S-ALOHA 
[Nakayama T,94]. 
2. VIFRAS uses an extended S&W ARQ for error control. Every infonnation packet will be 
acknowledged separately: P ACSAT uses hole-list ARQ, by \\hich multiple infonnation 
packets \\ill be acknowledged by one hole-list. As the research [Ward C.95] suggested. the 
hole-list ARQ can provide better perfonnance than the S&W ARQ in LEO el1\ironment. 
3. VIFRAS assumes that all the messages are fixed length. For a successful uploading 
request. only one packet can be uploaded. PACSAT has no such a restriction. Uploading 
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is requested on the basis of actual length of messages. For a successful uploading request, 
a time-slot which can be as long as the whole message is allocated. 
3.6 Conclusions 
Several protocols have been proposed for 'little' LEO satellite message S&F communication. 
P ACSAT is the most advanced protocol currently in use. The main problem with P ACSAT is 
that it can not use the channel resource efficiently when user population in the net\york is 
large or network message traffic is heavy. Directory downloading in P ACSAT makes the 
down-link inefficient. Fixed length of reservation period makes up-link inefficient. The 
protocol proposed by Joseph P. Havlicek can, in theory, better use the do\\n-link by assuming 
that the satellite had the knowledge of the network's instantaneous connectivity and would use 
this knowledge to download the packets uploaded to their destination stations, though how to 
get and use this knowledge to download the packets was not mentioned. Furthermore, by 
using S-ALOHA, the maximum up-link utilization is 36% and an affordable time 
synchronization mechanism to support S-ALOHA remains a problem. VIFRAS proposed to 
use a ground station coordinate database to support message dO\\TIloading. However, 
VIFRAS still uses a fixed length reservation period which can not use the up-link resource 
efficiently. Another problem is that VIFRAS assumes all the messages are fixed length which 
might be a problem in a real world LEO satellite message S&F system. VIFRAS also uses 
stop and wait ARQ, which will limit throughput efficiency. 
In summary, although much research has been done, the LEO satellite network channel 
resource has still not been used as efficiently as it could be. Therefore, developing a more 
efficient LEO satellite S&F network protocol is the main concern of this research. 
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4. OPTIMISED LEO SATELLITE S & F NETWORK 
PROTOCOL 
Summary: The unique characteristics of the LEO satellite S&F communication network 
are identified. The problems in previous protocols are analyzed. An optimized, integrated 
solution to better use the LEO satellite channel resource is proposed, which concentrates on 
solving the problems of message addressing, routing optimization, error control, mUltiple 
access control and mUltiplexing in the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network environment. 
Although much research has been done on academic as well as engineering aspects of the 
LEO satellite S&F communication networks, how to best use the relatively limited LEO 
network resource remains unsolved. The main concerns of this research are to identify and 
analyze the unique characteristics of the LEO satellite S&F network, and then design and 
implement an optimized LEO S&F network protocol to approach the upper bound of its 
performance. 
4.1 The Unique Characteristics Of the LEO Network 
Deeper understanding of the unique characteristics of a 'little LEO' satellite S&F 
communication network is the first step towards solving the problems. The author's analysis 
shows that a 'little LEO' satellite S&F global communication network is a very special 
computer network. First, although it can be classified as a network with the topology of a 
star, the center of the star is constantly moving. Second, it delivers messages by using a 
hybrid transmission media. Third, the up-link is a point to point link and the down-link is a 
broadcasting link. 
4.1.1 A Network with a Star Topology 
Logically, a LEO satellite global communication network can be considered as a \yide area 
computer network with a star topology (Figure 4-1). The center of the star is the LEO 
satellite. Every station in the network is connected to the center by the two radio links, up-link 
and dmvn-link. 
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Because every packet has to be delivered by satellite node which is the center of the star. the 
satellite node can very easily become the bottleneck of the network, especially when the 
number of stations in the network is large and offered load is heavy. Therefore, there should 
be as little processing as possible on the satellite node for every packet. 
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Figure 4-1: A logical view of a LEO satellite global communication network 
4.1.2 End-To-End Link Characteristics 
Different from any other kind of terrestrial computer network with a star topology, the LEO 
satellite uses a very special hybrid transmission media connecting the nodes (ground stations) 
in the network (Figure 4-2). The transmission media consists of two radio links (up-link, 
down-link) and one physical message delivery link (moving satellite). The wireless radio links 
are usually low capacity links with a short delivery delay. The physical message delivery link 
is (or is equivalent to) a high speed link (a few hundred megabytes/second, depending on the 
onboard memory capacity) with a long delivery delay (hours on average). Therefore, from a 
logical point of view, every station can be considered as connected with other stations by a 
virtual link whose characteristics are low capacity, long data delivery delay and global 
connectivitv. 
The global connectivity IS the most important characteristic of the LEO satellite 
communication network. It means that one ground station can communicate with another 
ground station anywhere in the \\orId without any terrestrial communications facility support. 
The long message delivery delay is a characteristic which makes the LEO satellite global 
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communication network unsuitable for real time global communication. Howe\er, it does not 
prevent the LEO satellite communication network from providing satisfactory low cost global 
non-real time service, such as email, or non-real time data collection. The low capacity is 
another characteristic which means the communication resource between any two ground 
stations is limited. Any end-to-end communication protocols used in such a network should be 
highly efficient. 
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+-----------. 
physical message delivery 
LEO Satellite LEO Satellite 
f radio Iink-1 radio link-2 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ 
virtual link 
Station - B 
Figure 4-2: A logical view of a LEO satellite network communication link 
4.1.3 Broadcast Down-Link and Multiple Access Up-Link 
In a LEO network, the down-link is a broadcast link among the satellite and all the ground 
stations within the satellite's footprint. The broadcast nature of the down-link is very useful in 
the 'little LEO' satellite communication network design. For example, it can be used 
conveniently by the satellite to broadcast a timing signal to synchronize all the ground 
stations within its footprint, or to transmit the messages which are needed by more than one 
station. The up-link in a LEO network is a multiple access link among the satellite and all the 
ground stations within the satellite's footprint. To some degree, a LEO satellite network is 
similar to a GEO satellite network. However, in a LEO satellite network, the stations \\ithin 
the satellite's footprint keeps changing. This feature means that many multiple access control 
protocols designed for the GEO network can not be used efficiently in the LEO network. 
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4.2 LEONET - an Integrated Solution 
To improve the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network performance, a new 'little LEO' satellite 
S&F network protocol, called LEONET, is proposed. Based on the lessons learned from 
previous research, in LEONET, the network architecture is redesigned. The satellite \vorks as 
an active message switching node in LEONET rather than a passive file server in P ACSA T, 
An effective LEO network addressing mechanism is proposed. Traditional routing 
optimization is extended to work in the 'little LEO' network. An new multiple access control 
protocol is proposed to improve the up-link efficiency. The error control and down-link 
multiplexing are integrated into the other parts of the LEONET protocol. LEONET is an 
integrated, optimized protocol which can better use the LEO network resource than all the 
previous protocols. 
4.2.1 Active Message Switching Node vs. Passive Email Server 
In the existing LEO satellite global data communication systems (Figure 4-3), the LEO 
satellite plays the role of a passive email server. Every email sender stores outgoing emails 
into the server. Every email receiver checks the server frequently (in every satellite pass) to 
see if there is any incoming email. 
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Figure 4-3: The network architecture of PACSAT 
Setting up an email server bet\veen the email sender and receiver is a standard technique used 
in terrestrial email communicationnet\vorks[Tanenbaum.96].Using this technique, a 
terrestrial email net\vork can support a user population well beyond millions \vithout problem. 
HO\\e\'l~r, the in-orbit statistics [Ward JW 93] sho\v that the incoming email checking which 
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is necessary in such a system, is so inefficient when used in a LEO satellite email nenyork 
that it has become a bottleneck to the efficient support of a larger user population (Figure 3-
5). 
The basic reason is that there are two important differences between the two kind of 
networks. These differences can be clearly seen in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-4: A typical LEO satellite email network configuration 
One difference is that in a LEO email network (Figure 4-4), the communication link capacity 
between a user and its email server is very limited. It is usually 9.6 Kbps and available only 
about one hour/day on average [Ward JW,93]. However, for a typical terrestrial user (Figure 
4-5), a link with a capacity of 10 Mbps or more is available 24 hours/day. The link capacity 
for a terrestrial user is about 20,000 times larger than the link capacity for a LEO satellite 
email user. 
Another difference is that in a terrestrial email system, there are many dedicated local email 
servers. Therefore, no matter how large the \vhole network user population is, the incoming 
email checking can still be very fast. For a LEO satellite global email system, all the email 
users in a network share one email server on the LEO satellite. The incoming email checking 
\\ill become slovvcr and slower as the user population increases. 
In summary, letting the LEO satellite work as an email server has put too much work on the 
center (the LEO satellite) of a star network. The overhead to check the incoming email is also 
too high for the 100y capacity link. 
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Figure 4-5 : A typical terres trial email network configura tion 
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Figure 4-6: Network Architecture of LEONET 
The author ' s thesis is that reallocating the functions of a LEO satellite global email network 
between the satellite and the ground stations can make better use of the network resources . [n 
, 
the proposed system (Fig me 4-6), The satellite will work as an active message switching node 
responsible for efficient message delivery between ground stations . The active message 
switching node can deliver messages directly to their recipients. The incoming m ssag 
checking is eli minated . 
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The proposed design is different from the traditional design of a terrestrial email network. In 
a terrestrial email network, an email is seldom delivered to a user directly. Though in most 
circumstances, the network has the capability to do so. Because, firstly, in a terrestrial email 
network, not all the computers of potential recipients are always up. An 'always up' 
computer, email server, is preferred for dealing with the incoming email which could arrive at 
anytime. Secondly, with the help of a dedicated email server, a user can read hislher email at 
different places from different machines which is often considered as convenient, even 
necessary in some circumstances [Gray T,95]. 
However, as mentioned before, in a LEO satellite email network system the network has a 
topology of a star. Between the originator and recipient of an email, the only place where an 
email can be saved is the satellite. Actually, a satellite can be assumed 'always up', and an 
email stored on a satellite can be retrieved from anywhere on the Earth. Therefore, as a first 
thought, the satellite seems a good place to set up the email server. However, the analysis 
above suggests that there is just not enough channel resource in a LEO network to deal with 
the traffic produced by that kind of network architecture. 
To let a LEO satellite work as an active message switching node in a LEO network represents 
a different network architecture design in which a network layer protocol is needed. Because 
there is no existing network layer protocol which can be used in a 'little LEO' satellite 
network due to its unique network topology, therefore, how to design an optimized network 
layer protocol specifically for the 'little LEO' network becomes an important part of this 
research. 
To design an optimized network layer protocol for a LEO network, many problems must be 
solved properly, such as network addressing, routing optimization, multiple access control, 
multiplexing and error control. All of these will be discussed in following sections. 
4.2.2 LEO Network Addressing Mechanism 
Whatever the design approach may be, the primary objective of the network layer is to 
determine the route for every packet. No matter \\"hich routing method is used, before a route 
can be decided, the satellite must know the topology of the network. For most terrestrial 
computer net\\"orks. the topology of the network can be described by a routing table which is 
a data stmcture containing all the information about the nctwork topology [Hsu N,96]. 
Ho\\c\cr. for the LEO network. although its topology can be classificd as a star from a logic 
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of point of view, the center of the star is continuously moving. A routing table for such a 
network would be very difficult to maintain. To describe the topology of such a network more 
efficiently, a new LEO network topology model is proposed (Figure 4-7). in which the 
topology of a LEO satellite network is considered as two layers: the global-network layer and 
the sub-network layer. 
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Figure 4-7: The LEO Network Addressing Model 
In the global-network layer, a LEO satellite network is considered as many sub-networks. 
Each sub-network is at a specific geographical location. The satellite is continuously moving 
among the sub-networks to store and forward messages from one sub-network to another. 
When the satellite is above a sub-network, we say the sub-network is active, otherwise we say 
it is inactive. In the sub-network layer, a sub-network can be considered as many nodes 
among which one node is the LEO satellite and other nodes are the ground stations within the 
satellite's footprint. Obviously, at any time, for the satellite node, only the links within the 
active sub-network are available. By using this model, as long as the satellite knows which 
sub-network is active, then the satellite can know which links are available. 
Message Data Application 
D-Subnet Address S-Subnet Address Message Data Network 
D-Subnet Address S-Subnet Address D-Node Address S-Node Address Message Data Data Link 
RF Layer 
Figure -1-8: The LEO Network Message Address Format 
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Within this two layer network topology model, the address of a sub-network can be defined as 
the geographical coordinate of its position. The node address of a ground station can be 
defined as an integer. Every ground station has a unique node address in the network. Based 
on this two layer topology model, a network layer can be implemented for the LEO satellite 
network. For every message to be delivered in such a network, two addresses will be inserted 
into the message (Figure 4-8). One address is the message destination address which tells to 
which sub-network (D-Sub-network Address) and which node (D-Node Address) within the 
sub-network the message is to be delivered. Another address is the message source address 
which tells from which sub-network (S-Sub-network Address) and which node (D-Node 
Address) within the sub-network this message comes. A sub-network address of a ground 
station is defined as its geographical coordinate on the Earth, which can be used to find out if 
a station is within the active sub-network. 
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Figure 4-9: The Simplified LEO Network Message Address Format 
To reduce the protocol overhead a simplified message address format is used (Figure 4-9). In 
the simplified message address format, every station is identified by a SIN (Station 
Identification Number). The identification number for every station is unique in the whole 
network. On the satellite there is a station identification number and station sub-network 
address mapping table (Figure 4-10). The satellite can use a SIN as an index to find out the 
sub-network address of the station. Therefore, no sub-network address is needed in a 
message. The same SIN can also be used as the node address of a station. 
Figure 4-10: Onboard SIN and Sub-network Addrcss Mapping Tablc 
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One copy of the table will be stored on the satellite (another copy can be stored at the central 
control ground station as a backup). With the help of this table, no network address will be 
included in any LEO satellite message. After receiving the message, the satellite can use the 
node address as an index to find the corresponding network address. 
The advantages of this addressing format are as follows. Firstly, no sub-network address will 
be included in any messages. This will reduce the overhead of the protocol. Secondly, the 
sub-network address can be updated easily after a ground station has moved to a new 
geographical position. What the ground station needs to do is just send a position updating 
message to the satellite when the satellite is passing the sky. Thirdly, this table can be used as 
a convenient place to store some statistical information about the ground stations, such as 
which station is active recently and so on. This information can help the satellite improve the 
use of network resources. 
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Figure -'-11: LEO Satellite Network Addressing Mechanism 
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For a satellite to be able to use the LEO message address to deliver messages, the real time 
geographical position information of the LEO satellite itself is needed. This can be obtained 
by using a GPS or Keplerian elements onboard the satellite (Figure 4-11) to let the satellite 
know exactly \,"here it is at all time. Therefore, satellite can always know \yhich links are 
available. 
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A uploaded message is stored in the onboard message queue (Figure ~-12) until the link to its 
destination is available. Each ground station has a separate message queue. Every message 
queue is identified by the SIN of the station. Actually, the SIN can be used as an index to find 
its related message queue. With this kind of addressing and message storage mechanisms, the 
satellite can work efficiently as an active message switching node to deliver messages from 
its sender to its receiver. 
+- Message 
+- Queue Head 
Figure 4-12: LEO Onboard Message Queues 
4.2.3 Routing Optimisation 
Routing optimization is considered as very important for the LEO networks which use 
multiple satellites. Many papers about routing optimization in these networks have been 
published in recent years [Chang HS,95], [Chang HS,96], [Werner M,97]. However, no 
paper has ever been published about the routing optimization in a LEO network which uses a 
single LEO satellite, since according to traditional concepts, there is only one route between 
any message originator and recipient in such a network. In this research, hO\yevcr. the 
traditional concept of routing optimization has been extended to make routing optimization 
also possible in a LEO netvvork \yhich uses only one satellite. 
One of the most important characteristics of a LEO channel is that the quality of the channel 
is time varying. The author' s basic idea is that although there is only one route to a station 
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from the satellite at any time, there are actually numerous routes to the station during one 
satellite pass each with different quality (Figure 4-13). The range of the change could be as 
large as 12 dB (just considering the free space loss alone) in one satellite pass [Sun W,95]. 
This typical LEO channel characteristic can be the basis of the various optimization 
algorithms. For a non-real time network in which average delay is in hours, it is completely 
acceptable to delay the delivery of a message for few seconds or even few minutes for a better 
route, as long as the performance of the network, such as the throughput or End-To-End 
delay, can be improved. 
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Figure 4-13: Relative Free Space Loss vs. Elevation Angle 
Based on this idea, many different routing algorithms can be developed, depending on the 
antenna patterns used. Here, as the first step, a routing optimization algorithm which is 
named GOP (Global OPtimization) has been developed. One assumption of the GOP is that 
the power flux density of the satellite antenna is equally distributed within its footprint. It is 
based on the fact that some micro-satellite antenna systems employ a shaped gain pattern to 
equalize pO\ver flux density over the satellite footprint [Curiel RS & Ward JW,95]. If the gain 
pattern of the antenna is shaped other \yay. a different algorithm should be used. Ho\\c"er. 
the basic principle and the framework of the algorithms should be the same. 
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Figure 4-14: Routing Optimization in a LEO network 
As shown in Figure 4-14, a satellite footprint is divided into four areas. According to the 
nature of the satellite orbit, stations in Area-4, such as the G-4 and G-5, are given the highest 
priority to up/down load their messages, because the satellite will pass over them more 
quickly than a station in Area-l and Area-3. The stations in Area-4 will not be covered again 
in next transit and the nearest next contact may be only available 12 hours later. By the similar 
reasoning, the priority of all four areas are specified by this inequality: 
Area-4 > Area-3 > Area-2 > Area-l 
To deliver as many messages as possible in one transit, the 'shortest distance first' algorithm 
is used in Area-l and Area-3, the 'longest distance first' algorithm is used in Area-2 and 
Area-4. For example, G-4 should be given higher priority than G-5, and G-6 should be given 
higher priority than G-l. Both 'longest distance first' and the 'shortest distance first' 
algorithms use the following equation (4-1) to calculate the distance D between the satellite 
and a ground station. 
D= ~(X2-x1)2 +(y2- y1)2 +(z2-z1)2 (4-1) 
where: (x l.y 1 ,z 1) = the geographical coordinate of the satellite 
(x2.y2.z2) = the geographical coordinate of the station 
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This algorithm can improve both throughput and latency, as the simulation results shO\\TI in 
Chapter 7. 
4.2.4 Error Control in Up/Down link 
To realize error free data delivery efficiently in a little LEO satellite data store-and-forward 
network, an error control method based on an ARQ scheme should be used [Ward C,94]. 
Although traditional ARQ schemes, such as go-back-N ARQ and selective repeat ARQ, even 
stop-and-wait ARQ [Nakayama T,96], [Havlicek JP,95], can be used in LEO satellite 
networks, Ward proposed a NAK based ARQ protocol (LAMS_DLC), which was proved 
more suitable to the LEO satellite network than the traditional ARQ schemes by analysis and 
simulation. Coincidentally with Ward's research, a practical error control method (ARQ by 
hole-list) widely used in exiting little LEO satellite network follows almost the same principle 
[Ward JW,93]. Both methods transmit NAK information on the reverse channel on a regular 
basis. The main difference is in the former method a NAK frame contains information of the 
erroneous I-frames that occurred during a cumulation time period, in the later method a NAK 
frame (hole-list) contains information of the erroneous I-frames occurred in the current 
message being delivered. Therefore, the former method is suitable for delivering continuous 
data flow, and the later method is suitable to deliver non-continuous data flow in a unit of 
message. Both methods use two channels, one to deliver the information frame (forward 
channel) and one error control information (backward channel). Because the traffic of error 
control frames is much lighter than the traffic of data frames (Figure 4-15), some kind of 
multiplexing is necessary to utilize the channels more efficiently. Letting the two channels 
work in a duplex mode allows the uploading and downloading to be performed at the same 
time to a single station. This can improve the channel utilization. However, the possible 
imbalance between uploading and downloading data traffic to a single station can limit the 
degree of improvement. In principle, allowing the up/down loading to be performed not only 
to a single station, but also to two different stations if necessary can further improve the 
utilization of channel resources. HO\yever, allowing up/down loading to be performed to 
different stations at the same time can result in frame collisions on the up-link. Therefore, 
some kind of multiple access method is needed to reduce or eliminate the collisions. 
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Figure 4-15: Error Control Method Used in PAC SAT 
4.2.5 Multiple Access Control on Up-link 
Multiple access control is a typical problem in a satellite communication network where a 
large number of ground stations share a small number of up-links. Many multiple access 
protocols have been proposed for GEO satellite networks (Figure 4-16). Most of them are 
based on the following assumptions [Tanenbaum,96]: 
• All the stations in the network are visible to the satellite all the time. 
• The up-link traffic will be rebroadcast on the down-link almost immediately. 
I Satellite Multiple Access Protocols J 
I 
I I I I Fixed Assignment II Random Assignment I I Demand Assignment I 
I I I 
FOMA, ALOHA, OAMA TOMA, 
TOMA, S-ALOHA OAMAFOMA, 
COMA R-ALOHA, 
FPOOA, 
POAMA 
Table -1-16: Classification of Satellite Multiple Access Control Techniques 
In a little LEO global store-and-forward network. however. not all the stations in the nenvork 
are yisible to the satellite all the time, and the up-link traffic is not generally repeated on the 
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down-link immediately. If the destination station of a message is not within the satellite 
footprint, re-broadcasting the uploaded message can only waste do\\n-link resources. 
Therefore, the multiple access methods developed for the GEO satellite network can not be 
use efficiently in a LEO S&F network [Ward JW,93]. 
To solve the special multiple access control problem in a LEO S&F communication network. 
Some multiple access control protocols suitable for the LEO S&F network have been 
proposed and are discussed in the following sections. The code division multiple access 
protocols are not discussed since code division is not available for most of existing little LEO 
satellites. In the following sections, ALOHA, S-ALOHA, VCR S-ALOHA, and two ne\\ 
proposed multiple access protocols which are polling reservation, adaptive polling & S-
ALOHA reservation, will be discussed. 
4.2.5.1 Random Multiple Access Control 
Random multiple access control protocols are characterized by the lack of strict ordering of 
the stations contending for access to the channel. In a random multiple access protocol, a 
station can send its message at a time detennined locally without any coordination with the 
other stations. [Saadawi TN,94]. The typical random multiple access control protocols which 
can be used in a LEO satellite S&F network are ALOHA, S-ALOHA and VCR S-ALOHA. 
4.2.5.2 ALOHA 
The first and simplest random multiple access protocol is ALOHA, which was developed for 
a radio based packet data network sharing a common radio channel with no central control of 
channel access [Freer JR,96]. In ALOHA, a station can transmit its packet any time it likes. 
If a collision happens, the station will wait a random amount of time and re-transmit the 
packet. The primary disadvantage of the ALOHA protocol is their inefficient use of 
bandwidth. At maximum, only 18.4 % of the channel resource can be utilized. 
4.2.5.3 S-ALOHA 
To improve the perfonnance of ALOHA, some control is introduced in S-ALOHA (Slotted 
ALOHA). In S-ALOHA, time is divided into slots. Stations are synchronized. Any packet can 
only be sent at the beginning of a slot. This reduces the period of \ulnerability fonn 2T to T 
(T is the time to send a fixed length of packet assumed in both ALOHA and S-ALOHA). 
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Therefore, comparing with ALOHA, the throughput of S-ALOHA is doubled. The maximum 
thought of S-ALOHA is 36 .8 %. In the LEO satellite S&F protocols proposed by Havlic k 
[Havlicek JP,95]. S-ALOHA was chosen as the up-link multiple access control protocol. 
4.2.5.4 VCR S-ALOHA 
However, as Figure 4-17 shows, the instability of ALOHA and S-ALOHA, decreasing 
throughput at increasing traffic load, is a highly undesirable characteristic for a typical LEO 
satellite S&F network. Because a typical scenario of the LEO satellite S&F network is when 
the satellite becomes visible, all the ground stations within its footprint will try to send their 
waiting messages, which can generate a high traffic load and bring a low network throughput 
[Ward JW,93]. 
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Figure 4-17: Throughput vs. Offered Load of ALOHA and S-ALOHA 
To maintain the throughput as high as possible under varying offered traffic, a protocol 
named VCR S-ALOHA (Varying Calling Rate S-ALOHA) was proposed [Nakayama T,94] . 
The basic idea of VCR S-ALOHA is that the satellite calculates the calling rate optimally 
through statistical processing of chalIDel request packet traffic transmitted by the ground 
stations and then broadcasts the calling rate in control packets to ground stations. The ground 
stations always send their chaJU1el request with the probability indicated by the received 
calling rate. Therefore. the throughput of VCR S-ALOHA Call be maintained alway at th 
maximum of S-ALOHA [Nakayama T,96]. 
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4.2.5.5 Reservation Multiple Access Control 
Random multiple access control protocols are suitable for fixed length, short message 
delivery. For variable length, long message delivery, reservation multiple access control is a 
better choice. Depending how much bandwidth is used for reservation, the t) pical throughput 
can vary from 70% to 90% [Maral G,93]. 
Many reservation multiple access protocols have been proposed to allow flexible sharing of 
the channel while achieving efficiencies comparable to those provided by fixed assignment 
[Kuo FF, 81 ]. The basic approach consists of splitting channel time into a relatively short 
reservation slot followed by a relatively long message data delivery slot. The main differences 
between different reservation protocols are what kind of protocol is used for reservation, and 
what kind of ordering algorithm is used to assign message data delivery slots. Discussed here 
are four reservation multiple access protocols which are being used or proposed to be used in 
the 'little LEO' satellite S&F communication network. 
4.2.5.6 TO SRMA 
TD SRMA (Time Domain Split Reservation Multiple Access) is the multiple access protocol 
used in P ACSA T. In TD SRMA, the channel time is split alternatively into channel 
reservation period and message delivery period. S-ALOHA protocol is used in the channel 
reservation period. TDM is used in message delivery period. The length of the channel 
reservation period is fixed. It starts when the satellite broadcasts the invitation frame, 
followed by N request time slots (Figure 4-18). In the invitation packet, there are 1\\"0 lists 
which acknowledge the stations which have successfully submitted their requests. One list is 
for uploading. Another list is for downloading. Only the stations which are not on both the 
lists are allowed to send their requests. The clocks of the ground stations which received the 
invitation packet are s) nchronized by the event of receiving the invitation packet. If a station 
is allowed to send request, it calculates a back-off number be1\veen 0 and N - I randomly. and 
waits for that number of request slots before it sends the request. The successfully submitted 
requests \vill be added into the uploading and dO\\nloading lists onboard the satellite. The 
stations in the lists will be served in the message delivery period in a manner of round-robin. 
~-IX 
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Figure 4-18: TD SRMA Reservation Timing Diagram 
TD SRMA is working in the current system PACSAT. One problem \\ith TD SRMA is that 
the number of slots (N) is fixed, but the number of stations (assume is M) competing the N 
slots is time varying due to the movement of the satellite and varying of message traffic. 
Although broadcasting a list can make some stations keep silent, the control over how many 
stations should compete for the N slots is not sufficient. Simulation (Chapter 7) shows that a 
mismatch between the slots allocated in the reservation period (N) and the number of 
requesting stations (M) can dramatically affect the system performance, which can also be 
explained by the following analysis. Assume that there are M stations competing for the N 
time slots, then the success probability (P) of a request during the reservation period of N 
time slots is: 
[.f-lj 
Where: P - the success probability of one request 
N - the number of time slots in one reservation period 
M - the number of station competes for the N time slots 
The relationship among the success probability (P) of a request, the number of time slots N in 
the reservation period, and the number of requesting stations Mis shO\\TI in Figure -l-19. 
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Figure 4-19 Request Success Probability vs. M & N 
It shows that the success probability of a request depends heavily on parameter M & N . 
Obviously, the larger the N and the smaller the M , then the hjgher the probability of P. 
However, a larger N means more channel resource is allocated to the reservation period, and 
then less channel resource leaves for message up/down loading period. Although a smaller N 
seems to leave more channel resource for the message up/down loading period, it also 
decreases the request success probability, which results in more request periods being 
required. Therefore, for a specific M , there should exist an optin1Um value of N to let the 
network give its best performance. Obviously, one approach to improve the protocol- s 
perfonnance is somehow to find out the dynamic M in every reservation period and then 
allocate an optimum N accordingly. Some progresses have been made in this respect ( see 
section 4 .2.5.8 & section 4.2 .5.9 for details ). 
4.2.5.7 VCR S-ALOHA Reservation 
VCR S-ALOHA reservation protocol has more control on how many stations should compete 
for a time slot. It broadcasts a calling rate to control the probability with which a station 
sends its request in the slot. The satellite in the netw'ork alwa s monitors the change of station 
request traffic, and adjusts the calling rate to maintain the maximum throughput in the 
reservation period. 
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Figure 4-20: VCR S-ALOHA Reservation Timing Diagram 
However, there are some problems in the VCR S-ALOHA. First, in the reservation period the 
satellite continuously sends a control packet (which is equivalent to the invitation packet in 
TD-SRMA). Compared with TD-SRMA, it might be possible to send fewer control packets 
to achieve the same purpose. Second, same as the TD-SRMA, the number of request slot (N) 
is fixed. Although simulation was done to find out an optimized value of N, it is only 
optimized for a specific satellite transit. The same simulation has also shown that the 
acceptance ratio of requests decreases as the number of requests increases [Nakayama T,96]. 
Obviously, an adaptive N which varies with the number of visible stations and message 
traffic can better use the channel resource. Therefore, multiple access protocols with varying 
length of reservation period are proposed in this research and are discussed in the following 
sections. 
4.2.5.8 Polling Reservation 
.. 
The traditional way to allocate a single channel among competing users is for somebody to 
poll them. Generally speaking, polling is efficient when the overhead from the polling is low, 
the round-trip propagation delay is small, the number of terminals is not large [Saadawi 
TN,94]. and all terminals are '"ahyays up" and have traffic. 
Having the GEO satellite poll each station in tum to see if it has a frame is prohibiti,ely 
expensive, given the 270-ms time required for each poll/response sequence [Tanenbaum,96]. 
However, for a little LEO S&F netvvork it is not so bad due to follO\ying reasons: 
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1. The longest round-trip propagation delay is 22 ms for a satellite at 850 km orbit altitude. 
The ratio of round-trip propagation delay to frame transmission period is O. L assuming a 
9600 bps link and 2048-bit frames. 
2. If the polling is only used for the reservation purpose, the overhead introduced by polling 
can be small (see simulation results in Chapter 7). 
3. Using the broadcast nature of the down-link, one polling multiple responses can be 
realized, which is more efficient than the traditional one polling one response. 
The polling can use the reservation period more efficiently than S-ALOHA. For example, 
suppose we allocate N time slots to N requesting stations in both S-ALOHA and polling 
methods, the highest success probability of a request in S-ALOHA is between 0.37 and 05 
(Figure 4-19), but in polling it is 1.0. 
Polling 
all the stations in the network every time is obviously out of the question [Ward JW,93]. In 
LEONET, as mentioned in section 4.4.2, there is enough information onboard the satellite to 
tell which ground stations are in the current satellite footprint. Therefore, the satellite is able 
to poll the stations within the current footprint only. Although, in a global LEO satellite S&F 
network, the total number of stations can be large, the number of stations within a footprint 
can be relatively small. Therefore, polling reservation has been chosen as one the multiple 
access protocols in LEONET. 
In the polling reservation protocol, a polling packet is sent with a station name list in it. The 
name list is used to tell which ground stations are being polled and in which order the polled 
stations should give their response. No response collisions will ever occur on the up-link. For 
example (Figure 4-21), when a reservation period begins, the satellite broadcasts a polling 
packet which contains a station list (1,6,2) to tell that station-I, station-6, and station-2 are 
being polled, and should give their response in the order listed. 
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Figure -'-21: Polling Reservation Timing Diagram 
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When station-I, station-2, and station-6 receives the polling packet. They synchronize their 
clocks and send their responses in the order implied in the polling packet. Different from the 
traditional polling, here one polling packet corresponds with three responses. 
The advantages of the polling reservation are: 
1. The length of the reservation period can be allocated exactly according to dynamic 
requirement. 
2. Collision free reservation can best use the allocated reservation period (l00% request 
success probability). 
3. Less polling traffic (comparing with traditional one poll / one response) on the down-link 
will be generated by one poll / multiple response method. 
The disadvantages of polling reservation are: 
1. When the number of stations within the footprint is large and the average station traffic is 
small, the overhead of polling can be quite high. 
2. All the stations have to be registered before the polling can be performed. 
To solve the problems in the polling reservation protocoL a protocol called adapti\ c polling & 
S-ALOHA reservation is proposed. 
I .., ... 
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4.2.5.9 Adaptive polling & S-ALOHA reservation 
In polling reservation, when the network offered load is light, for example, ""hen only a fe\" 
stations have messages to upload, all the other stations still need to be polled, which results in 
high overhead especially when the number of stations is large . As an example, four different 
network configurations are considered. Each with a number of stations of 25 , 49, 100, and 
196 respectively. When the network load is not heavy (G<=0 .3 1), it can be seen clearly from 
the simulation results (Figure 4-22) that the up-link resource used by the reservation increases 
rapidly as the number of stations in the network increases, leaving less and less up-link 
resource to upload messages . 
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Figure 4-22: Up-Link Capacity Used for Reservation 
To solve the problem, a new multiple access protocol, named adaptive polling & S-ALOHA 
reservation protocol, has been proposed. The basic idea is that the stations within the current 
footprint are divided into two sets (Figure 4-23) every time a reservation is made. The first 
set (called High Probability Set) of stations are the stations which are expected to request 
channel resource with a high probability. The reservation for the stations are made by the 
polling method. The second set (called Low Probability Set) of stations are the stations which 
are expected to request channel resource with a low probability. The reservation for the 
stations are made by a modified S-ALOHA. 
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Figure 4-23: Multiple Access Control Status of a Station 
When a station first appears in the satellite's footprint (Figure 4-23), it is put into the High 
Probability Set, because it is highly possible that some messages may have arrived the station 
during the last invisible period. The station will remain in this set and will be polled until the 
station has no message to upload. Then the station will be put into the Low Probability Set. A 
station in the Low Probability Set will be inquired by a modified S-ALOHA. If a message or 
messages arrive to the station, then the station can give a S-ALOHA reply if it is within the 
inquiry sliding window (Figure 4-25). 
The formula used to calculate the message arrival probability is given in equation -+-2. 
P = 1 - e ( - At ) (4-2) 
Where: 
t: the time interval since the last message arrived 
A: the a\'erage message arrival rate 
P: the probability that at least one message has arriyed to the station during the time 
It is possible that no message ,,,ill arriYe to the station for a period after the station has been 
put into the Low Probability Set. However, as the time goes by. the probability that at least 
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one message has arrived becomes higher and higher (4-2). When the message arriyal 
probability exceeds an preset threshold, the station will be put back into the High Probability 
Set. 
polling part (m slots) S-ALOHA part (k slots) 
Reservation Period ( n = m + k slots) 
0<= m <= MAX. INQ SLOT 
0<= k <= MAX. -INQ SLOT 
0< m + k <= MAX.=INQ=SLOT 
Figure 4-24: Reservation Period of Adaptive Polling & S-ALOHA 
In the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA reservation protocol, the reservation period is divided 
into two parts. One part is the polling part. Another part is the S-ALOHA part. The length of 
both parts can be from 0 to a predefined maximum length according to the dynamic 
requirement (Figure 4-24). The polling part is allocated to the stations which are expected to 
request channel resources with a high probability, such as the stations which have just 
appeared in the footprint, or the stations for which up-loading status is unknown. The S-
ALOHA part is allocated to the stations which have low probability of requesting channel 
resource, such as the stations which have been found to have no messages to upload when 
polled last time. 
A flow control mechanism on the up-link, called inquiry sliding window, is introduced in the 
adaptive polling & S-ALOHA to overcome the instability problem in S-ALOHA, namely, 
when offered load increases beyond a pojPt (G=1.0), the throughput does not increase but 
decreases. The inquiry sliding window specifies which visible stations are allowed to compete 
the S-ALOHA time slots specified in an inquiry packet (Figure 4-25). The number of S-
ALOHA slots in an inquiry is allocated according to the estimated number of requests from 
the stations within the inquiry sliding window, in order to match the M and N discussed in 
section 4.2.5.2.1. Because the number of stations which are allowed to compete the S-
ALOHA slots are specified dynamically in every inquiry, and the number of S-ALOHA slots 
is allocated according to the expected number of requests from the specified stations. 
Therefore, the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA Reservation can use the allocated S-ALOHA 
slots efficiently no matter how many stations are within the footprint and hmv heavy the 
message request traffic is. 
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An inquiry packet is generated by checking the stations within the inquiry sliding window. 
The sliding window is moving on the visible station SIN space in a manner of round-robin, to 
give every station a chance to be inquired. Every station within the inquiry sliding window is 
checked, if necessary the station's SIN and a proper IC are put into the Inquiry Packet 
(Figure 4-25). If the IC is 'Uploading Inquiry', 'Downloading Inquiry', or both (lC = 011), 
then the station is being polled. A polled station must give a response in the polling part of the 
reservation period. If the I C is 'Silent', that mean the station should give no response in the 
whole reservation period, since the up and down loading status of the station are known. 
Other stations within the inquiry sliding window can send a S-ALOHA request if there is a S-
ALOHA part in the inquiry and the station has a new message to upload. 
SIN space 
Visible station 
SIN space 
Inquiry Packet 
l1 12 3 14 I 51 ------------- I n I 
\ LIN / 
\ / . / 
~1N-1~IN~21----~I-Ni~I----~I-Nj~I--------~IN~mr 
Inquiry Sliding 
Window 
7 
I SIN Ie I SIN Ie SIN Ie I S-ALOHA-s-num "] 
LIN - Last Inquiried Node SIN -Station Identification Number (1-n) Ie -Inquiry Code 
000 - Silent 
010 - Downloading 
001 - Uploading Inquiry 
100 - End Marker 
Figure 4-25: Inquiry Packet Format 
The length of the S-ALOHA part of reservation period is specified by ·S-ALOHA-s-num', 
which specifies how many slots are allocated for S-ALOHA response. The number of the S-
ALOHA slots are allocated according to the number of potential S-ALOHA responding 
stations within the inquiry sliding window and their probability to give a S-ALOHA response. 
If a station meets the conditions to send a S-ALOHA response, it ,yill wait until the polling 
part is finished and then back-off N slots before it sends its S-ALOHA response. The N is a 
randomly selected number between 0 and S-ALOHA-s-num -1. 
T\\o simplified algorithms ("Titten in C++ language) used in the adaptin~ polling & S-
ALOHA are gin~n in Appendix A to illustrate how the protocol ,Yorks. The first algorithm is 
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used on the satellite to form an inquiry packet. The second is used at a ground station 
inquired to find out the inquiry type and to calculate the back-off if the station is inquired. 
Simulation results show (see Chapter 7) that, comparing with the polling reservation, the 
adaptive polling & S-ALOHA reservation uses less up-link resource for reservation and 
leaves more up-link resource to upload messages. Therefore, the adaptive polling & S-
ALOHA reservation protocol can improve the network performance, especially when the 
number of stations in the network is large. 
4.2.6 Multiplexing on Down-link 
In most GEO satellite communication network designs, some kind of multiplexing methods, 
such as FDM or TDM, are used on the down-link. Multiplexing combines a number of 
communication channels and transmits them over a common, broadband physical channel. At 
the receiving end, de-multiplexing separates and recovers the original channels. The main 
purpose of multiplexing is the efficient use of the channel bandwidth [Saadawi TN, 94]. The 
basic assumptions for these designs are: (1) down-link is a high capacity link compared with 
any single user requirement in the network. (2) the network is designed to support real-time 
service, such as video, voice or interactive data service. However, for the 'little LEO' satellite 
global data communication network, the above assumptions are not true. First, the down-link 
usually is not a high capacity link. The typical data rates for those networks are 9.6 Kbps, or 
32.8 Kbps. Second, the service supported is not the real-time service. Therefore, it is not 
necessary or even useful to mechanically split the down-link time into same identical time 
slots and allocate these time slots in a round-robin to the ground stations in the footprint. 
However, because there might be many messages to be downloaded to the stations within the 
current footprint, how to allocate down-link time to these messages and specify a proper 
downloading order have been proved to be important factors \vhich effect the network 
performance [Cheng BZ,97]. As long as the downloading time slot has been allocated 
properly, multiplexing the down loading data packets, multiple access inquiry packets and 
uploading control packets in the down-link is relatively easier than the multiplexing packets 
on up-link, since the down-link channel has only a singk sender (the satellite). However, since 
a control packet is more delay sensitive than a data packet, higher priority should be given to 
the control packets to improve the net\\'ork performance. 
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4.2.7 An Integrated Solution 
Uploading, downloading, error control, and multiple access control all need to use the 
up/down-link channel to realize their functions. Perhaps, the simplest way to allocate the 
channel resource is to serialize the utilization of channels among these activities. Howc\cL it 
is certainly an inefficient way to use the channel resource. Because as analyzed above, for 
uploading and multiple access control, the down-link can not be fully utilized. For 
downloading, the up-link can not be fully utilized. Obviously, mixing uploading, 
downloading, error control and multiple access control together can possibly use the channel 
resource more efficiently. However, an uncoordinated mixing necessarily introduces conflicts 
among the activities. To better utilize the channel resource, an integrated solution to the 
channel resource allocation is proposed, which considers the requirements of various 
activities together and coordinates the allocation of the channel resource to maximize its 
utilization and improve the network performance. 
+ DL TSlot 
LEO Satellite 
I I I I I I I I I I I 
Down-Link Inq(1-n) DPkt DPkt StartUL DPkt DPkt StartUL Inq(1-n) DPkt DPkt DPkt 
t t t t t t t t t t t 
~ DL TSlot 
Ground Stations 
+ ~ AC TSlot H UL TSlot E UL TSlot tL AC TSlot ----. I 
LEO Satellite 
t t t t t t t t • • t t 
Up-Link Reply-1 Reply-2 Reply-n DPkt DPkt DPkt DPkt DPkt DPkt Reply-1 Reply-2 Reply-n 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
~~ AC TSlot H UL TSlot E UL TSlot H ACTSlot ~ Ground Stations 
Figure -t-26: an integrated solution to up/down-link allocation 
As sho\\n in Figure 4-26. down-link is split into AC TSlot (Access Control Time Slot) and 
DL T-Slot (Down-Load Time Slot). The AC TSlot is used to broadcast a reser\ation inquiry 
frame \\hich specifies \\hat kind of reservation protocol should be used to reply to the 
inquiry, and how long the reservation time slot is (multiple access control). The AC Tslot in 
the down-link is also used for satellite to send StartUL frame to allocate an up-link channel 
time slot for a station to upload its message (multiple access control). The StartUL frame 
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contains a hole-list which tells which parts of the current uploading message have not been 
received (error control). Therefore, the StartUL frame can be used to start a new message 
uploading (with a hole-list to tell nothing has been received), or continue a previous 
uploading (with a hole-list to tell the missing parts of the message). DL TSlot in the down-
link is used to download message data (message downloading). Up-link is split into AC 
TSlot and UL Tlot. The AC TSlot is used for a station to reply the inquiry from the satellite. 
A reply can contain information about if the station has message to upload (multiple access 
control), and if the current downloading message to the station has holes (error control) in 
it. The UL TSlot in the up-link is used by a station to upload message data (message 
uploading). The length of UL TSlot is specified in the StartUL packet. 
Down-link Frame (Packet Multiplex) Down-link Frame (packet Multiplex) 
LEO Satellite 
F 1 Header 1 Inquiry 1 CRC i ;1 
,;' 
-.-
. -
,;' 
.... ...... I \ . .... . . ..... 
.\ 1 F 1 Header 1 Msg-Data 1 CRC 1 ~ : ,;' ,;' 
,;' 
,;' 
1 F I Header StartUL 1 FCS 1 F 1 
Up-link Frame (Reservation) Up-link Frame (Allocated Time Slot) 
Ground Stations 
..... 
Reply 1 CRC 1 FI 
..... 
.... ..... 
I· F 1 Header 1 Msg-Data 1 CRC 1 FJ 
Figure 4-27: LEO NET Frame Format and Packet Format 
A more detailed description of the link capacity allocation is given in Figure 4-27, in which 
up-link and down-link are considered as consisted of frames. The length of the frames is not 
fixed. Also, there might be idle time slots between the frames. 
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4.3 Summary & Conclusions 
The unique characteristics of the LEO satellite S&F communication net\\ork are identified. 
The problems in previous protocols are analyzed. An optimized, integrated solution to better 
use the LEO satellite channel resource is proposed, which concentrates on soh-ing the 
problems of message addressing, routing optimization, error control, multiple access control 
and multiplexing in the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network environment. 
On the up-link, new multiple access protocols are proposed to allocate the amount of up-link 
resource for message uploading reservation and message uploading exactly as they are 
needed. The up-link reservation request collisions in previous multiple access protocols are 
eliminated (in the polling reservation) or reduced (in the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA 
reservation). 
On the down-link, new message addressing mechanism eliminates directory do\\nloading. All 
the resource used to download directory in previous protocols is used to do\\nload messages. 
Between the up-link and down-link, a novel routing optimization algorithm is used to schedule 
the uploading and downloading activities to better use the potential of the network. 
In summary, the LEO channel in a 'little LEO' satellite S&F network is an extremely 
valuable resource. The proposed integrated solution can optimally allocate the resource to 
satisfy the competing requirements coming from the various network functions. The nct\\ork 
resource in LEONET is much better utilized than all the previous protocols. 
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5. SIMULATION MODEL 
Summary: Simulation models built for the research are described. First is hO\\ the network 
is configured geographically. Secondly, how the satellite and ground station nodes are 
discomposed into modules. Third is about what kind of traffic pattern is used. Then the 
process models used in PACSAT and LEONET are described. 
5.1 Introduction 
Perfonnance evaluation and trade-off analysis are key issues in the design and 
implementation of an optimized LEO satellite S&F protocol. Typical methods for evaluating 
network perfonnance are direct measurement, mathematical model analysis, and/or discrete-
event simulations [BONeS,94]. 
While direct measurement is the most accurate method of evaluating network perfonnance, it 
is time consuming and expensive, especially when the network studied is at global scale. 
Therefore, the direct measurement, if possible, is used most often at the final stage of the 
network implementation to verify the other models. 
Mathematical analysis is another approach used for evaluating network perfonnance. When 
applicable, an analytic model can be effective and might be useful for broad and efficient 
exploration of network design in space [BONeS,94]. Unfortunately, the intennittent nature of 
the network connectivity renders analytic treatment of the LEO satellite S&F network 
perfonnance a daunting task [Havlicek JP,95]. Although, under some strict assumptions, 
some LEO satellite S&F protocols have been evaluated by mathematical analytical approach 
[Nakayama T,96], the analysis result had to be verified by a simulation model under some 
more realistic assumptions. It was found that there was a quite big mismatch (about 28%) 
between the analysis and simulation results, resulting from the idealized analysis 
assumptions. Therefore, in general, the mathematical analysis approach was considered no 
more illuminating than simulation in the LEO satellite S&F network [Havlicek JP, 95]. 
Simulation is a compromise bet"een direct measurement and mathematical analysis. It is less 
time consuming than the direct measurement and provides a greater accuracy than the 
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mathematical analysis. In a simulation, various components of a network being studied (such 
as antennas, communication links, buffers, access strategies, and network control structures) 
are represented in a computer program. Events that occur during network operations (arrivaL 
transmission, routing, departure and so on) are mimicked during the execution of the program 
[BONeS,94]. 
Because a LEO satellite S&F network is a very complex system. Its performance is related to 
many system parameters. Neither direct measurement nor mathematical analysis is effective 
and accurate enough to analyze its performance. An economical and relatively accurate 
approach is to analyze the LEO satellite S&F network performance by a satellite 
communication network simulation software package. Therefore, simulation is chosen as a 
main approach to evaluate the network performance of the proposed LEONET protocol. 
There are many software simulation packages available now. such as the BONeS and 
OPNET, which can give a reasonably accurate description of a satellite communication 
system. The parameters considered in such a simulation software package can include the 
orbit parameters of the satellite, the location of the ground stations, the visibility of the 
satellite, the traffic patterns, the packet formats, up/down link parameters and almost all 
protocol details. 
OPNET has been chosen as the simulation tool, because it has some features which are 
particularly helpful in the simulation of a LEO satellite S&F network. OPNET divides the 
majority of model specifications into a set of three environments, called modeling domains. 
This differs from the approach taken by most other modeling frameworks, which use a single 
paradigm to specify all aspects of a system [OPNET,93]. The three modeling domains are 
network domain, node domain and process domain. 
At nenvork domain, the main concerns are the specification of a system in terms of high-level 
devices called nodes and communication links benveen them. For a LEO satellite S&F , 
network, those nodes are the satellite and ground stations. The links are radio links beDseen 
the satellite and the stations. OPNET has the built-in support for a LEO satellite node. It also 
has the support of the accurate description of the geographical distribution of the ground 
stations, \yhich is ,cry useful to a LEO satellite S&F net\vork. since its performance depends 
heavily lIpon geographical distribution. 
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At node domain, the main concerns are the specification of node capability in terms of 
applications, processing, queuing, and communication interfaces. 
At process domain, the main concern is the specification of behavior for the processes that 
operate within the nodes of the system [OPNET,93]. An extended c++ like simulation 
language is provided which can describe a protocol in any detail. 
Furthermore, OPNET is also a very efficient simulation package, which makes it possible to 
explore the network performance in broad parameters quickly. 
Two simulation models have been built to compare their performance. One is for the existing 
system (PACSAT). Another is for the proposed system (LEONET). The two simulation 
models are discussed in the following sections. 
5.2 Basic Assumptions Of The Models 
A LEO satellite S&F communication network is such a complex system that many 
characteristics of the network remain unkno\\'TI. Therefore, some assumptions have to be 
made to make the simulation possible. Most assumptions made in the models are based on 
previous researches [Maral G & Evanas BG,91], [Radzik J & Maral G,95], [Havlicek 
JP,95], [Nakayama T,96]. 
5.2.1 Network Domain Models 
The network domain's role is to define the topology of a communication network. The 
communicating entities are called nodes and the specific capabilities of each node are defined 
by designating their model [OPNET,93]. For a LEO satellite S&F net\vork, the network 
domain models consist of two kinds of nodes, satellite nodes and ground station nodes. The 
two kinds of nodes communicate with each other by radio links. Because OPNET provides 
built-in support for satellite nodes and radio links, the main problem to be solved at the 
nct\\ork domain is the geographical distribution of the ground stations. 
- .. 
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5.2.1.1 Geographical Distribution of Ground Stations 
Geographical distribution of ground stations of a LEO satellite S&F network has important 
effect on its performance, since it determines the total visible time of the network, therefore, 
the upper bound of the network capacity. Two types of geographical distributions arc used in 
the simulation models. One is called "regional network" to simulate communications over a 
specific region of the world, such as a group of countries or a continent. Another is called 
"global network" to simulate communications on world wide established links [Maral G & 
Evanas GB,91]. Both the regional and the global network are consisted of sub-net\vorks as 
shown in Figure 5 -1 . 
6,400 km 
~ ~ ~ 
s-2 s-3 s-4 
~ ~ ~ 
s-7 s-8 s-9 
6,400 km ~ ~ ~ 
s-12 s-13 s-14 
~ ~ ~ 
s-17 s-18 s-19 
s-21 s-22 s-23 s-24 s-25 
Figure 5-1: Distribution of the Stations in One Sub-network 
A sub-network is in a shape of square tangent to a satellite footprint circle from the outside. 
Ground stations are always uniformly distributed in the square, no matter how many stations 
are distributed in it. This type of distribution has been used in previous studies [Nakayama 
T, 96]. Such a distribution is also considered yery demanding and 'ill-behayed', so it is useful 
as a worst-case. A protocol works for this netw'ork would also work for more sparsely 
populated networks [Ward JW,93]. 
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5.2.1.2 Regional S&F Network Configuration 
A regional LEO satellite S&F network (Figure 5-2) consists of one sub-network. The sub-
network is located on the equator on purpose. Because, for a typical LEO satellite with a high 
inclined orbit, a sub-network located on equator will get the least coverage. The position of 
the sub-network can be easily changed in OPNET by 'drag and drop' if necessary. 
Figure 5-2: Network Model for Regional Network 
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5.2.1.3 Global S&F Network Configuration 
A global network consists of two sub-networks (Figure 5-3). The two sub-networks are 
located on the equator and separated by such a distance that the satellite can never cover the 
both at same time. Global network is designed to simulate the delayed data transmission 
system mentioned in [Maral G & Evanas GB,91]. 
Figure 5-3: Network Model for Global Network 
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5.2.1.4 Statistics Collection 
Statistics are collected at the network level. The main statistics collected are: 
1. Throughput (S) - There are many definitions for the throughput. Maral's definitions is 'the 
throughput is the average rate at which a connection in the network deli\'ers information 
bits to the receiver' [Maral G,95]; Ha's definition is 'the throughput of a satellite channel 
is defined as the rate at which packet are successfully transmitted' [Ha, Tri T.,96]: 
Stallings's definition is 'the throughput of the network is the total rate of data being 
transmitted between stations' [Stallings,88]. Saadawi's definition is 'the a\'erage 
throughput is defined as the ratio of the number of packets that are successfully 
transmitted in a very long interval to the maximum of packets that could have been 
transmitted with continuous transmission on the channel' [Saadawi TN,94]. According to 
the characteristics of the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network, the definition of the 
throughput, which is basically a combination of Maral' s definition and Saadawi' s 
definition, is that the throughput of the network is the average rate of the number of 
information bits that are successfully transmitted in a very long interval to the maximum 
of information bits that could have been transmitted with continuous transmission on the 
channel whenever the channel is available. 
2. ETE Delay - Average End-To-End (from source to destination) message delivery delay 
3. Channel Utilization - The ratio of the time the channel is used and the sum of the idle time 
plus the time the channel is used [Maral G,95]. The time considered here is the time 
during which the satellite is visible to at least one ground station in the network. The 
Channel Utilization is used to describe how much the channel resource is used. 
4. Pure Channel Utilization - The ratio of the time the channel is used to deliver the 
information bits and the sum of the idle time plus the time the channel is used. Combined 
with the Channel Utilization, the Pure Channel Utilization is used to describe ho\\ 
efficiently the channel resource is used. 
One parameter used in the simulation is G which is referred to offered network load. It is the 
average rate of the total number of information bits that are put into the net\\"ork in a very 
long interval to the maximum of information bits that could have been transmitted \\"ith 
continuous transmission on the channel wheneyer the channel is available 
5--:-
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5.2.2 Node Domain Models 
The node domain provides for the modeling of communication devices that can be deployed 
and interconnected at the network level. These devices are called nodes [OPNET,93]. In a 
LEO satellite S&F network, these nodes correspond to ground stations and the satellite. Node 
models are expressed in terms of smaller building blocks called modules. Some modules are 
built-in modules and have pre-defined behavior. Other modules are programmable via their 
process model. Connections (packet streams and statistic wires) allow information to flow 
between modules. Every module in a node model corresponds to an independent process 
which has its own control flow and realizes a specific function of the model. 
5.2.2.1 Satellite Node Model 
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Figure 5-.t: Satellite Node Model 
The satellite node model consists of nine modules (Figure 5-4). Four modules are built-in 
modules, which are VHF-Receiver, VHF-Antenna, UHF-Transmitter, and UHF-Antenna 
respectiycly. These four modules are used to simulate the behayior of RF layer on the 
satellite. Five modules are user-defined modules, \\hich are Router. uploader. access_control. 
do\vnloader and AX25 respectively. These user-defined modules are used to simulate the 
behavior of data-link and nenvork layer protocols. The exact behavior of each module is 
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defined by its corresponding process model. The modules are connected by two kinds of 
connections which are packet streams and statistic "'ires, In the model, the packet stream is 
represented by a solid line and the statistic wires is represented by a dotted line. 
In the satellite node model, the uploading protocol is realized in the uploader module, the 
downloading protocol is realized in the downloader module, and multiple access control is 
realized in the access control module. The Router module is the coordinator of all the 
activities onboard the satellite. For example, Router decides when a reservation period should 
begin and when a message period should begin. 
5.2.2.2 Ground Station Node Model 
U Receiver 
o 
up loader downloader 
Figure 5-5: Ground Station Node Model 
The ground station node model consists often modules (Figure 5-5). Six modules are built-in 
modules, which are UHF-Receiver, UHF-Antenna, VHF-Transmitter, VHF-Antenna, 
msg_queue, and msg_source respectively. UHF-ReceiycL UHF-Antenna, VHF-TransmitteL 
and VHF -Antenna are used to simulate the beha,"ior of the RF layer on a ground station. The 
msg_queuc. and msg_source modules are used to simulate the message arriying and queuing 
process at a ground station. Four modules are user-defined modules. ,yhich arc uploadcL 
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access_control, downloader and AX25 respectively. These user-defmed modules are used to 
simulate the behavior of data-link and network layer protocols. The modules are connected by 
packet streams and statistic wires. 
5.2.3 Message Traffic Pattern 
Based on previous researches [Radzik J & Maral G,95], [Havlicek JP,95], [Nakayama T,96], 
the message arrival process is assumed a Poisson process. The message arrival processes at 
each station are assumed to be independent. The average message length is assumed to be 
19,200 bits [Radzik J & Maral G,95]. The destination for a message arriving at a station is 
assigned by choosing anyone of the other remaining stations in the network randomly. 
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5.3 PACSAT Model 
A simulation model has been built to evaluate the performance of the existing protocoL 
PACSAT. It uses node domain models (satellite node and ground station node) described in 
section 5.2. Corresponding to the user-built modules in the node domain models are the 
process models specifically built according to the protocol of PACSA T. Those process 
models are described briefly in the following sections. More details of theses process models 
can be seen in Appendix -B. 
5.3.1 Introduction to PACSAT 
PACSAT is a protocol suite (see Figure - 3.1). Because there are some functional 
redundancies in the original PACSAT, therefore, simulated here is a minimal subset of 
PACSAT which can provide message S&F communication in its best performance (Figure 5-
6). 
AX.2S UI frame Service 
Figure 5-6 PAC SAT Protocol Suite Hierarchy 
In the selected subset of P ACSAT, NUP provides message uploading service, DBP provides 
message directory downloading service, and PBP provides message downloading service. 
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5.3.2 RR Scheduling 
In PAC SAT, all the protocol activities in the satellite node models IS coordinated by th~ 
PAC_RR_Router process model (Figure 5-7). 
Figure 5-7 Router Process Model 
5.3.3 Directory Downloading 
Message directory downloading is one of the main activities of P ACSAT to S&F message 
from one station to another. In P ACSAT two kinds of directory downloading methods are 
supported. One is to download the directory as a whole without selection. Another is to 
download the selected part of the directory according to a specific request. The second 
method is more efficient than the first one and therefore is selected as the directory 
downloading method in the simulation model. As designed in P ACSA T, message directory 
downloading is realized as a special case of message dO\vnloading which follows the 
following rules: 
1. Every station can start message directory downloading as long as no message directory 
do-wnloading is going on. 
2. A station starts a message directory dO\vnloading only when its local message 
dO\vnloading list is empty. 
3. Directories are multi -cast. That is, cyery station monitors the message directory 
dO\\nloading activity and updates its local message directory list. no mattcr \\hich station 
starts the message directory do\\nloading. 
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4. In a message directory downloading request, a message directory "hole-list' is proyided to 
specify which part of the directory to be downloaded. 
5.3.4 Multiple Access Control 
Multiple access control in P ACSAT is realized by the process model of PAC _ S _access 
(Figure 5-8) at the satellite node and PAC_G_access (Figure 5-9) at ground station nodes. 
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Figure 5-8 Multiple Access Control Process Model (Satellite) 
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Figure 5-9 Multiple Access Control Process Model (Ground Station) 
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5.3.5 Uploading 
Figure 5-10 Upload Process Model (Satellite) 
The uploading protocol of PACSAT, NUP, is realized by 1\\'0 process models. One is at the 
satellite node, named PAC_S_uloader (Figure 5-10). Another is at ground station node, 
named PAC_G_uloader (Figure 5-11). 
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Figure 5-11 Upload Process Model (Ground Station) 
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5.3.6 Downloading 
The downloading protocols of PAC SAT, PBP and DBP, are realized by two process models. 
One is at the satellite node, named PAC _ S _ dloader (Figure 5 -12). Another is at ground 
station node, named PAC_G_dloader (Figure 5-l3). 
Figure 5-12 Download Process Model (Satellite) 
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FifJurc 5-13 Download Process Model (Ground Station) 
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5.3.7 C Source Code 
Embedded into the every P ACSA T process model is its C source code which describes the 
protocol in such a detail that it can almost be transplanted into a real system without too 
much change. The size of the C codes is listed in Table 5-1. The total size of the use defined 
code in PACSAT is about 3616 lines. 
Process Module Name Code Size (lines) 
PAC_RR_Router 238 
PAC _ S _Access 506 
PAC_S_ULoader 433 
PAC_S_DLoader 251 
PAC_Sj>.:J.25 132 
PAC_G_Access 410 
PAC_G_ULoader 211 
PAC_G_DLoader 213 
PAC_G_AX25 129 
PAC_Statistics 213 
Other C code 880 
Total Length 3616 
Table 5-2: Size of C Source Code Used in PAC SAT 
."-16 
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5.4 LEONET Model 
A simulation model has been built to evaluate the perfonnance of the proposed protocoL 
LEONET. Like P ACSAT, it also uses node domain models (satellite node and ground station 
node) described in section 5.2. However, corresponding to the user-built modules in the node 
domain models are the process models specifically built according to the protocol of 
LEONET. Those process models are described briefly in the following sections. i\lore 
details of theses process models can be seen in Appendix-B 
5.4.1 Introduction to LEONET 
LEONET is an integrated protocol which consists of mainly four components (Figure 5-1-1.). 
The first components is routing protocol. There are two options for the routing component. 
One is the RR (Round-Robin) routing protocol. Another is the GOP (Global OPtimization) 
protocol. The second component is the multiple access control component which also has n\o 
options. One is the polling reservation multiple access control protocol. Another is the 
adaptive polling & S-ALOHA reservation protocol. The third component is the uploading 
protocol. The fourth component is the downloading protocol. Because the options from 
routing protocol and multiple access control protocol can be combined freely, there are four 
different versions of LEONET as the following list: 
1. RR routing plus Polling reservation multiple access control. 
2. RR routing plus Adaptive polling & S-ALOHA reservation multiple access control. 
3. GOP routing plus Polling reservation multiple access control. 
4. GOP routing plus Adaptive polling & S-ALOHA reservation multiple access control. 
AX.25 UI frame Service 
Figure 5-14: LEONET Protocol Architecture 
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5.4.2 Routing Optimisation 
Routing optimization in the LEO satellite S&F network is a new concept proposed in 
LEONET. To evaluate the perfonnance of the routing optimization, two t} "pes of routing 
protocols are realized in the simulation model. One is called RR routing in which no routing 
optimization is perfonned. All the stations within the satellite footprint are served in Round-
Robin. Another is called GOP routing in which the routing optimization algorithm proposed 
in LEONET is realized. The two routing protocols are realized in 1\\"0 process models called 
INET_RR_Router and INET_GOP _Router respectively. 
As in the P ACSAT simulation model, the routing process in the LEONET simulation model 
is the main control process in the model. However, different from P ACSAT, LEONET 
routing process does not use the up/down loading request lists. It uses the visible station list 
which contains all the stations within the current satellite footprint. Two timers are used in 
the both RR routing and GOP routing models. One is called uploading timer which is used for 
updating the visible station list and allocating time-slot on up-link. Another timer is called 
downloading timer which is used for allocating time-slot on down-link. 
5.4.2.1 RR Routing 
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'- I <UL_DONE I I VL_ TIMER)/U~DATCVL '- I 
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\. I .... \. I 
\. \. , .... .... .... ' ... I CD ----; 'lLGoINGl~';D'iE~vL:. 
Figure 5-15: RR Routing Process Model 
In the RR routing protocol, the RR routing process maintains 1\\"0 pointers. One points to the 
next uploading station. Another points to the next dO\\nloading station. The 1\\"0 pointers arc 
mo\ ing on the \isible station list in a manner of Round-Robin. The process model 
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corresponding to the RR routing protocol is sho\\'TI in Figure 5-15. When RR routing process 
model is used, actually no routing optimization is performed. The purposes of building the 
RR routing process model are: 
1. RR routing is the simplest routing protocol to realize and is suitable for the network which 
has only limited onboard CPU resource. 
2. RR routing is used in previous protocols and can be used as a benchmark to evaluate the 
performance of other routing protocols. 
5.4.2.2 GOP Routing 
GOP routing process models (Figure 5-16) realized the routing optimization protocol 
described in Chapter 4. It uses almost the same process model as the RR routing protocol, 
but the algorithms used within the process models are different. There are no pointers in the 
GOP routing process model to tell which station should be the next uploading or dO\V1lloading 
station. The next uploading/do\V1lloading station is always selected from all the stations on the 
visible station list. 
(.J _____ ...... :;.. 
II---~e, ~ ~(~~Q~IR~_~O~ElINI"(T ~UL -'-'8 
I I..... "- .... .a. 
/ : ' , , (I NE~D_INqUIRY}/NEXT _UL : 
<DT JISEUP I I DL_DONE)' , ' , , : 
I " 
I ,I (UL_GOING)/NEXT_DL I ' (NEED_INQUIRY)/INQUIRY 
I I 'I 
\ I {UL_DONEIIVL_TIMER)/UPDATE_VL', I 
... \ I .... ... I 
, I ... " I 
" , ........... \, I 
• ---(!uL_GoiNG)iuPD';E~'L:. 
Figure 5-16: GOP Routing Process Model 
5.4.3 Multiple Access Control 
T\\o multiple access control protocols are defined in LEONET. One IS called polling 
resencation. Another is called adaptin? polling & S-ALOHA reservation. 
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5.4.3.1 Polling Reservation 
(deFault) 
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Figure 5-17: Polling Access Control Process Model (Satellite Node) 
The polling reservation protocol is realized by two process models 0 One is a process model 
called INET _ S _access in the satellite node model (Figure 5 -17) 0 Another is a process model 
called INET_G_access in the ground station node model (Figure 5-18)0 
( I NQLJIRY) 
, 
, 
" , 
Figure 5-18: Polling Access Control Process Model (Ground Station Node) 
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5.4.3.2 Adaptive Polling & S-ALOHA Reservation 
(default> 
/ 
I / I 
I (RESP _ TIMEUP)/UPDATE_DONE , : 
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Figure 5-19: Adaptive Polling & S-ALOHA Process Model (Satellite Node) 
Adaptive polling & S-ALOHA reservation protocol is realized by 1\\0 process models. One 
process model is in the satellite node model, named INET_S_adap_access (Figure 5-19). 
Another process model is in the ground station node model, named INET _ G _ adap _access 
(Figure 5-20) . 
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Figure 5-20: Adaptive Polling & S-ALOHA Process Model (Ground Station) 
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5.4.4 Uploading 
""~ 
........ _- ..... ----
Figure 5-21: Upload Process Model (Satellite) 
\ 
\ 
Uploading protocol is realized by two simulation models. One is in the satellite node model, 
named INET_S_uloader (Figure 5-21). Another is in the ground station node model, named 
INET_G_uloader (Figure 5-22). 
(default> 
-+ 
" " .... _-------
Figure 5-22: Upload Process Mudel (Ground Station) 
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5.4.5 Downloading 
Downloading protocol is realized by two simulation models. One is in the satellite node 
model, named INET _ S _ dloader (Figure 5 -23). Another is in the ground station node model. 
named INET_G_dloader (Figure 5-24). 
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Figure 5-23: Down-Loader Process Model (Satellite) 
When a ground station receives the data packets, the station will reassemble it into a message. 
Figure 5-2~: Download Process Model (Ground Station) 
- )., 
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5.4.6 C Source Code 
Embedded into the every LEONET process model is its C source code \\"hich describes the 
protocol in such a detail that it can almost be transplanted into a real system without too 
much change. The size of the C codes is listed in Table 5-2. The total size of the use defined 
code in LEONET is about 3667 lines. 
Process Module Name Code Size (lines) 
INET _RR_Router 361 
INET_S_Access 532 
INET_S_ULoader 434 
INET_S_DLoader 142 
INET_S_AX25 132 
INET_G_Access 390 
INET_G_ULoader 250 
INET_G_DLoader 150 
INET_G_AX25 129 
INET _Statistics 213 
Other C code 934 
Total Length 3667 
Table 5-2: Size of C Source Code Used in LEONET 
5.5 Summary 
Simulation models built for the research are described. All the models use the same 
assumptions which are described in three sections. First is how the network is configured 
geographically. Secondly, how the satellite and ground station nodes are discomposed into 
modules. Third is about \yhat kind of traffic pattern is used. Then the process models used in 
PACSAT and LEONET are described respectively. 
The simulation models built in this research are much more accurate than the models used in 
previous researches. Eyery packet, message, and satellite transit are simulated almost as they 
,ymild happen in a real world system. As ,yell as providing higher accuracy, the detailed 
simulation model itself is ready to be transplanted into a real world protocol implementation" 
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How to transplant the simulation model into a real world protocol system is the main topic of 
next chapter. 
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6. OBJECT-ORIENTED IMPLEMENTAION 
Summary: Object-Oriented Techniques are used to implement the proposed protocol. 
Guided by an 00 methodology and helped by an 00 CASE tool, a software 00 model for 
LEONET is built. The model is described from four different views which too ether define a 
o 
clear ' blue print' for the software system to be generated. A software system for LEONET 
is generated from the model and verified in OPNET. 
6.1 Introduction 
Although the simulation models for the proposed protocol (LEONET) were built in high 
fidelity , the main purposes of building the simulation models were to verify the proposed 
ideas, identify the potential problems, and measure the protocol's performance. To make 
simulation models easy to build, debug and verify, many functions of the protocols were 
realized by using the built-in modules and support in the simulation tool. Some real v\'orid 
constrains were also not considered. So, the simulation models can not be used directly in the 
real world. They have to be transformed into a self-contained software system in which the 
real world constrains are considered. No doubt a good protocol is important, but the software 
design of implementing the protocol is also very important. Given the same set of hardware, a 
good software design can make a big difference in performance [Tolly K,94]. [Hsu JY.96] . 
Therefore, how to design and implement an optimized software system for the protocols to 
meet the real world challenge becomes the main topic of this chapter. 
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Figure 6-1: Rational Objectol)' Process (© Rational Sottwurc Corp. 1998) 
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OOT (Object-Oriented Technique) is chosen to design and implement the proposed protocoL 
since OOT is the state of the art of software engineering technology and has been successfulh· 
used in many terrestrial computer networks . Rational Objectory Process [Objectory.97] is 
selected as the guiding software engineering methodology. An 00 CASE tool, Rational Ros 
/C++ [ROSE/C++,98], is used as the tool to support the software development process . 
The Rational Objectory Process (Figure 6-1) focuses on evolving the software and user-
support material into the end-product, by iteratively refining and transforming models 
[Objectory,97] . 
ProCESS 
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I 
Implemented I 
[$. :. ~" i I!l:!H11 i~~. ill' \£I" : ~:~:~:~~~~~~:~:~ : 
IDes ign Model I Imp le mentati on I 
Model 
Test Model 
Figure 6-2: Objectory Process Components and Models (© Rational Software Corp. 1998) 
Typically, as shown in Figure 6-2, a Use-Case Model is built in the Requirements Capture 
process component. From the Use-Case Model, a Design Model is derived in the Analysis and 
Design process component, and that in tum forms the input to the Implementation Model in 
the Implementation process component. Finally, the Test Model gets its input from practically 
all the other models. Objectory supports 00 modeling. 00 modeling promotes better 
understanding of requirements , cleaner designs, and more maintainable systems [Quatrani 
T,98]. Various artifacts are generated in the Rational ObjectOr)' process and are sho\\TI 111 
Figure 6-3. 
Using Rational Rose/C++ 00 CASE tool , guided by the Rational Objectory Proces . an 00 
model for the LEONET protocol has been built. The 00 model is dcscrib d in the foI IO\\·ing 
sections from four different vie\ys [Philippe K. 95]. A LEONET protocol sofuyarc sy t ' m hJ 
been aenerated from the 00 model and verified in the OP ET em'i rorul1ent. 
b 
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Figure 6-3 : Artifacts in Rational Objectory Process (© Rational Software Corp. 1998) 
6.2 Use Case View 
The user case view is a view of a use case model. The use case model is generated from the 
Requirements Capture process component of Objectory , A use case model consists of actors 
and use case. The actors are used to represent users and other systems that may interact \\'ith 
the system being developed . The use cases represent the behavior of the system. 
CD U se Ce.se V iew 
! ). 0 M . 
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! .. ~ Mess e.ge Re cip ient 
::t. 0 S8.F tvles se.ge 
Figure 6-4: Use Case View of LEONET 
The use case view of the LEONET use case model is shown in Figure 6-4. It consists of t\.\'O 
levels . In the top level, the satellite and the ground stations in the network are considered a 
one system which provides S&F message service for the message originators and r cipients. 
At the top level, there are only two actors , message originator and messag recipient \\ ho 
stand for the users of LEO NET sen/ice. The only use case is 'S&F messag , (Figure 6-5) . 
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Message originator S&F message Message recipient 
Figure 6-5: Use-case Diagram of the LEONET (the First Level) 
At the second level, the network is considered as consisted of two sub-systems. One is the 
satellite subsystem. Another is the ground station subsystem. The use-case models for the two 
sub-systems are contained in the two use case packages, which are named LEO Satellite and 
Ground Stations respectively. 
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Figure 6-6: LEO Satellite Use Case Package 
There are three actors and four use cases in the LEO Satellite use case package (Figure 6-6). 
The actors, in this case, represent the outside system with which the LEONET system 
(satellite subsystem) \yill interact. The use case describes the events and actions in the 
interaction. For example, the use case, S-U-Load Message, describes the events and actions 
in the message uploading process. Because the events and actions in the interaction are 
specified by the LEONET protocoL therefore, the realization of the use case is equl\aknt to 
the realization of the protocol (satellite part). 
6-~ 
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Figure 6-7: Use-case Diagram (Satellite Part) 
A use case diagram of the use case package is shown in Figure 6-7, which describes the 
relationship among the actors and use cases . 
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Figure 6-8: Ground Station Use Case Package 
Another use case package is the Ground Stations package (Figure 6-8), which contains the 
actors and use cases in the ground stations. There are four actors in the Ground Stations 
package, including the t\yO actors in the first leycl. The four actors represent the llsers. and 
outside system of thc ground stations. The use case describes c\'ents and actions beh\een the 
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actors and the LEONET system. Those events and actions are specified by the LEO~ ET 
protocol (ground station part). The use case, Station U-Load Message, describes the up-
loading protocol. The use case, Station D-Load Message, describes the do\\n-Ioading 
protocol. The use case, Station Reply Satellite, describes the multiple access control protocol. 
A use case diagram of the use case package is shown in Figure 6-9. 
Station U-Load Message . . 
, StatIOn Reply Satellite / Stat,on D-Load Message 
~ ~ 
Message Originator Message Recipient 
Figure 6-9: Use-case Diagram (Ground Station Part) 
6.3 Logical View 
A design model is an object model describing the realization of use cases. It acts as a 
"blueprint" of how the source code is structured and written. It consists of classes structured 
into class packages; it also contains descriptions ofhmy objects of these classes collaborate to 
perform use cases [Objectory,97]. 
A logical view shows an architecturally significant subset of the design model, i.e. a subset of 
the classes, packages, and use-case realizations. The Logical view of LEONET design model 
is described in the following sections. 
6.3.1 Class Packages 
The design model of the LEONET is structured into smaller units called class packages to 
make it easier to understand and easier to shmy the relationships among the object modd· s 
main parts. The LEONET sofhYare system is distributed in the satellite node and ground 
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station nodes, and the two type of nodes share some common code. Therefore, the higher-l eye 1 
subsystems are identified as satellite subsystem, ground station subsystem, and common 
subsystem. The classes belong to the three subsystems are structured into the Onboard 
Subsystem, Ground Subsystem, and Common Subsystem class packages (Figure 6-10). 
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Figure 6-10: Class Package Diagram of LEO NET 
The Onboard Subsystem and Ground Subsystem class packages contain the classes used to 
realize the LEONET protocol. According to the typical practice in network protocol software 
design, the LEONET is realized in two layers, which are network layer and data link layer 
respectively. 
Satellite Network 
Layer 
----------_.------,'---_ .... --------
,.---; 
I 
I 
~ 
Satellite Data Link i 
. :.':' Layer ". l 
'.' ~ 
------------------------------------j 
Figure 6-11: Class Package Diagram of Onboard Subsystem 
Classes belong to different layers are structured into different class packages (Figure 6-11. 
Figure 6-12). 
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--------------- -----.------------------
Stati~lO Network 
Layer· 
---------------I
y 
Station Data Lirik 
Layer 
Figure 6-12: Class Package Diagram Station Subsystem 
The classes identified in the Satellite Network Layer class package are further structured in 
the two class packages. One is the Satellite Entity class package. Another is the Satellite 
Control class package (Figure 6-13). The control classes encapsulate use-case specific 
behavior. The entity classes represent the key concepts of the LEONET system. 
CJ Satellite Network Layer 
::i::W Satellite Control (Satellite Componet) 
±:. D Satellite Entity ( Satellite Componet) 
Figure 6-13: Classes Packages in the Satellite Network Layer Class Package 
The classes common to the satellite subsystem and station subsystem are structured into four 
class packages (Figure 6-14). 
HD Comnon Subsystem (Common Component) 
i .. x Main 
; .. ···X Dependency 
i*1W Packets ( Packets) 
$ .. GJ Segmeter 8. Reassembler (Segmenter 8. Reassembler) 
til· D Date. Link Frames 
i~:D List (List) 
Figure 6-14: Classes Packages in the Common Subsystem Class Package 
6.3.2 Class Diagrams 
Class diagrams shO\\ the static structure of the model, in particular. the things that exist such 
as classes, their internal structure, and their relationships to other classes [Objectory. L)7]. The 
class diagran1s used in LEONET 00 model are described in the following sections 
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6.3.2.1 Association 
Associations represent structural relationships between objects of different classes . 
Figure 6-15: Class Association Relationships (Onboard Subsystem) 
The association relationships among the main classes of the Onboard Subsystem are ShO'vVIl in 
Figure 6-15. 
i ·slati6nD8 ·· 
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Figure 6-16: Entity Classes Association Relat ionships 
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The association relationships among the entity classes of the Onboard Subsystem are shO\\l1 
in Figure 6-16 . A Station class is an entity class which contains all the information about a 
registered ground station. The information about current uploading and do\\nloading mes ag 
is contained in the Reassember and Segmenter class respectively. Both the Segmenter and th 
Reassembler class contain a Message class which contains the message to be segm nt d or 
reassembled. A Station class also contains a MessageList class vvhich is used to queue the 
messages to be downloaded to the station. A Station class itself is contained in the StationList 
class which maintains all the stations in the system. The V _ StnList class maintains a subset 
ofthe stations which are visible to the satellite . 
.------>:;;:01. TlmerS~~er : f"':<~----_ 
t ~"-. . ,,- . 
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Figure 6-17: Control Class & Boundary Class Association Relationships 
The association relationships among the control classes of the Onboard Subsystem are shown 
in Figure 6-17 . The Router class is the main control class which decides when and how the 
three other control classes should work. The S _Access class controls the multiple access 
activities. The S _DownLoading class is responsible for the message downloading. Th 
S _ UpLoader class is responsible for the message uploading. 
The association relationships among the main classes of the Ground Subsystem are shO\\l1 in 
Figure 6-18 . Most classes have their counterpart in the Onboard Subsystem and ther for 
have the similar responsibility . 
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Figure 6-18: Class Association Relationships (Ground Subsys tem) 
6.3.2.2 Generalization 
Objects can have common properties which can be clarified by using a generalization between 
their classes. By extracting common properties into classes of their ovvn, the system can be 
changed and maintained more easily in the future [Objectory,97]. 
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Figure 6-1 9: Class Generaliza tion Relatio nships 
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Various lists are used in LEONET 00 model. The common properties ar extract d into th 
class List and Node. The common attributes and operations are inherited by th mar 
classes (Figure 6-1 9). 
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Figure 6-20: Class Inheritance Relationships (Subsystem) 
The common properties existing in the packet classes used in the LEO ET are extracted into 
the class Pkt (Figure 6-20) . 
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6.3.2.3 Structure and Behavior 
A class embodies a set of responsibilities that define the behavior of the objects in the class. 
The responsibilities are carried out by the operations. The structure of an object is described 
by the attributes of the class [Quatrani T, 98]. 
As an example, the structure and behavior of the satellite entity classes are shown in Figure 
6-21. The Station class mainly maintains status information of a station. such as the 
geographical location of the station, the uploading/downloading states, and some statistics. 
The OnboardGPS is a boundary class which provides geographical information service 
obtained from a GPS or onboard Keplarien element. The VStnList class maintains the list of 
visible stations. It also maintains some scheduling information needed by Router and S _ Acess 
class. 
The structure and behavior of the other classes used in LEONET 00 model are described in 
Appendix -C. 
6.3.2.4 State Diagrams 
A state transition diagram shows the states of a single object, the events or messages that 
cause a transition from one state to another, and the actions that result from a state change 
[Quatrani T,98]. State transition diagrams are created for classes with significant dynamic 
behavior. In LEONET 00 model, they are the control classes in the Onboard Subsystem and 
Ground Station Subsystem. Only two state diagrams used in LEONET 00 model are 
described here as examples. Other state diagrams are described in Appendix-C. 
e >( IDLE ~ 7 REPLY 
INQUIRY 
DL_BUS DUDLE ! BCST JNQUIRY W·REPL 
DUDLE ! BCST JNQUIRY 
W-DL 
Figure 6-22: State Diagram of S_Access Class 
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The S_Access object rests in the state of IDLE until it is told to being an inquiry (Figure 6-
22). Before the inquiry can be made, the S _Access has to check if the do\\TI link is idle. If the 
down link is idle, the S_Access will enter the W-DL state to wait. To maximum the efficiency 
of the down link, the downloading is allowed to be carried out as long as there are messages 
can be downloaded. In the case of conflict on the using of down link, the inquiry \yill be given 
the priority to go ahead. The S _ DownLoader will wait until the inquiry packet has been sent. 
After the inquiry packet has been sent, the S _Access will wait for the reply from the inquired 
stations (W-REPL state). When the inquiry timer is up, the inquiry period is finished. The 
S Access returns to the IDLE state. 
IDLE 
DLJDLE 1ST ART _UL DLJDLE 1ST ART _UL 
Figure 6-23: State Diagram of S_UpLoader Class 
The S_UpLoader stays in IDLE state until it is informed to begin uploading (Figure 6-23). 
The S _ UpLoader sends a StartUL packet when the down link is not busy. The S _ Up Loader 
also has higher priority to use the down link the S_DO\vnLoader. Two timers are used to end 
the uploading activity. One is for the timing of an uploading time slot. Another is for the 
timing to receive the first data packet. Because the StartUL packet may lost due to channel 
noise, \\"aiting a whole uploading time slot and receiving nothing is a wastirtg of channel 
resource. Using one timer to monitor when the first data packet is received can imprm c the 
situation. After the uploading time slot is used up, the S _ Up Loader returns to IDLE state 
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6.3.3 Use Case Realizations 
A use-case realization describes how a particular use case is realized \yithin the design mod 1. 
in terms of collaborating objects. For each use case in the use-case model , there is a use-cas 
realization in the design model [Objectory 97] . Each use-case realization consists of a cla s 
diagram and several sequence diagrams . The class diagram is used to show the main class s 
participating in the use-case realization. The sequence diagrams are used to shO\y ho\\" object 
interact to perform the behavior of the use case. The use-case realizations of LEO ET are 
described in the following sections . 
6.3.3.1 Satellite U-Load Message 
The main classes participating in the message uploading process are shown in Figure 6-24. 
The Router class is responsible for selecting a proper station for uploading messages . The 
S _ Up Loader class is responsible for realizing the uploading protocol (satellite node part) . The 
data packets are received from the actor S _Receiver which is an abstraction of the data link 
service. The data packets received are given to the Station class, which in tum forwards the 
packets to the Reassembler class to reassemble the packets into the original message. 
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Fi<1urc 6-2 ... · Main Classes in Message Uploading (Sate llite Part) 
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The interactions among the participating objects are sho\\n in Figure L_..,,, d F' . L .., \) -- an Igure, l-_h 
The sequence diagrams show how the objects interact to perform the behavior of . Satellite L-
Load Message' use case. 
r······· ..... , ................ .. 
Router SULoaner 
i !: i 
1-----------------------, 
I S Sender i ----_._-------- ... _---, 
4 LAST PKT I j 
5 TSlotUseUp 
p~ .............  . ~ 
6 UL_Oone 
rlJ 
I I 
Figure 6-25: Satellite Uploading a Short Message 
For uploading a short message, it can be finished in one uploading time slot as shO\\TI in 
Figure 6-25. For uploading a long message, it might need several uploading time slots. as 
shown in Figure 6-26. HO\vever. no matter how long the message is. the part of the message 
to be uploaded in an uploading time slot is always specified by a hole-list maintained by the 
Reassembler. If necessary. the uploading \\ill be performed repeatedly until no hole exits in 
the message. 
6.3.3.2 Satellite D-Load Message 
The main classes participating in the message dO\\nloading process is ShO\\11 in Figur~ 6-27 
The Router class is responsible for selecting a proper station for messages dO\vnloading. The 
S _ DownLoader class is responsible for realizing the dO\\1110ading protocol (satellite node 
part). The data packets are sent by thc actor S _Sender \\hich is an abstraction of the data link 
scnice The data packcts are obtained from a Station class \\hich gets the packets fonn the 
Segmentcr class to segment a message into the packets \\ith right size. The ~'-'glllentcr cbss 
maintains a hole list to tell \\hich part of the message needs to be dO\\nloaded 
1)- I 
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Figure 6-27: Main Classes in Message Downloadjng (Satellite Part) 
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Figure 6-26: Satellite Up loading a Long Message 
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The interactions among the participating objects are shown in Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-29 . 
The sequence diagrams show how the objects interact to perform the behavior of . Sat I1 it D-
Load Message ' use case. 
I ~ I I SDo~nLnad " I S Da!;:i li nkSende'r 
1. NextDL 
4. DL Done 
Figure 6-28 : Satellite Downloadjng a Short Message (Satellite Part) 
F or downloading a short message, it can be finished in one downloading time slot, as shown 
in Figure 6-28. For downloading a long message, it might need several downloading time 
slots, as shown in Figure 6-29 . Similar as the message uploading, the part of the message to 
be downloaded in a downloading time slot is specified by a hole-list maintained by the 
Segmener class. 
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Figure 6-29: Satellite Downloading a Long Message (Satellite Part) 
6.3.3.3 Satellite Multiple Access Control 
S Rece iver S Sender 
Figure 6-30: Main Classes in Satellite Multiple Access Control 
Th main classes participating in the multiple access control i h O\\11 in Figur ' 6-""0 . Th ' 
Rout r class is responsib le for deciding when a multiple acc s control p'riod hould b 'g in . 
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The S _Access class is responsible for realizing the multiple access control protocol ( at llit 
node part). The V _StnList class maintains the information about the station yisib l to th 
satellite. 
An inquiry packet is broadcast by the S _ DataLinkSender. The replies from ground station 
are received from the S _ DataLinkReceiver and are used to update the ground station statu 
onboard the satellite (Figure 6-31) . 
j: .. ~~ut ar· ISACGeSSi S DataLinkSsnder S DataLinkReceiver 
1. Inquiry I 
>0 
: 2 Bro adcastlnquiry 
I 5. nquiryTlmeUp 
j p~::-- .- - ---- -- .. I - .... 
: 6. InquiryDone 
0< U 
>LJ 
I 
I 3. Reply 
O<--------···- ··-·-- -·· ----·-----·---··-·· [ ·~ 1 
: 4 Repl y U 
Figure 6-31: Satellite Multiple Access Control 
6.3.3.4 Station U-Load Message 
The main classes participating in the message uploading at a ground station is shown 111 
Figure 6-32. The G _ UpLoader class is responsible for realizing the uploading protocol 
(ground station part) . The Msg_Rource class is responsib le for buffering the uploading 
. ·bl for segmenting a long me sage into short messages. The Segmenter class )s respons) e 
packets . 
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Figure 6-32: Main Classes in Station V-Load Message 
Uploading is controlled by the satellite . The satellite sends a StartUL packet to start an 
upload . When G _ UpLoader receives the StartUL. it tums on an uploading slot timer. using 
the time slot allocated in the StartUL packet. Then G _ Up Loader begin to upload the message 
until the time slot has been used up . 
.................................... ] ............... ····:··············.-·······1 
GUpLDader '. . G DataLmkRecelver 
. . ... . 
... . . L-______ -' 
G DataLinkSender 
1: START UL 0< i' j 
~ 
: 5 UL_TSlotUseUp I p 
Figure 6-33 : Station V-Load Short Message 
For a short message. the uploading can be finished in one time slot (Figur > 6-33). For a long 
message. the uploading may need multiple time slots (Figure 6-3-+). Th ' G _ pLoad ' r a l 
(1-21 
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uses the infonnation contained in the StartUL packet to update the hole list of the curr nt 
uploading message. 
i······ ..... · .. ···· .. ·· .. ··· .. ·.· .. ; ,...................................... . ...................... . 
i . G· UpLo~def . . .! j . G· DWSlLiokRecejver G D6t<lLinks,;~d~;""·,i 
I . i : . 
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! I ;<: I 
! ' 3 D,Il.TA_PKT , 
i .. 6: START _UL 
U~ 
: 7: TurnOnTSlotTimer 
n u< 8: DATA_PKT 
Figure 6-34: Station U-Load Long Message 
6.3.3.5 station D-Load Message 
The main classes participating in the message downloading at a ground station are shown in 
Figure 6-35 . The G_Dowl1Loader class is responsible for realizing the dO\\1110ading protocol 
(ground station part) . The Reassembler class is responsible for reassembling the packets 
received . 
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Figure 6-35 : Main Classes in Station D-Load Message 
The message downloading is relatively a straight forward process. The G _ Do\\ nLoader 
forwards every data packet received to the Reassembler where it is assembled into the 
received message (Figure 6-36) . 
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Figure 6-36 : Station V-Load Short Message 
6.3.3.6 station Multiple Access Control 
I t d t" tion i -ho\\ n in The main classes participating in the multiple access contro a a groun u 
Figure 6-37. The G_Access class is responsibl for reali zing th ' uploading proto I (gr LInd 
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station part), The Msg_Source class is responsible for queuing the incoming m Th ag , 
Reassembler class is responsible for maintaining the status of current do\\nloading m ag , 
l' 
~~----' 
i ' Rea ssembler 
; 
Figure 6-37: Main Classes in Station Multiple Access Control 
After receiving an inquiry packet, the G _Access will check if it is allowed to reply according 
to the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA multiple access control protocol. If it is allowed. it \\'i11 
back off a random number of time slots and then send its reply , Contained in th reply are the 
up/down loading status collected from the G _ UpLoader and G _ Do\\nLoader class (Figure 6-
38), 
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Figure 6-38: Station Multiple Acces ' Control 
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6.4 Component View 
The Component View contains an overview of the implementation model and its organization 
in terms of modules into packages and layers . Components (also called modules) ar u d to 
capture a model' s physical implementation information, such as program fil es and 
subsystems . The allocation of packages and classes (from the Logical View) to th packages 
and modules of the Component View is also described [Objectory,97] . 
··CJ Component V iew 
: :S Main 
cn ·CJ Satel lite Componet 
ffi · CJ Station Component 
:*l D Common Component 
Figure 6-39 : Component View of LEONET 00 Model 
At the top level, the Component View of LEONET consists of three component packages . 
There is a one-to-one mapping between the packages in the compon nt view and thc packag s 
in the logical view (Figure 6-39). However, a package in a component vie\\" represents a 
physical partitioning of the system. 
···········-1 
... · Saielflte . StattOn Co mponent 
- - -. Co mpo nent· _ -
, 
-·~···· ··· · I 
CornrTlO n 
.. CDrn ponent 
Figure 6-~O : Relationships between the Component Packages 
The dependency relationships among the component packages are sho\\l1 in Figure 6--+0 . Th ' 
compon nt of a component view represents a soft,,·are fil e \\"hich is contained by a compon ' nt 
package. In the LEONET 00 modeL one class maps to one component. 
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Figure {i-·H: Components in Satellite Component Package 
Figure 6-41 shows the components contained in the Satellite Component package. 
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Figure 6-·n: Components in Station Component Package 
Figure 6-42 shO\\s the components contained in the Station Component package 
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Figure 6-43: Components in Common Component Package 
Figure 6-43 shows the components contained in the Common Component package. 
6.5 Deployment View 
The deployment view involves mapping software to processmg nodes - it shows the 
configuration of run-time processing elements and the software processes running in them 
[Quatrani T,98]. In the LEONET system (Figure 6-44), there are n + 1 processing elements 
(CPU) and 2 * (n + 1) processes running on them. Here n is the number of ground stations in 
the network. 
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Figure 6-.t.t: Deployment View of LEONET 
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The deployment diagram of LEONET (Figure 6-45) shows processors. d \ 'ic and 
connections of the LEONET system. There are n+ 1 processors in the system. On i on th 
satellite. Others are at the ground stations . There are t '.yO processes runrun' 0 
.:::> on \' I\' 
processor. One is the process running LEONET protocol software (LEOSat.:\. or 
LEOGnd.exe). Another is the process running the data link layer protocol (S _ AXr . x or 
G_AX25 .exe). 
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Figure 6-45 : Deployment Diagram of LEONET 
6.6 Verification 
Although the protocol software is designed according to LEONET protocol which functions 
have been verified by simulations, the implementation still needs being verified after it is 
redesigned using OOT for following reasons : 
1. The software system implementing the LEONET protocol is quite complicated. It i a real 
time system with complex control logic . The redesign of the soft\\'are structure can int roduc ' 
bugs which should be debugged before it is finally adapted into the real \\ orld y tern . It is 
much more cost-effective to debug it in simulation em 'ironment than to debug it in reaJ \\ orld 
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2. Whether LEONET can work well and function properly in more hostile em·ironment (such 
as high BER channel) has not been fully tested in the simulation model. Its perfonnancc in 
such an environment needs to be evaluated. 
6.6.1 Testing Environment 
The testing is performed under the environment provided by OPNET. The network level 
models used in the testing are the same as those used in Chapter 5. They are used to simulate 
the real-world environment in which the protocol software system runs. The node level and 
process level models are redesigned to better adapt the real \vorId environment. 
6.6.1.1 Satellite Node Model 
The satellite node model (Figure 6-46) used in the implementation model is different from the 
node model used in the simulation mode (Chapter 5). Instead of using four modules to realize 
the satellite part of LEONET in the simulation model, only one module ( 00 _sat) is used to 
realize the same function in the implementation model. Because in a typical 'little LEO' 
satellite, the CPU resource is relatively limited, using fewer modules means using fewer 
processes which can make the CPU resource be used more efficiently. 
upl.illk downl.illk 
Figure 6--16: Satellite Node Model 
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6.6.1.2 Ground Station Node Model 
Similarly, fewer modules are used in the ground station implementation model (Figure: 6-47). 
Only one module ( 00 ~nd ) is used to realized the ground station part of LEONET. Besides 
the 00 ~d module, other modules in the implementation model are used to simulate the 
environment in which LEONET runs. Because those modules are independent of the protocol 
used in the system, and therefore remain the same as those used in the simulation model. 
Rece:rV'e:c 
Figure 6-47: Ground Station Model 
6.6.1.3 Process Models 
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Figure 6-~8: Satellite Process Model 
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State Machine) used in the simulation model is realized by objects \\"hich are not sho\\TI in the 
process models. 
(default) 
,..- - - - - --', 
Figure 6-49: Ground Station Process Model 
6.6.2 Test Cases 
The implementation models are tested and verified on two network configurations. The first 
one is a minimum S&F network with only two ground stations. The second one is a regional 
network with 25 stations. The main functions of the implementation model are tested one by 
one under various network parameters, such as different message traffic (average message 
length and message length distribution), and different channel BER (from error free channel 
to high BER channel). 
6.6.2.1 The Minimum Network with Two Ground Stations 
The minimum network is chosen at the beginning of the test for its simplicity. The main items 
tested in this case are: 
1. The interface between the LEONET implementation model and its simulated net\\"ork 
environment. 
2. Visible station list maintenance. 
3. Message uploading (single pass uploading, and multiple pass uploading). 
4. Message downloading (single pass do\\1110ading, and multiple pass do\\nloading). 
5. Error control. 
6. Message segmenting and reassembling. 
7. Performance statistics collection. 
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6.6.2.2 Regional Network 
In the regional network with 25 stations, the main items tested are: 
1. Multiple access control 
2. Routing optimization 
6.6.3 Conclusion 
The various functions of the LEONET implementation models have been checked and 
verified. It is concluded that the implementation models can fulfill its functions as designed. 
6.7 Summary 
Object-Oriented Techniques are used to implement the proposed protocol. Guided by Rational 
Objectory 00 methodology and helped by Rational 00 ROSE CASE tool, a software 00 
model for LEONET is built. The model is described from four different vie\vs \\'hich together 
define a clear 'blue print' for the software system to be generated. A software system for 
LEONET is generated from the model and verified in OPNET. 
It is found that OOT is very helpful in designing and implementing the protocol (LEONET). 
First, the 00 model built for the LEONET gives a clear description of the software 
implementation in different abstract levels, \\'hich makes the complex software system easy to 
understand. Second, by systematically following the OOT principle, a sound architecture for 
the software system has been built, which makes the sofuv'are system easy to extend and 
maintain in future. 
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7. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON & ANALYSIS 
Summary: The performances of P ACSAT and LEONET on two typical network 
configurations are compared under various network parameters. It is found that 
LEONET has realized the protocol functions as designed and LEONET can better 
utilize the network resource and provide better network performance than 
P ACSAT in both the regional and the global networks. 
7.1 Introduction 
To compare and evaluate the performance of the existing and proposed protocols. fin: 
simulation models are used. One model is used to simulate the existing system (PACSAT). 
Other four models, which are the 00 models designed in Chapter 6, are used to simulate the 
proposed systems (LEONET) with different combinations of routing and multiple access 
control options (Table 7-1). 
~ Name Addressing Routing Multiple Access Error Control 
PACSAT Passive RR S-ALOHA Independent 
LEONET (RR-poll) Active RR Polling Integrated 
LEONET (RR-adap) Active RR Adaptive Integrated 
LEONET (GOP-poll) Active GOP Polling Integrated 
LEONET (GOP-adap) Active GOP Adaptive Integrated 
Table 7-1: Simulation Models and Related Techniques 
Two types of network are considered. One is called regional network in \vhich all the ground 
stations are contained in one sub-network. Another is called global network in \\hich ground 
stations are contained in the two sub-networks. To simplify comparison, the sub-network 
used in the global network is the same as the one used in the regional network. Ho\ve\ l:L the 
two sub-networks used in a global network are separated in such a distance that the satellite 
can never be seen from the two sub-networks at same time (see Chapter 5 for more detail). 
The performance measures used to evaluate communication networks ty -pically vary with the 
type of network and associated applications. For a 'Little LEO' satellite S&F communication 
network. the network throughput, ETE (End-To-End) delay, and the chaImcl utilization are 
~-I 
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the most important perfonnance measures. The definitions of the throughput, the ETE delay, 
the channel utilization and the G (offered network load) are given in Section 5.2.1.4. 
However, when calculating the channel utilization, the fraction of channel time during which 
packet collision occurs has not been considered for simplicity. Simulations were designed to 
identify the relationships beffieen the network perfonnances and the nenyork parameters. 
such as the G and the number of stations in the network. 
7.2 Regional Network 
Regional network is a network which main purpose is to provide regional message S&F 
service. All the ground stations in a regional network are distributed uniformly m a 
geographical area which has the size of a satellite footprint. 
7.2.1 Channel Utilization 
Different LEO satellite network S&F protocols use the LEO channel resource in different 
ways. Channel utilization is an important performance measure to tell how much as well as 
how efficient the channel resource is used. 
7.2.1.1 Channel Utilization of PAC SAT 
P ACSAT uses a S-ALOHA based protocol to make reservations for message uploading and 
downloading. The link utilization is dominated by the efficiency of the reservation \\hich in 
tum depends heavily on two network parameters. One is the length of the reservation period 
(in tenns of request time slot). Another is the number of requests sent by the ground stations. 
To make the reservation efficient, theoretically, the length of a reservation period should 
match the number of requests during that reservation period. Obviously, a too long 
reservation period makes many request time slots idle. A too short resenation period results 
intense collision among the requests. Both cases make the reservation less efficient. Ho\ye\ er. 
a good match is difficult to get in practice since the number of requests in a 'little LEO' 
satellite S&F net\\ork is time \arying and depends on many net\\ork parameters. Therdl1rc, a 
fixed length reservation period is used in PAC SAT and other pre\"ious protocols. 
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Figure 7-1: Throughput vs. Length of Reservation Period (25 Nodes Network) 
To find out the relationship between the network performance and the length of reservation 
period. Three different reservation lengths (6, 12, and 20 receptively) have been used in 
simulations (Figure 7-1,7-2,7-3, and 7-4). It can be seen that when the number of stations in 
the network is between 25 and 49, a reservation period of 6 request time slot long give the 
highest throughput. 
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Figure 7-2: Throughput vs. Length of Reservation Period (-19 Nodes Network) 
HO\\l?\cr, when the number of stations increase to 100, length 6 gives \,orse perfonnancc 
than other lengths. Instead, length 12 gives the best perfonnance (Figure 7-3) It shO\\5 
clearly both too long (20 slots) and too short (6 slots) a reser .. ation period can not use the 
channel resource efficiently. 
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Figure 7-3: Throughput vs. Length of Reservation Period (100 Nodes Network) 
When the number of stations increase to 196, length 20 gives the best performance (Figure 7-
4). It is two times better than the performance of length 6. 
5 - G (196 nodes) 
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Figure 7-4: Throughput \'S. Length of Reservation Period (196 Nodes Network) 
It can be seen that the actual length of the reservation period has dramatic impact on the 
network performance. The optimum length of reservation period \'aries \\'ith the number of 
stations in the network. The larger the number of stations in the network. the longer the 
reservation period is needed. Actually. even if the number of stations in the network is fixed. 
the number of \isible stations still can be different in the different satellite transits. 
Furthermore. c\'cn in the same transit, the number of requests sent by the "isible stations can 
also \'ary. For example, in a typical transit the number of requests decrcases as the satellite 
7-~ 
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passes the network, since as more and more messages being uploaded and dO\\nloaded, th 
number of requests decreases , Therefore, it is impossible to find a fixed length to suite 
various network situations , Although on the average an ' optimized' length for a specific 
network configuration, with a specific offered load, and in a specific transit can be found as 
in previous research [Nakayama T,96], it is impossible to find an ' optimized ' length for e\'ery 
reservation period appearing in the network communication. 
In conclusion, existing protocols, such as P ACSAT and VCL S-ALOHA, which use the fixed 
length of reservation period, can not fully use the network potential. 
7.2.1.2 Up-link Utilization of PACSAT 
The up-link traffic is divided into three components. The first component is named Data, 
representing the pure message data uploaded by the protocol. The second component is 
named Reply, representing the requests received by the satellite in the multiple access control 
period. The third component is named Other, representing other overhead (such as packet 
framing overhead) introduced by the protocol. 
Up-link Traffic Configuration (regional, 25 nodes) 
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Figure 7-5 : PACSAT Up-link Channel Utilization (25 Nodes Network) 
Figure 7-5 shows the accumulated amount of traffic received on the up-link during a period 
of one week. It can be seen that about 41 Mbytes message data can be uploaded onto the 
satellite during that period. 
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Up-link Traffic Configuration (regional , 25 nodes) 
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Figure 7-6 : PACSAT Up-link Traffic Configuration (25 Nodes Network) 
The overhead (Reply and Other) to upload the messages is between 4 Mbytes and 8 Mb)tes. 
depending on the offered load (G), which represents 56% up-link traffi c \yhen offered is light 
(G=0.02) and 16% up-link traffic when the offered load is heavy (G>0.3 l ) (Figure 7-6) . 
Up-link Traffic Configuration (regional, 196 nodes) 
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Figure 7-7: PACSAT Up-link Channel Utiliza tion (196 Nodes Netwo rk) 
When the number of stations increases to 196, the message data can be uploaded at maximum 
decreases from 4 1 Mbytes to about 34 Mbytes (Figure 7-7). This is because increasing the 
number of stations in the network but not increas ing the number of time slots in the 
reservation period intensify the S-ALOHA time slots competition. \\'hich re ults in less data 
being uploaded. Actua lly, as the Figure 7-4 shows. for a network \\'ith 196 stati ons a longer 
reservation period (20 time slots) \\"oldd be more proper . 
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Up-link Traffic Configuration (regional, 196 nodes) 
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Figure 7-8: PACSAT Up-link Traffic Configuration (196 Nodes Network) 
The overhead to deliver the messages varies from 52% to 17%, depending on the offered load 
(Figure 7-8) . 
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Figure 7-9 : PACSAT Up-link Channel Utilization 
In PACSAT, when the length of reservation period is 12 time slots. about 34% up-link 
resource can be utili zed 'when the number of stations in the network is 25 . When the number 
of ground stations increases to 196, the utilization of up-link decrease to 28 % (F igure 7 -9). 
In summary, about one third or less of up-link resource is utili zed in PACSA T. Th ' 
effici ency of the utili zed chamlel is about 84% at max.imum . Howe\·cr. due to the r 'qu ' t 
collision which may occur in the reservation period (S -ALOHA) . the actua l p ' rcentag' of 
chalUl I used shou ld be higher than 34%. 
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7.2.1.3 Down-link Utilization of PACSAT 
The down-link traffic is divided into four components . The first component is named Data. 
representing the pure message data downloaded by the protocol. The second component is 
named Inquiry, representing the inquiry sent by the satellite in the multiple access control 
period. The third component is named Directory, representing the directory data broadcasting 
by the satellite. The fourth component is named Other, representing the other overhead 
introduced by the protocol (except for Inquiry and Directory). 
Down-link Traffic Configuration (regional , 25 nodes) 
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Figure 7-10: PACSAT Down-link Traffic Configuration (25 Nodes Network) 
Figure 7-10 shows the accumulated amount of traffic in down-link during a period of one 
week. It can be seen that at maximum about 40 Mbytes message data can be dO\\llloaded to 
the ground stations during that period. The Inquiry traffic is about 3.6 Mbytes independent of 
offered load . The Directory dovmloaded is more than 20 Mbytes v"hen G >= 0.3 1. The 
overhead of the protocol, including Inquiry, Directory and Other, varies from 6.8 Mbytes to 
41 .3 Mbytes. 
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Down-link Traffic Configuration (regional, 25 nodes) 
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Figure 7-11: PACSAT Down-link Traffic Configuration (25 Nodes Network) 
The overhead of the protocol is about 50% in most cases (Figure 7-11). Directory 
downloading represents more than 25% of total down-link traffic (G>0.31), which represents 
a quite significant percent of down-link traffic, although both onboard directory selecting and 
directory broadcasting techniques are used to reduce the Directory traffic in the simulation 
model. 
Down-link Traffic Configuration (regional, 196 nodes) 
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Figure 7-12: PACSAT Down-link Traffic Configuration (196 Nodes Network) 
The situation becomes worse when the number of stations increases to 196 (F igure 7 -1 2) . The 
maximlilll message data can be downloaded decreases from 40 Mbytes to 26 Mb:t es. The 
Directory downloaded increases to 33 Mbytes at maximum. e\'en larger than the anlount of 
message data dovvnloaded. 
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Down-link Traffic Configuration (regional, 196 nodes) 
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Figure 7-13 : PACSAT Down-link Traffic Configuration (196 Nodes Network) 
The overhead of the protocol is about 65% in most cases. Directory do\\nloading represents 
about 45% of total down-link traffic (G>0.31), The efficiency of dO\\ll-link utilization 
decreases from 50% to about 35 % (Figure 7-13). 
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Figure 7-1-' : PACSAT Down-link Traffic Configuration 
On the whole, the down-link utilization is higher than the up-link. Because in one respect both 
message data and directory data need to be dovvnloaded, in another respect. a directory item 
can be downloaded many times by different ground stations until the destination receiYes the 
directory item and downloads the message. 
In conclusion, down-link is not used efficiently in PACSAT due to larg amount of directory 
downloading traffic . The situation becomes \yorse as the number of stati on in the n 't\\ ork 
increases. Because the larger the number of stations in the net\\·ork_ the more tim ,- th ' 
- I () 
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directory data needs to be repeatedly downloaded in PACSA T. As the number of stations in 
the network increases, the efficiency of the down-link utilization decreases . Ther for. 
PACSAT is not suitable to support a network with large number of stations. 
7.2.1.4 Channel Utilization of LEONET 
LEONET uses polling or adaptive polling & S-ALOHA multiple access control protocol to 
make reservations for message uploading . In both multiple access control protocols. the 
length of the reservation period is not fixed. It varies according to the number of \'isible 
stations and offered loads . Message downloading does not need reservation in LEO ET. 
LEONET can actively download messages to their destinations . Directory do\\llloading is not 
needed. 
7.2.1.5 Up-link Utilization of LEONET 
The up-link traffic in LEONET is also divided into three components as P ACSA T. However. 
due to the fact that the length of the reservation period is determined accordjng to the specific 
requirement of every reservation and most reservations are made by collision free protocols. a 
higher utilization and efficiency have been achieved in up-link. 
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Figure 7-15: LEONET Up-link Channel Utilization (25 Nodes Network) 
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F or a network with 25 stations, during one week period, 10 1 Mbytes message data can b 
uploaded (Figure 7-15), which is 146% higher than PACSAT for the same network 
configuration 
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Figure 7-16 : LEONET Up-link Channel Utilization (25 Nodes Network) 
The overhead is less than 11 % (between 10.28% and 10.86%) In LEO ET under various 
offered loads (Figure 7-16). 
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Figure 7-17: LEONET Up-link Traffic Configuration (196 Nodes Network) 
When the number of stations in the network increases to 196 (Figure 7-17). The maximum of 
message data can be uploaded decrease to 94 Mbytes. but is still 176% better than it 
P ACSA T counterpart. 
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Up-link Traffic Configuration (regional, 196 nodes) 
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Figure 7-18: LEONET Up-link Traffic Configuration (196 Nodes Network) 
The overhead is 10.5 1 % when offered load is heavy, and is 13 .56% when offered load is light 
in (Figure 7-1 8) . The utilization of up-link can be 77% at maximum (Figure 7-1 9) . 
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Figure 7-1 9: LEONET Up-link Channel Utilization 
There are two reasons why LEONET can better use up-link resource than P ACSA T. The 
first reason is that in LEONET only uploading needs making reservations. Howcver. in 
PACSAT both uploading and downloading need making reservations Therefore_ to deli\·cr 
the same number of messages the number of reservations in PACSAT is doubled The ccond 
reason is that the reservations protocol (adaptive polling & S-ALOHA) u-ed in LEO ET i 
more efficient than the reservation protocol (S -ALOHA) used in PACSA T. 
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Figure 7-20: Reservation Request Successful Rate Comparison 
Simulation result (Figure 7-20) shows that the reservation request successful rate in 
LEONET (almost 100%) is 30% higher than the successful rate in P ACSAT(70%) when the 
number of stations in the network is 25. The reservation request successful rate in 
LEONET(90%) is 80% higher than the successful rate in PACSAT(7%) \\hen the number of 
stations in the network is 196. Furthermore, not only higher the request successful rate is in 
LEONET, but also less channel resource used is in LEONET to achieve the higher successful 
rate. For example, in the network of 25 stations, to achieve 70% successful rate in PACSAT 
means that on the average there are 6 stations competing the 12 reservation time slots (see 
Chapter 4, Figure 4-19). Among the 6 stations, only about 4.2 stations are successful. 
Therefore, the efficiency of the reservation is 35%. However, in LEONET. a 100% 
successful rate means that most reservations are made by polling. Therefore even suppose 
that there is only one message waiting in every station when the satellite becomes \isible, the 
efficiency of the polling reservation is still 50%, which is 15% higher than PACSA T. In 
summary, in the same network environment, compared with P ACSAT, not only much less 
number of reservations need to be made in LEONET, but also the reservations are made in a 
more efficient way. At maximum, 77% of up-link resource can be used, \\hich is higher than 
the maximum of 34% in PACSA T. The efficiency of the utilized channel is about 90% at 
maximum in LEONET \\hich is also higher than 84% in PACSAT. 
7.2.1.6 Down-link Utilization of LEONET 
The down-link traffic of LEONET contains only three components (no Directory component). 
The first component is named Data, representing the pure message data do\\nloaded by the 
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protocol. The second component is named Inquiry, representing the inquiry sent b\· th 
satellite in the multiple access control period. The third component is nam dOth r. 
representing the other overhead introduced by the LEONET ex.cept for Inquiry traffi c. 
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Figure 7-21 : LEONET Down-link Traffic Configuration (25 Nodes Network) 
During a period of one week, at maximum about 94 Mbytes message data can be 
downloaded to the ground stations in LEONET, which is 135 % higher than PACSAT does. 
The Inquiry traffic varies from 0.5 Mbytes to 0.9 Mbytes, depending on offered load. The 
inquiry traffic is lighter in LEONET than in P ACSA T. Because in LEONET inqui ry packets 
are only sent when there are ground stations within the satellite' s footprint . In P ACSA T. the 
inquiry packet are sent all the time no matter if there is any station within the footpri nt. The 
overhead of the protocol, including Inquiry and Other components, varies from 0.8 Mb)1eS to 
11 .8 Mbytes. 
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Figure 7-22 : LEONE T Down-link T raffi c Configura t io n (25 Nodes Network) 
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The overhead is 20 .8% when offered load is very light . For heavier traffi c (G>0.3 1), th 
overhead is about 11 %, which is much smaller than the 50% in PACSA T. No director, 
downloading, less inquiry traffic, and shorter station address (1\\'0 byt es in LEONET, s Y n 
bytes in P ACSAT) reduce the overhead in the dovvn-link traffic . 
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Figure 7-23 : LEONET Down-link Traffic Configuration (196 Nodes Network) 
When the number of stations in the network increases to 196 . The maximum message data 
can be downloaded decreases from 94 Mbytes to 91 Mbytes 
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The overhead is 20.6% when offered load is very light. For heavier traffic (G>0.16), the 
overhead is about 12%, almost unchanged comparing with the network "ith 25 stations. 
Down-link Utilization (regional network) 
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Figure 7-25: LEONET Down-link Utilization 
The down-link utilization can be as high as 72% when the number of stations is 25. The 
maximum down-link utilization is 70 when the number of stations is 196. 
In conclusion, down-link is used much more efficiently in LEONET than in PACSAT, 
Because no directory downloading is needed in LEONET, which eliminates a quite large 
percent of overhead in P ACSA T, Furthermore, more dO\V11-link channel resource is utilized in 
LEONET than P ACSA T. Because firstly the optimized LEONET uploading protocol can 
upload more messages for downloading. Secondly, that no reservation is required for 
downloading in LEONET also contributes to the higher utilization of the down-link. 
7.2.1 . 7 Conclusions 
Trying to utilize as much LEO channel resource as available in a LEO network and trying to 
use it as efficiently as possible are the keys to improve the LEO net\\"ork performance, 
LEONET uses a more efficient multiple access control protocol to make rescn'ations for 
message uploading. Firstly. instead of using a fixed length resen'ation pcriod to suite the 
changing uploading traffic as previous protocols (PAC SAT and VCR S-ALOHA) do, 
LEONET uses a yarying length resen'ation period to suite the changing uploadmg traffic, 
Secondly. that polling and S-A.LOHA are used adapti,dy to makc rC51..T'I"ations for thl..' 
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stations which have different probability to upload messages utilizes the unique traffic 
characteristic of the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network. Therefore, LEONET can use up-link 
resource more efficiently than P ACSA T. Given enough offered load, the highest up-link 
utilization can be as high as 77% (Figure 7-26). 
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Figure 7-26: Up-link Utilization Comparison (25 Nodes Network) 
It is true that P ACSAT utilizes more down-link channel resource than LEONET vv'hen 
network traffic is lighter than 0.54 (Figure 7-27). However, the extra channel resource is used 
to download directory and broadcast more inquiries (Figure 7-10 & 7-11). The message data 
delivered is equal or less than LEONET (Figure 7-29). , Therefore, LEONET can actually 
use the down-link more efficiently than P ACSA T. 
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Figure 7-27: Down-link Utilization Comparison (25 Nodes Network) 
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Efficient S&F communication needs both the up-link and dO\vn-link being used efficiently. 
Figure 7-28 shows how the channel resource is used to deliver the pure message data from 
source to destination in LEONET and P ACSA T. It can be seen that LEO NET can use morc 
potential of the channel resource. 
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Figure 7-28: Link Utilization Comparison (25 Nodes Network) 
Except for that the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA multiple access protocol improves the up-
link performance and that active message addressing improves the dO\\n-link performance in 
LEONET. Routing optimization also makes more channel resource (both up-link and down-
link) be used in LEONET. 
7.2.2 Throughput 
The throughput performance of the different protocols on regional networks are shown in the 
following figures. 
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Figure 7-29: Throughput Comparison (25 Nodes Network) 
It can be seen that when the number of stations in the network is small (25 stations) and the 
offered load (G) is light (G<0.16), all the protocols give almost same throughput (S) 
performance (Figure 7-29). However, as the offered load becomes hea\")' (G>0.16). it 
becomes obvious that LEONET protocols can provide better performance. Ho\\ever. the 
difference among the LEONET protocols are not obvious until the offered load (G) is heavier 
than 0.54. It can be seen that the LEONET protocols using routing optimization (GOP) can 
provide better throughput performance than the LEONET protocols without using routing 
optimization (RR). When the offered load is heavy, GOP can give 3% improvement in 
throughput performance. However, since the number of stations in the network is small. there 
is almost no difference on the throughputs between a protocol using polling multiple access 
control (RR-poll or GOP-poll) and a protocol using adaptive polling & S-ALOHA multiple 
access control (RR-adap or GOP-adap), but the inquiry and reply traffics generated by the 
two types of multiple access control protocols are different (Figure 7-30). 
It can be seen that to give the same throughput performance, the adaptive polling & S-
ALOHA multiple access control uses less channel resource than the polling multiple JCCC55 
control does. 
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Polling vs. Adaptive POlling & S-ALOHA (25 nodes) 
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Figure 7-30: Multiple Access Control Protocols Traffic Comparison 
When the number of stations in the network increases from 25 to 49 (Figure 7-31). the 
difference among the different LEONET protocols becomes noticeable even the offered load 
is not very heavy (G<O.54). The improvement of the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA multiple 
access control over the polling multiple access control, though small, becomes noticeable. 
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Figure 7-31: Throughput Comparison (49 Nodes Network) 
Increasing the number of stations in the network further makes the difference among different 
LEONET protocols more obvious (Figure 7-32). The difference among the different multlp\c 
access control methods can be seen clearly. 
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Figure 7-32: Throughput Comparison (100 Nodes Network) 
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Figure 7-33: Throughput Comparison (196 Nodes Network) 
When the number of stations in the network increases to 196 (Figure 7-33). the difference 
between the different LEONET protocols also increases. 
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It is interesting to note that when the number of stations in a network is small, different 
multiple access control protocols have almost no impact on the throughput performance. 
However, as the number of stations in a network increases, the different multiple access 
control protocols have more and more impact on the throughput performance. 
The reason that the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA can give better throughput performance 
than the polling is that the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA multiple access control uses less up-
link resource than the polling multiple access control, especially when the number of stations 
is large (Figure 7-34). The saved up-link resource can be used to upload more messages. 
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Figure 7-34: Multiple Access Control Protocols Traffic Comparison 
Furthermore, different from the polling multiple access control, the up-link resource used in 
the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA multiple access control is almost independent of the 
number of stations in the network (Figure 7-35), making the adaptive polling 8:. S-ALOHA 
more suitable to support a network \yith large number of stations . 
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Figure 7-35: Up-link Resource Used in Adaptive Polling & S-ALOHA Resen'ation 
In summary, for a regional network, LEONET protocols can al\yays provide better 
throughput perfonnance than P ACSAT, especially when the offered load is hea\~· or the 
number of stations is large. Among all the LEONET protocols, GOP-adap gives the best 
perfonnance on the various network configurations. 
7.2.3 End-lo-End Delay 
The End-To-End delay perfonnance of the different protocols on regional net\vorks are shown 
in the following figures. 
It can be seen that when the number of stations in the network is small (25 stations) and the 
offered load (G) is light (G<O.16), all the protocols give almost same delay (ETE) 
perfonnance (Figure 7-36). However, as the offered load becomes heavy, it becomes obvious 
that LEONET protocols can provide better perfonnance. However, the difference among the 
LEONET protocols are not obvious until the offered load is heavy (G>O.31). The delay 
perfonnance of P ACSAT degrades more quickly than the delay perfonnance of LEONET. 
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Figure 7-36: ETE Comparison (25 Nodes Network) 
When the number of stations in the network increases from 25 to 49, the difference among the 
different LEONET protocols also increases (Figure 7-37). However. the impact of the 
different multiple access control protocols on the ETE is very small. 
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Figure 7-37: ETE Comparison (~l) Nodes Network) 
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Increasing the number of stations in the network further to 100 tat' ak . 
s IOns m es the dIfference 
among the protocols using different multiple access control method b' F' 
s more 0 VIOUS ( Igure 7-
38). 
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Figure 7-38: ETE Comparison (100 Nodes Network) 
When the number of stations in the network increases to 196 (Figure 7-39). LEONET 
protocols give better performance than PACSAT even the offered load is very light (G=0.02). 
The differences among the different LEONET protocols can also be seen clearly. 
It is interesting to note that the different multiple access protocols give more impact on the 
ETE performance when the offered load is in the middle range (between 0.31 and 1.00). This 
is because that when the traffic is very light, though the polling multiple access control uses 
more up-link resource than the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA multiple access control does. 
the remaining up-link capacity is still large enough to upload all the \\aiting messages in a 
transit. When the traffic is \ery heavy, the probability that a station has messages to upload is 
high during a whole transit. Therefore most reservations are actually made by polling. no 
matter the polling multiple access control or the adaptiw polling & S-ALOHA multipk 
access control is used. Because most reservations are made by the same method. the 
difference between the 1\\0 multiple access control decreases. 
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Figure 7-39: ETE Comparison (196 Nodes Network) 
In summary, for a regional network, LEONET protocols can ahvays provide better End-To-
End delay perfonnance than PAC SAT, especially when the offered load is heavy or the 
number of stations is large. Routing optimization can reduce ETE delay under heavy offered 
load in all the network configurations. Giving the same routing method, the adaptive polling 
multiple access control can improve the ETE perfonnance over the polling multiple access 
control when the number of stations in the network is large. Among the various LEONET 
protocols and network configurations, GOP-adap gives the best End-To-End delay 
perfonnance. 
7.2.4 Conclusions 
In conclusion, for a regional network LEONET protocols can ah\ays provide better 
perfonnance (channel utilization, throughput, and End-To-End delay) than PACSAT. 
especially when the offered load is heavy or the number of stations is large. Among the 
various LEONET protocols, routing optimization algorithms (RR and GOP) gl\ e more 
impact on the network perfonnance when the offered load is relatively heavy: multiple access 
control protocols (polling and adaptive polling & S-ALOHA) gi\ e more impact on the 
network perfonnance when the number of stations is large. Ho\vc\ cr. on any circumstancc. 
the combination of routing optimization and adaptive polling & S-ALOHA (GOP-adap) gl\es 
the best perfom1ance. The perfom1ance improvement of LEONET 0\ er PACS . ..\. T comes 
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from various techniques introduced in LEONET A summ ' f th hn· . 
. al) 0 e tec lques and theIr 
contributions to the network performance is given in Table 7-2. 
~n Up-link Down-link Techniques Utilization Utilization Throughput ETE Delay 
eliminate eliminate 
Active Message Addressing downloading directory increase reduce ETE 
reservation downloading throughput delay 
less capacity for 
Adaptive Polling & SALOHA reservation; reduce inquiry increase reduce ETE 
more capacity traffic throughput delay 
for messages 
make more make more 
Routing Optimization up-link resource down-link increase reduce ETE 
be utilized resource be throughput delay 
utilized 
collision-free increase 
Integrated Error Control message down-link increase reduce ETE 
delivery utilization throughput delay 
Table 7-2: Contributions of the Techniques Introduced in LEONET 
7.3 Global Network 
Global network is a network which mam purpose is to provide global message S&F 
communication service. A global network consists of two regional net\\"orks "hich are 
separated in such a far distance that the satellite can never be seen from the two net\\"orks at 
same time. 
7.3.1 Channel Utilization 
The channel utilization of the global networks is discussed in following sections in a similar 
manner to the regional net\\"ork for easier comparison. 
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7.3.1.1 Channel Utilization of PAC SAT 
The link utilization of P ACSAT in global network is discussed in following two sections. on 
section for up-link, and another section is for down-link. 
7.3.1.2 Up-link Utilization of PAC SAT 
The up-link traffic is still divided into three components just like the regional network. 
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Figure 7-40: PACSAT Up-link Channel Utilization (50 Nodes Network) 
Figure 7-40 shows the accumulated amount of traffic in up-link during a period of one week. 
It can be seen that at maximum about 81 Mbytes message data can be uploaded onto the 
satellite during that period. 
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The overhead (Reply and Other) to upload the messages varies from 8.5 MbJ1 s to 16 
Mbytes, depending on the offered load (G), which represents 55% vyhen offi red is light 
(G=O.02) and 16% when the offered load is heavy (G>O.31) (Figure 7-41 ). 
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Figure 7-42 : PACSAT Up-link Channel Utilizat ion (392 Nodes Network) 
When the number of stations increases to 392, the message data can be uploaded in maximum 
decreases from 81 Mbytes to about 69 Mbytes (Figure 7-42) . 
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The overhead to deliver the messages varies from 51 % to 17o/r. depe din th ffi 
0, n g on e 0 ered load 
(Figure 7-43). 
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Figure 7-44: PAC SAT Up-link Channel Utilization 
In PACSAT, when the length of reservation period is 12 time slots, about 34% up-link 
resource can be utilized when the number of stations in the network is 50. When the number 
of ground stations increases to 392, the utilization of up-link decreases to 29% (Figure 7-44). 
Comparing with the regional network with 25 stations (Figure 7-9), the up-link utilization in 
the global networks remains unchanged. 
In summary, the global network with 50 ground stations can upload twice as much message 
data as the regional network with 25 stations, simply because the total amount of satellite 
visibility time within the network is doubled. The utilization of up-link is the same in both 
networks. Because, the scenario happening in each sub-network of the global net\york is 
basically the same as the scenario happening in the regional network. 
7.3.1.3 Down-link Utilization of PACSAT 
Like the regional net\york. the down-link traffic in a global network is also divided into the 
four components. 
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Down-link Traffic Configuration (global, 50 nodes) 
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Figure 7-45: PAC SAT Down-link Traffic Configuration (50 Nodes Network) 
During a period of one week, at maximum about 80 Mbytes message data can be dO\\l1loaded 
to the ground stations during that period. The Inquiry traffic is about 3.6 Mbyt s independent 
of offered load . The Directory downloaded is almost the same as the Data downloaded. The 
overhead of the protocol, including Inquiry, Directory and Other components , varies from 17 
Mbytes to 117 Mbytes . 
The overhead of the protocol varies from 72% to 59% (Figure 7-46) . Directory downloading 
represents about 39% of total down-link traffic, which represents a larger percent (14% 
more) of overhead than the regional network with 25 stations since more stations and more 
message traffic in the global network need downloading more directory data. 
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Figure 7--t6: PACSAT Down-link Traffic Configuration (50 oues et" ork) 
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The situation becomes worse when the number of stations increases to 392 (Figur 7-47) . Th 
maximum message data which can be downloaded decreases from 80 Mbytes to -2 Mb\1 
- - . 
The Directory downloaded increases to 104 Mbytes at maximum. The Directory domlload d 
is always twice as much as the Data downloaded. 
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Figure 7-47: PAC SAT Down-link Traffic Configuration (392 Nodes Network) 
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Fi<Jure 7-48: PACSAT Down-link Traffic Configuration (392 Nodes Netwo rk) 
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Down-link Utilization (global network) 
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Figure 7-.t9: PAC SAT Down-link Utilization Comparison 
Higher percent of down-link is used in global network than the regional network (Figure 7-
49). However, the efficiency of the down-link utilization in the global network is lower than 
the regional network, due to the fact that more directory data needs to be downloaded. 
In summary, in P ACSAT the utilization of up-link basically remains unchanged in the global 
network. The utilization of down-link in the global network is different from the situation in 
the regional network. The overhead on the down-link increases from 50% in the regional 
network to 59% in the global network when the number of stations in a sub-network is 25 It 
increases from 65% to 70% when the number of stations in a sub-network is 196. The 
increased overhead mainly comes from the increased directory dmevnloading traffic. Because a 
directory item \vill be downloaded in every sub-network until it has been removed from the 
satellite, it is reasonable to predict that as the number of sub-net\\orks increase, the overhead 
resulted from directory downloading will become higher and higher. Therefore, PACSAT can 
not work efficiently in a global network with multiple sub-netvvorks. 
7.3.1.4 Channel Utilization of LEONET 
The link utilization of LEONET in a global network is discussed in following two sections. 
one for up-link and another for dme\n-link. 
7.3.1.5 Up-link Utilization of LEONET 
The up-link traffic in LEONET is also diyided into three components as PACSAT docs 
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Up-link Traffic Configuration (global, 50 nodes) 
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Figure 7-50: LEONET Up-link Channel Utilization (50 Nodes Network) 
For a network with 50 stations, during one week period, 199 Mbytes message data can b 
uploaded (Figure 7-50), which is 146% higher than PACSAT under the sam network 
configuration. 
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Figure 7-51 : LEONET Up-link Channel Utilization (50 Nodes Network) 
The overhead is less than 11 % in LEONET under various offered net\\"ork loads (Figur 7-
51) . 
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Up-link Traffic Configuration (global , 392 nodes) 
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Figure 7-52: LEONET Up-link Traffic Configuration (392 Nodes Network) 
TAL \' 1 
When the number of stations in the network increases to 392 (Figure 7-52) . The maximum of 
message data can be uploaded decreases to 188 Mbytes, but is still 172% times better than its 
P ACSA T counterpart. 
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Figure 7-53 : LEONET Up-link Traffic Configuration (392 Nodes Network) 
The overhead is 11 % when offered load is heavy, and is 14% \"hen offered load i light in 
(Figure 7-53) . The utilization of up-link can be 77% at maximum (Figur 7- -4) . 
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Figure 7-54: LEONET Up-link Channel Utilization 
In summary, LEONET can better use the up-link resource than P ACSAT do s in the global 
network. At maximum, 77% of up-link resource can be used, which is higher than th 
maXImum of 34% in PACSAT. The efficiency of the utilized channel is about 90% at 
maXImum in LEONET which is also higher than 84% in P ACSA T. Compared \\·ith the 
regional network, the up-link utilization of LEO NET in the global network keeps unchanged . 
7.3.1.6 Down-link Utilization of LEONET 
The down-link traffic of LEONET contains only three components (no Directory compon nt). 
The definitions of the three components are the same as defined in the regional network. 
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Figure 7-55 : LEONET Down-link Traffic Configurati on (50 odes Network) 
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During a period of one week, at maXImum about 188 Mbytes messag data an b 
downloaded to the ground stations, which is 1.35 times more than PACSA T. D p nding on 
offered load, the Inquiry traffic varies from 0.96 Mbytes to 1. 85 Mbytes, which is about half 
of P ACSA T. The overhead of the protocol, including Inquiry, and Other components. "an 
from 1.7 Mbytes to 23.5 Mbytes . 
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Figure 7-56: LEONET Down-link Traffic Configuration (50 Nodes Network) 
The overhead is 20% when offered load is very light. For heavier traffic (G>O. 16), the 
overhead is about 11 %, which is much better than the 59% in PACSAT, 
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Figure 7-57: LEONET Down-link Traffic Configuration (392 Nodes etwork) 
""92 Th maximum me ag' d::na When the number of stations in the net\\"ork increas to.) . 
can be downloaded decreases from 188 J\/fb)tes to 184 Mbyt (Figure 7-:'7 . 
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Down-link Data Traffic (global , 392 nodes) 
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Figure 7-58 : LEONET Down-link Traffic Configuration (392 Nodes Netwo rk) 
The overhead is 21% when offered load is very light. For heavier traffic (G>0.16). th 
overhead is about 12%, only 1 % increase comparing with the network with 50 stations . 
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Figure 7-59: LEONET Down-link Uti lization 
The down-link utilization can be as high as 73% and almost unchanged \\'h n th numb r of 
stations increases from 50 to 392 . In conclusion. do\\n-llnk is used mor ffici nth in 
LEONET than in PACSAT in a global net\\'ork. Different from P CS T. th > do\\ 11-llI1k 
utilization in LEONET global net\vorks keeps the same as thei r regional cOLint >rpart . 88 ~ U ' 
clirectory dO\\mloading is not needed in LEONET. Th only data traffic oc u r on th ' d \\ n-
link are th messages addressed to the stations \\'ithin tll curr nt ub-n t\\ork. and th ' inqull: 
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packets which are related only with the up-link message traffic within the current sub-
network. Under the given assumptions, both factors are independent of the number of sub-
networks. 
7.3.1.7 Conclusions 
Comparing with P ACSAT, LEONET can utilize much more up-link resource in the global 
network. Giving enough offered load, the highest up-link utilization can be as high as 7r () 
(Figure 7-60). 
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Figure 7-60: Up-link Utilization Comparison 
LEONET can also use the down-link more efficiently than PACSAT (Figure 7-61) In a 
global network. 
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Down-link Utilization (global, 50 nodes) 
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Figure 7-61: Down-link Utilization Comparison 
Efficient S&F communication needs both the up-link and dO""TI-link being used efficiently. 
Figure 7-62 shows how the channel resource in a global network is used to deliyer the pure 
message data from source to destination in LEONET and P ACSA T. It can be seen that 
LEONET can use as much as 67% of the channel resource to deliver pure message data in a 
global network. 
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7.3.2 Throughput 
The throughput performance of the different protocols on global neh . k h . l\\Or s are s O\\TI III the 
following figures. 
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Figure 7-63: Throughput Comparison (50 Nodes Network) 
It can be seen that when the number of stations in the network is small (50 stations) and thc 
offered load (G) is light (G<0.16), all the protocols give almost same throughput (S) 
performance (Figure 7-63). However, as the offered load becomes hea,'Y (G>0.16). it 
becomes obvious that LEONET protocols can provide better performance. Ho\\C\CL the 
difference among the LEONET protocols are not obvious until the offered load is ,'cry heavy 
(G >0.54). Among the four options of LEO NET GOP routing gives better performance than 
RR routing. Two multiple access control protocol make little difference, since the number of 
stations is relatively small. 
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Figure 7-64: Throughput Comparison (98 Nodes Network) 
When the number of stations in the network increases from 50 to 98 (Figure 7-fl·H. the 
routing algorithm still dominates the performance of different LEONET options. Hom:\\.:r. 
different multiplex access control protocols also begin to make some difference. The 'adap-
(Adaptive Polling & S-ALOHA) can provide extra improvement over 'poIr (Polling) multiple 
access control protocol. 
Increasing the number of stations in the network further (200 then 392) makes the difference 
among different LEONET protocols more and more obvious (Figure 7-65). 
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Figure 7-65: Throughput Comparison (200 Nodes'll'nHlrk) 
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In summary, for a global network, LEONET protocols can always provide better throughput 
performance than PACSAT, especially when the offered load is heavy or the number of 
stations is large. Among the various LEONET protocols and network configurations, GOP-
adap gives the best performance. 
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Figure 7-66: Throughput Comparison (392 Nodes Network) 
7.3.3 End-To-End Delay 
The End-To-End delay performance of the different protocols on regional networks are shO\\TI 
in the following figures. 
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Figure 7-67: ETE Comparison (50 Nodes Network) 
It can be seen that when the number of stations in the network is small (50 stations) and the 
offered load (G) is light (G<0.16), all the protocols give almost same delay (ETE) 
performance (Figure 7-67). However, as the offered load becomes hC~l\ y (G>0.16). it 
becomes obvious that LEONET protocols can provide better performance. The delay 
performance of P ACSAT degrades more quickly than the delay performance of LEONET as 
the offered load becomes heavy and heavy. 
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Figure 7-68: ETE Comparison (98 Nodes '\l't\Hlrl-;) 
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When the number of stations in the network increases from 50 to 98 (Figure 7-h:-;). th~ 
difference among the different LEONET protocols also increases. 
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Figure 7-69: ETE Comparison (200 Nodes Network) 
Increasing the number of stations in the network further makes the difference among different 
LEONET protocols more obvious (Figure 7-69). 
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Figure 7-70: ETE Comparison (392 Nodes Network) 
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When the number of stations in the network increases to 392, LEONET protocols give better 
performance even the offered load is light (0<0.31). 
7.3.4 Conclusions 
In P ACSAT adding a sub-network to the regional network brings new problems. It results in 
the amount of directory downloaded more than doubled. Because in the global network a 
same directory item may be repeatedly downloaded in both sub-networks. Obviously_ 
increasing the number of sub-networks in the network will make the situation worse. 
Therefore, P ACSAT is not suitable to support a network with multiple sub-networks (a 
global network). Different from PAC SAT, directory downloading is not needed in LEONET, 
which makes adding a sub-network not bring problems to the existing sub-network (under 
given network traffic and configuration assumptions). This means that LEONET is more 
suitable to support a global network with multiple sub-networks. In LEONET, the satellite 
communication resource can be reused in different sub-networks of such a global net\\ork 
without interference. In conclusion, LEONET is more suitable to support the global net\\ork 
than P ACSA T. LEONET can provide better network performance than P ACSA T in the 
global network. LEONET has the potential to support a global network \\ith multiple sub-
networks more efficiently than PACSAT. 
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7.4 Performance Comparison Under Various BER 
Comparison between the PACSAT and LEONET d . un er vanous channel BER conditions is 
given in this section. The basic assumptions used are [Nakayama T,96]: 
1. The up and down links have the same BER. 
2. The errors are follow the uniform distribution. 
7.4.1 Throughput VS. BER and Packet Length 
It is well known that the throughput of a protocol depends on the channel BER and the length 
of the packets used. Generally speaking, longer packets can reduce framing oyerhead. and arc 
preferred when the channel BER is low. However, when the channel BER is high. shorter 
packets are preferred to reduce the number of packets in error. 
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Figure 7-71: Throughput n. BER & Packet Length in LEONET 
The relationship among the throughput, the channel BER, and the packet length is shO\\TI in 
Figure 7-71. It can be seen that when the channel BER is high (BER=lE-3). a shorter packet 
length can give a higher throughput. When the channel BER is 10\\' (BER<=IE-5). longer 
packets can giyc higher throughput. However, it is interesting to note that in LEONET. 
different from a traditional situation when the BER is low. a longer packet cll)(~ not 
necessarily gives higher throughput (Figure 7-71. BER<=IE-5). Because in LEO,\ET the 
dO\\TI-link is used by both up and dO\\TI loading acti\ities To maximise the utilization of 
dOW11-link in LEONET. the dO\\TI-loading is kept going as long as there are messages to 
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download. However, uploading and multiple access control also use the do\\n-link. Although. 
on the down-link, higher priority has been given to the control packets (Inquiry and Startl·L) 
generated by uploading and multiple access control activities, a data packet being dO\\TIloaded 
can not be interrupted. Therefore, a uploading or a multiple access control packet has to wait 
if a data packet is being downloaded. The longer the data packet is, the longer the control 
packet has to wait. The waiting of a control packet on do\\n-link decreases the utilization of 
the up-link, which finally decreases the throughput of the network. 
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Figure 7-72: Throughput vs. Packet Length & BER in LEONET 
When the BER is low (BER < lE-4), the optimized packet length is 2032 bits. \yhich is also 
the packet length used in existing protocol (P ACSAT). 
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7.4.2 Comparison Between PACSAT and LEGNET 
The throughput performance comparison of P ACSAT and LEONET under various BER 
conditions is given in Figure 7-73. The packet length used in both protocols is 2032 bits. 
It can be seen that LEONET can give better throughput performance than P ACSA T under 
various BER conditions. The basic reason is that in PAC SAT, more control packets need to 
be sent to deliver a message from its source to its destination. For example, PACSAT needs 
to send requests to download message directory list and to send requests to do\\ nload 
messages. However, both the requests are not needed in LEONET. Therefore, the throughput 
performance of P ACSAT is more vulnerable to the channel BER than the throughput 
performance of LEO NET. 
7.5 Sensitivity to the Traffic Pattern Assumptions 
The traffic pattern assumptions used in the simulations are specified in Chapter 5 (Section 
5.2.3). They are: 
1. The message arrival process is assumed a Poisson process. 
2. The message arrival processes at each station are assumed to be independent. 
3. The average message length is assumed to be 19,200 bits. 
4. The destination for a message arriving at a station is assigned by choosing anyone of the 
other remaining stations in the network randomly. 
The sensitivity of the simulation results to the assumptions of the traffic pattern has not been 
studied extensively in this research due to time limit. However. some observations ha\c been 
obtained which should be useful to the future research. , 
First observation is that due to the built-in 'traffic-shaping' mechanism in a LEO satellite 
S&F network, the performance of a LEO satellite S&F protocol is not sensitivc to the real 
message arriving process. Because in a typical LEO satellite S&F global network the LEO 
satellite is usually in a high inclination orbit. The accumulated visible period of the satellite 
for a station is about one hour a day, which means that 95% messages will arrive at ground 
stations \\hile the satellite is not visible. Because a LEO satellite S&F protocol can only \\ ark 
when the satellite and the ground stations are \isible each other. Therefore. as far as a LEO 
satellite S&F protocol is concerned, the real message traffic has been adapted III a more 
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predictable message traffic. The basic pattern of the adapted message traffic almost does not 
change with the pattern of the real message traffic. 
The second observation is that the performance of the protocols should be getting better as 
the average length of the messages increase since both P ACSAT and LEONET arc 
reservation based multiple access control protocol. 
The third observation is that a balanced up/down loading activities can improve the network 
resource utilization. The assumption that message destinations are uniformly distributed can 
provide such kind of a balance. If the message destinations are not uniformly distributed, the 
utilization of the channel resource may decrease. 
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7.6 Summary and Conclusions 
The perfonnances of P ACSAT and LEONET on two typical network configurations 
(regional and global network) are compared. The perfonnance of LEONET and PACSAT 
under various channel BER conditions is also compared. Following conclusions are obtained. 
1. In the regional network, LEONET can use both up-link and do\\n link resources more 
efficiently than PACSAT. The maximum throughput of LEONET is 0.64, which is 37° 0 
higher than the maximum throughput of PACSAT (S=0.27), and 19% higher than 
VIFRAS [Nakayama T,96]. The End-To-End delay of LEO NET in heay)' load (G=1.0) is 
24 hours, which is 55% shorter than PACSAT (ETE=52 hours, G=1.0). Therefore. in a 
regional network, LEONET can provide much better perfonnance than the existing 
protocols. 
2. In the global network, LEONET can also use both up-link and down link resources more 
efficiently than PACSAT. The maximum throughput of LEONET is 0.6~. \,hich is 37% 
higher than the maximum throughput of PACSAT (S=0.27). The End-To-End deby of 
LEONET in heavy load (G= 1.0) is 24 hours, \,hich is 57% shorter than PACSAT 
(ETE=56 hours, G=l.O). Therefore, in a global network. LEONET can provide much 
better perfonnance P ACSA T. 
3. The network perfonnance of LEONET is not sensitive to the number of ground stations in 
the network, when the number of ground stations increases from 25 to 196, the maximum 
throughput only decreases 2% (G= 1.23). Under the same condition, the network 
perfonnance of P ACSAT decreases 10%. 
4. Under the given assumptions (see Chapter 5), the network perfonnance of LEONET is 
almost independent of the number of sub-networks. Analysis also sho\\s that it is highly 
possible that by using LEO NET the satellite resource can be reused in the multiple sub-
networks with little interference. 
5. Although the perfonnances of LEONET and P ACSAT are basically same "hen the 
offered load is light, LEO NET uses much less channel resource (less inquiry and reply 
traffic) than PACSAT. 
6. Under \arious channel BER conditions, LEONET can pro\'ide better performance than 
PACSAT. 
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In conclusion, LEONET has realized the protocol functions as designed in Chapter -l. 
LEONET can better utilize the network resource and provide better network pcrfonnance 
(throughput and ETE delay) than PACSAT in both the regional and the global networks. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Conclusions 
A deeper understanding of the unique characteristics of the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network 
environment is very important when developing an optimized protocol. The author's analysis 
shows that a 'little LEO' satellite S&F communication network can be considered as a wide 
area (global coverage) network with a star topology. The basic end-to-end link characteristics 
of the network are low capacity and long delay. The broadcast nature of down-link is helpful 
to design an optimized protocol, but the intennittent connection among the network nodes 
adds extra difficulty. In summary, dynamically varying communication environment and 
limited channel resource are the main characteristics of the network. Therefore, how to utiliz.: 
the limited channel resource in the dynamic environment most efficiently is the key to 
approaching the upper bound of the network perfonnance. 
Letting the LEO satellite, which is the center of a star network, work as an acti\.: message 
switching node rather than a passive mailbox (or file server) can better use the channel 
resource and improve the network perfonnance. Letting the satellite work as an active 
message switching node represents a different network architecture design in \\hich a new 
network layer protocol is needed due to the unique 'little LEO' satellite network topology. 
The dominant problems to be solved in such a protocol are network message addressing, 
multiple access controL routing optimization, multiplexing and error control. 
Reservation based multiple access control protocols are preferred in a "little LEO" satellite 
S&F network. The efficiency of the reservation in a reservation based protocol dominates the 
protocol perfonnance. The proposed adaptive polling & S-ALOHA reservation protocol 
makes the reservation more efficient. Different from previous protocols, it uses varying length 
reservation period, varying length reservation time slot and \arying reservation protocol hl 
adapt the dynamic traffic. Traffic statistics are also used to diminate or reduce request 
collisions on the up-link. 
The proposed network topology model of 1\vo layers is useful to solve the message addressing 
problem, \\hich in turn eliminates the requirement of directory dm\TIloading, imprming dm\ll-
link efficiency when compared to the pre\-ious protocol (PACSAT). 
S-l 
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Furthermore, by accepting that link quality varies with time a traditl'onal t' '" 
, rou mg optImIzatIOn 
algorithm can be extended into the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network which uses only one 
LEO satellite. The routing optimization improves the network performance 
Coordinating the activities among multiple access control, routing optimization, muItiplc\.mg 
and error control is important to share the limited up/down link resource efficiently. 
8.2 Future Work 
Although LEONET has given an optimized solution to the main problems in a 'little LEO' 
satellite S&F network, there is still room left for further improvement. The main work to be 
done in the future is listed as follows: 
1. Automatic network geographical distribution information management subsystem: 
Network geographical distribution information is the basis of LEONET. How to obtain 
and maintain the information effectively is very important for the net\\ork error recovery. 
dynamic expansion and mobile user support. Further research needs to be done to de\'elop 
the protocols and mechanisms needed in such a subsystem. 
2. An efficient data structure and algorithm to find out the visible stations within the current 
satellite footprint. 
3. Highly efficient message queue storage mechanism onboard satellite: Message queue is a 
key data structure in LEONET. How to implement it efficiently in the storage subsystem 
available onboard the satellite remains to be solved. 
4. Enhancement of routing optimization algorithms: The effectiveness of the routing 
optimization depends on many parameters, such as the antenna patterns and user traffic 
patterns. How to improve the proposed routing optimization algorithm under different 
parameters needs further investigation. 
5. Further enhancement on the multiple access control in LEONET: In the current version of 
LEONET. for one uploading inquiry, only the information about one waiting message IS 
replied. In the future version, for one inquiry_ the information about multiple \\aItll1g 
messages can be replied, which can decrease the up-traffic and imprm e the perfonnancc 
of the multiple access protocols. 
.. .. ) i'- ... 
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6. Packet switching instead of message switching: In the current version of LE01\;ET. 
message switching is used. However, the packet switching has the potential to imprO\ ~ the 
network performance. 
7. Extend LEONET to support the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network with multiple 
satellites, such as to develop an distributed routing algorithm for "little LEO' 
constellations. The network topology model and addressing mechanism can be e:\tcnded to 
realize a distributed routing algorithm which may provide better performance than the 
centralized routing algorithm currently used. 
8. Fonnally prove or disprove that by using LEONET, the satellite resource can be reused in 
multiple sub-networks with little interference. 
9. Investigation of how receiver capture effect, more realistic channel error models, and more 
complex network topologies impact the simulation results. 
10. More detailed investigation of ETE delay improvement, such as maXImum delay 
statistics. 
11. Investigation of the sensitivity of network performance to the traffic pattern assumptions. 
8.3 Contributions 
The main contribution of this research to the state of art are: 
1. Comprehensive analysis, simulation, design and implementation of an optimized 'little 
LEO' satellite S&F communication protocol and its software system. 
2. A LEO network topology model of two layers is proposed. Based on the modeL a concIse 
and efficient network addressing mechanism is built which eliminates directory 
downloading and do\\nloading requests. The model improves the dO\\n-link efficiency. 
3. A highly efficient multiple access protocol, the adaptive polling & S-ALOHA resenation 
protocol, is proposed. Different from previous protocols, the new multiple access protocol 
optimally allocates up-link resources for reservations according to dynamic requirement It 
has been ShO\\-11 in simulation that this protocol is better than other proposed protocols. 
4. The traditional routing optimization concept is extended to make it work on the tilll,,'-
. , 'l'ttl LEO' satellite S&F nehYorKs which llses only on~ satellite All val)'Illg routes III .
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novel routing optimization algorithm is developed. It has been proved that the routing 
optimization algorithm can improve network performance. 
5. An integrated solution (LEONET) to solve the dominant problems in the 'little LEO" 
satellite network is provided. LEONET can double the throughput of the existing 'little 
LEO' satellite S&F networks. 
6. The optimized protocol (LEONET) has been designed, analyzed and implemenkd 
systematically using object-oriented techniques. The resulting protocol sofuvare system 
should be easier to maintain and extend than previous systems. Transition from academic 
protocol research to practical protocol implementation should be eased by this 00 
development. 
7. A complete set of simulation models for the 'little LEO' satellite S&F network has been 
built, which are more accurate than the previous simulation models. The simulation 
models can be used as the tools to study the existing net\\"orks and proposed networks, 
providing network users and designers with detailed insight into the perfonnance of little 
LEO S&F networks .. 
This research has drawn together the most relevant available results from previous little LEO 
programs and from general digital communications research to develop a "third generation"' 
little LEO messaging protocol-with state-of-the art multiple-access control, message 
routing, uploading and downloading. Through extensive high-fidelity simulation, this new 
protocol has been shown to be superior to previous non-integrated protocols. Indeed, the 00 
software used to simulate this protocol will become the basis of a practical implementation 
for use in-orbit on Surrey Space Centre satellites. The theoretical and simulated advantages 
of the LEONET protocol will thus be verified in-orbit and give advantages to real end users. 
ACRONYMS 
• ALOHA: A type of satellite channel multiple access protocol 
• AMSAT: The Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation (AMSAT) is a world mdc group of 
Amateur Radio Operators who share an active interest in building, launching and then 
communicating with each other through non-commercial Amateur Radio Satellites. Its aim is 
to foster Amateurs Radio's participation in space research and communication. 
• BTMA: Busy Tone Multiplex Access 
• CDMA: Code Division Multiplex Access 
• C-PODA: Contention based Priority Oriented Demand Assignment 
• DAMA: Demand Assignment Multiple Access 
• FDMA: Frequency Division Multiplex Access 
• FPODA: Fixed Priority-Oriented Demand Assignment 
• GSM: Global System for Mobile communications 
• GBN-ARQ: go-back-N automatic repeat request 
• LEO: Low Earth Orbit 
• OOT: Object-Oriented Technology 
• PDAMA: Packet-Demand Assignment Multiple Access 
• R-ALOHA: Reservation ALOHA 
• S-ALOHA: Slotted ALOHA 
• SatelLife: An international not-profit organisation employing satellite, telephone and 
radio networking technology to serve the health communication and information needs of 
countries in the developing world. SatelLife's mission is to improvc communications and 
exchanges of infonnation in the fields of public health, medicine and the cmironmcnt. A 
special emphasis is placed on areas of the \yorId where access is limited by pc)or 
communications, economic conditions, or disasters. 
• S&F: Store & Fonyard 
• SR-ARQ: selective repeat automatic repeat requcst 
• SSTL: Surrey Satellite Technology Limited 
• TDMA: Time Division Multiplex Access 
• TD SRMA: Time Domain Split Reservation Multiple Access 
• VITA: Volunteers In Technical Assistance 
UoSAT: University of Surrey Satellite 
• ARQ: Automatic Repeat Request 
• ATDMA: Asynchronous Time Division Multiplexing Access 
• A TM: Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
• AX.2S: a protocol for wireless network 
• BBS: Bulletin Board Service 
• BER: Bit Error Rate 
• DBP: Directory Broadcast Protocol 
• ETE: End To End 
• FDM: Frequency Division Multiplexing 
• FTLO: File-Transfer Level 0 
• GOP: Global OPimization 
• GPS: Global Position System 
• LAMS-DLC: Low Altitude Multiple Satellite-Data Link Control 
• LAMSLM: Low Altitude Multiple Satellite Link Management 
• LEONET - a LEO satellite network layer protocol 
• MF-TDMA: Multi-Frequency Time Division Multiple Access 
• MSG2: a message delivery protocol developed for a LEO satellite S&F network 
• NAK: Negative Acknowledgment 
• NUP: New Upload Protocol 
• PACSAT: a LEO satellite S&F protocol suite 
• PBP: PACSAT Broadcast Protocol 
• PFH: PACSAT File Header Definition 
• RR: Round Robin 
• RSP: Reservation Solicitation Packet 
• S&W: Stop & Wait 
• SAP: Slot Allocation Packet 
• SIN: Station Identification Number 
• SPR: Slot Reservation Packet 
• TDM: Time Division Multiplexing 
• VCR-S-ALOHA: Variable Calling Rate S-ALOHA 
• VHF/uHF: Very High Frequency/Ultra High Frequency 
• VIFRAS: Variable-length Information Frame-type Random Access Scheme 
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Appendix A : Algorithms Used in LEONET 
Algorithm-1: construct an inquiry packet on the satellite node 
/" ---------------------------- definitions of the constants used in the algorithm 
NO_INQ - Keep quite 
UL_INQ - Inquiry the uploading status of a station 
DL_INQ - Inquiry the downloading status of a station 
UDL_INQ - Inquiry both uploading and downloading status of a station 
END_MARKER - Indicate the begin orland end of inquiry window for S-ALOHA if necessary 
DL_ W _HLIST - satellite is waiting the hole-list from the downloading station 
UL_LOADING - a message is being uploaded from the station 
UL_UNKNOWN - if the station has a message to upload is unknown to the satellite 
MAX_IN<LLEN - maximum length of an inquiry packet 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1 
Station'" p = get_next_inCLstnO; II get the first station in the inquiry window 
V _ StnListSize = V _ StnList->list_ sizeO; II get the number of visible stations 
S_ALOHA_StnNum = 0; II assuming the number of stations to be S-ALOHAed is 0 at beginning 
saloha_tslot = 0; II assuming the time slot allocated for S-ALOHA is 0 at beginning 
PoliingStnNum = UL_PollNum = DL_PollNum = UDL_PollNum = 0; II counters for Yarious polling 
I'" check the stations in the inquiry window one by one and form an inquiry packet *1 
for(i=PkStnListLen=O; i<V _ StnListSize&&PkStnListLen<MAX _ IN <LLEN; i++,p=p->v_ next) [ 
I'" 1 - for the station which certainly doesn't need to be inquired "I 
if(p->d_status != DL_ W _HLIST && p->u_status = UL_LOADING){ 
if(pollingStnNum II S_ALOHA_StnNum) II first station should not be a 'QUITE' station 
II tell the station keep quite 
InquiryPacket[PkStnListLen++] = (p->node_addr<<3) + NO _lNQ; 
continue; I'" go for next visible station "I 
I'" 2 - for station which certainly needs to be inquired 'I 
A-I 
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} 
if(p->d_status = DL_ W _HLIST II p->u_status = UL_UNKNOWNH 
ic = ( (p->d_status = DL_ W _HLIST) '? DL_INQ : 0 ); 
} 
ic += ( (p->u_status = UL_UNKNOWN II p->u_status = UL_ACKING) '? UL_L\;Q : 0); 
InquiryPacket[pkStnListLen++] = (p->node_addr<<3) + ic; 
UL_PollNum += ( ic = UL_INQ ? 1 : 0 ); 
DL_PollNum += ( ic = DL_INQ ? 1 : 0 ); 
UDL_PollNum += ( ic = UDL_INQ '? 1 : 0 ); 
continue; 
1* 3 - for the station which may need to be inquired */ 
if« vp = HasUploadingMessasgeProbability(p» > S_ALOHA_Threshold) { 
II if the message arriving probability is high enough change back to polling state 
InquiryPacket[PkStnListLen++] = (p->node_addr<<3) + UL_INQ; 
UL_PollNum++; PollingStnNum++; 
}else{ 
saloha_tslot += vp; II calculate the number of S-ALOHA time-slots needed 
if(! PollingStnNum && S_ALOHA_StnNum = 1 
\I PkStnListLen = MAX_IN eLLEN \I i = V _StnListSize-l) 
II mark the inquiry window edge in the inquiry packet if necessary 
InquiryPacket [PkStnListLen++] = (p->node _ addr<<3) + END_MARKER; 
} 
V _StnList->set_next_inlLstn(p->v_next); II mark the begging of next inquiry window 
Algorithm-2: find the inquiry type and calculate the back-off time at a ground 
station 
d fi . . f th t· nts used in the ala(lrithm -------------------------I" ___________________________ e IDltlOns 0 e cons a ,., 
UL_REPLY_TSLOT -length (If the time-slot resen'ed for uploading inquiry reply 
:\-2 
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DL_REPLY_TSLOT -length ofthe time-slot resen'ed for downloading inquiry reply 
UDL_REPLY_TSLOT -length of the time-slot resened for an up and down loading inquiry reply 
_______________________________________________________ --------------------------------------------------------------------- "I 
InquiryPacket" p; /I pointer to the inquiry packet received 
S_ALOHA_slot_num = p->S_ALOHA_slot_num; /I number of S-ALOHA t-slots specified in the inquiry 
BeginNode = (p->stn_list[0]»3); /I beginning of the inquiry window 
EndNode = (p->stn_list[p->stn_list_num-l]»3); /I ending of the inquiry window 
InqTypeForThisStn = IN<LUNKNOWN; /I the inquiry type for this node is unknown at first 
BackOff = 0; /I reset the accumulator ofthe back-off 
for(int i=O; i<p->stn_list_Ien; i++){ /I check the station list in the inquiry packet 
} 
InqCode = p->stn_list[i]; /I get the inquiry code i from the station list 
InqType = InqCode & IC_MASK; II get the inquiry type from the code 
if«InqCode»3) = this_node){ /I check if the inquired node is this node 
InqTypeForThisStn = InqType; 
if(InqType=NO_INQ II InqType=UL_INQ II InqType=DL_INQ II InqType=UDL_INQ) 
break; 
}else{ II accumulate the back-off needed for all the stations polled before this station 
} 
BackOff+= (InqType = UL_INQ '? UL_REPLY_TSLOT: 0); 
BackOff+= (InqType = DL_INQ '? DL_REPLY_TSLOT: 0); 
BackOff+= (InqType = UDL_INQ '? UDL_REPLY_TSLOT: 0); 
I" calculate S-ALOHA back-off "I 
if(S_ALOHA_slot_num) /I if there is a S-ALOHA part in this inquiry period 
if(InqTypeForThisStn=IN<LUNKNOWN II InqTypeForThisStn=END_MARKER) 
/I if this node is not heing polled 
if«BeginNode<=EndNode && (this_node>=BeginNode &S.: this_nodl><=End'\odc)) II 
.• \-, 
} 
(BeginNode>EndNode && (this_node>=BeginNode II this_node<=EndNode))) { 
II if this node is within the inquiry window 
InqTypeForThisStn = SALOHA_INQ; 
BackOff= 
APPE,\DLX 
BackOff+ (int)«float)randOfRAND_MAX ,. S_ALOHA_slot_num)'UL_REPLY_TSLOT; 
if(InqTypeForThisStn=INCLUNKNOWN) II if the inquiry type for this node is still not known 
InqTypeForThisStn = NO _INQ; II this node is not inquired 
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Appendix B : Process Models used in PAC SAT and LEONET 
B-1. RR Scheduling Process Models in PAC SAT 
RR scheduling in P ACSAT is realized by the process model of PAC _ RR _Router (Figure 8-
I) at the satellite node. 
Figure B-1: Router Process Model 
There are two timers in the PAC _ RR _Router process model. One is the uploading timer. 
Another is the downloading timer. The downloading timer is used to control the time slot 
allocation on the down-link. The uploading timer is used for 1\\"0 purposes. First, when there 
is uploading going on, it is used to control the time-slot allocated to the uploading activity. 
Second, when no uploading is going on, it is used to periodically start a reservation period. 
PAC _ RR _Router also maintains two lists. One is the downloading request list. Another is the 
uploading request list. PAC _ RR _Router uses the two timers to allocate the up/do\\TI link 
resource to the stations on the 1\\"0 lists in a manner of RR (Round-Robin). Every time a timer 
expires, PAC _ RR _Router will check the 1\\;0 lists to find out \\"hat to do next. A reservation 
period will be started every time the uploading timer expires. An actual resenation is finished 
by PAC _access process model. In a reservation period. ne\\" up/do\\TI loading requests \\"ill be 
added into the lists. Uploading and dO\\TIloading are realized by PAC _uploader and 
PAC _ downloader process models. PAC _RR _Router process selects the current up/dO\\n 
loading station, and informs the up/dO\vn loading process to start a up/do\\TI loading acti\it~ 
B-" 
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8-2. Multiple Access Control Process Models in PAC SAT 
Multiple access control in PACSAT is realized by the process model of PAC_S_acccss 
(Figure B-2) at the satellite node and PAC_G_access (Figure B-3) at ground station nodes, 
(default) 
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Figure B-2: Multiple Access Control Process Model (Satellite) 
I .... (TIMEUP)/SEND_REQ (NO_R~Q> 
I .... 
(default> 
I 
I (ION_ULIST&&!ULIST_FULL) 
I 
Figure B-3: Multiple Access Control Process Model (Ground Station) 
'I P -\.C RR Router informs it tl) start a PAC S access process stays in the IDLE state untl . _ _ , _ 
- - k h ' , ''It lists to sec If the\ are hIll. ' , d PAC S access process chec s t e 1\\ 0 rcquL~ ~ _ reservatIon peno , _ _ 
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If both lists are full, then no reservation will be made and PAC _ S _access will simply notify 
PAC _ RR _Router that the reservation is finished. If at least one list is not fulL thcn 
PAC _ S _access will send an invitation packet \vhich contains the current request lists. Then 
PAC_S_access will wait for the request from ground stations. Received requests \\ill be put 
into the request lists. 
When an invitation packet is received at a station, the station checks if it is on the request lists 
in the invitation packet. If it is on the both lists, then the station \\'ill keep silent. If not. then 
the station can send a uploading request, a downloading request, or both according to the 
logic specified in PAC_G_access process model (Figure B-3). 
8-3. Uploading Process Models in PAC SAT 
/ 
" / "-\.. _____ -J - ........ -...,_.--
<default> 
Figure B-4: Upload Process Model (Satellite) 
d. I f PAC SAT NUP is realized by hvo process models. One is at the The uploa mg protoco 0 " -
11
' d d PAC S uloader (Figure 8--1-). Another is at ground station node, named 
sate Ite no e. name _ _ 
PAC G uloader (Figure 8-5). Uploading is controlled by Router process model It notIfies 
uploadI'ng should be started and stopped. Contained m the PAC S uloader \,hen a 
. . . t \\hich a uploadill~ should be 
notification is the identIficatIOn number of a statIOn 0 
S UL k ~t to til ~ specified uround station. and then 
performed. PAC _S _ uloader sends a tart pac e l: -
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waits to receive the data packet(s) uploaded U I d d k . 
. p oa e pac ets WIll be reassembled into a 
message. A message directory item will be generated and put m· to the onboard message 
directory list. 
After receiving the StartUL packet at the addres d d· .. se groun statIOn, the statIOn WIll start a 
timer using the time-slot parameter contained in the StartUL k db· . pac et an egm uploadmg the 
data in a message. Uploading will be stopped when the time-slot is used up or an ACK is 
received from the satellite. Following the protocol of NUP, the hole-list related \\ith the 
uploading message can be sent and received during the uploading time-slot. 
Figure B-5: Upload Process Model (Ground Station) 
8-4. Downloading Process Models in PAC SAT 
The downloading protocols of PAC SAT. PBP and DBP, are realized by 1\\0 process models. 
One is at the satellite node, named PAC_S_dloader (Figure B-6). Another is at ground station 
node, named PAC _ G _ dloader (Figure B-7). Do\\uloading is controlled by Router process 
model. It notifies PAC _ S _ dloader when a do\\ nloading should be started and stopped 
Contained in the notification is whether the current do\\nloading is message directory list 
downloading or a message do\\uloading. A broadcast address \yill be used for message 
directory list downloading, \\hile a specific ground station address will be used for a message 
dO\ \\11 oading. 
B-S 
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Figure B-6: Download Process Model (Satellite) 
On the ground station side, PAC_G_dloader process \\"ill monitor c\cry packet received. If it 
is a message directory list packet, it will be used to update the local message directory list. If 
it is a message data packet addressed to this station, it \\"ill be assembled into the current 
downloading message. 
_. ~ ___ ~N~_.~I)L~)!".O"T=~RlX:E~ _____ ~ CD 
, -- -.. ", ... 
\ (I DIR_EMPTY·)/FILL_MDL_REq / F ~ ; : 
\ '\ (HAS HOLE> (MSG_PKT)/REC_MPKT 
(DIR_EMPTY) 
'-
n-----\(l.....lQ!LJ)) - - - - - - - - - - -
, 
(TO_OTHER_STNI I INEW_DIR) 
Figure B-7: Download Process Model (Ground Station) 
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8-5. Polling Reservation Process Models in LEONET 
Polling reservation is performed on the stations within the current satellite footprint. There is 
a limitation on how many station can be polled in one reservation period. To gi\"e c\"ery 
station within the footprint a chance to be polled, there is a pointer to point the next station to 
be polled on the visible station list. The pointer is moving on the \"isible station list in round-
robin. 
{default} 
I 
I / I 
I / I 
I I {RESP TIMEUP}!UPDATE_DONE I 
-: / / (IDL~IDLE> 
: (DL_IDLE)!BCST_INQUIRY 
(RESP)!UPDATE_LIST I 
- I ~ I 
r "g-----------@ 
II'" (DL_IDLE>!BCSLINQUIR / 
~ /,/...... /" 
," " ... , , 
..... ____ -- '- .... ___ -""--J 
(defaul t) (default) 
Figure B-8: Polling Access Control Process Model (Satellite Node) 
--------, 
( I NQlJIRY) 
... 
... , 
\ 
, 
Figure B-9: Polling Access Control Process Model (Ground Station Node) 
. . ',' models. One is a process modd 
The polling reservatIOn protocol IS realIzed by t\\ 0 process 
. 1 (F 8-8) .\nother is a process model 
called !NET _ S _access in the satelhte node mode Igure . . . 
d 1 (F r' 8 9) \\'11CI1 the routllH.! 
called !NET _ G _access in the ground station node mo e IgU C - . ~ 
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model notifies the multiple access control process that an . '. . d h I mqUIry peno s ou d be started. the 
INET_S_acess process will broadcast an inquiry packet to the ground stations. A station list 
is contained in the inquiry packet to tell which stations are being polled. 
When a ground station receives an inquiry packet, it will check if it is on the list. If the station 
is on the list, it will send its response in the time-slot implied in the inquiry' packet. 
8-6. Adaptive Polling & S-ALOHA Reservation Process Models in LEONET 
(default) 
I / 
1 / 
I ' 
(RESP_TIMEUP}/UPDATE DONE JJ 
: - /' (IDL_IDLE) 
1 (DL_IDLE)/BCST _INQUIRY ; 
(RESP}/UPDATE_LIST :' : 
r, I ,., I ( 'Q_m_m_--6d 
II I ~(~L_IDLE)/BCST _INOUIRU 
~" / ....... 
...... _-----\. 
(defaul t) 
Figure B-I0: Adaptive Polling & S-ALOHA Process Model (Satellite Node) 
Adaptive polling & S-ALOHA reservation protocol is realized by t\\"o process models. One 
process model is in the satellite node model, named INET _ S _ adap _access (Figure B-1 0). 
Another process model is in the ground station node model, named INET _ G _ adap _access 
(Figure B-ll), 
INET_S_adap_access is used to realize the satellite part of the adaptiye polling & S-ALOHA 
protocol. When notified by the routing process, INET _ S _ adap _access \\"ill broadcast an 
inquiry' packet which may contain both kinds of inquiries, polling and S-ALOHA. 
8-\\ 
I 
I 
r 
(IHAS_UMSG&&IHAS_UMSG) , \ 
, " 
{TIMEUP)!SEND_RESP • -_(~~"~IlH~):". , 
, 
\ 
\ 
\ 
, , 
{HAS_UMSG II.HAS_UMSG)!START _ TIMER " 
t 
'" I 
\ 
, 
~ 
/ 
, 
, I 
~ (BE_POLLED)ITIH~R ON ------------~' -
'" 
'" 
______ oJ· 
(default) 
Figure B-11: Adaptive Polling & S-ALOHA Process Model (Ground Station) 
When a station receives an inquiry packet, it \\"ill first fmd out if it is being inquired. If it is 
being inquired, then it will find if it is being polled. A station being polled must gin: a 
response in the specified time-slot. Otherwise, the station can chose to gi\i.~ as-ALOHA 
response or not according to if the station has something to report. 
8-7. Uploading Process Models in LEONET 
\ , 
(DATA_PKTIILAST-DPKT)!REC-DPKT 
I (default) 
I 
.... -
.... , 
---
Figure B-12: Upload Process Model (Satellite) 
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Uploading protocol is realized by two simulation models On . . th 11' 
. e IS III e sate lte node mod~ I. 
named INET _ S _ uloader (Figure B-12). Another is in the ground station node mode I. named 
INET_G_uloader (Figure B-13). 
<default> 
/ "-
.... _ ....... __ __ .f 
Figure B-13: Upload Process Model (Ground Station) 
When notified by a routing process to start a message uploading. INET _ S _ uloader process 
will send a START_UL command to the specified ground station. Then waiting for the 
message data packet sent by the ground station. A uploading period is controlled by a timer in 
the INET _ S _ up loader process. 
When a ground station receives the START _ UL command packet, it \"ill begin sending the 
message data packet. The uploading will be stopped when the time-slot allocated is used up 
or the last data packet has been sent. 
8-8. Downloading Process Models in LEONET 
Downloading protocol is realized by two simulation models. One is in the satellite node 
model, named INET _ S _ dloader (Figure B-14). Another is in the ground station node modeL 
named INET_G_dloader (Figure B-15). 
When notified by the routing process to start a message do\\ nloading, IN ET _ S _ dloader 
process ,,,ill begin sending the message data packets to the specified ground station. The 
B-1) 
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downloading will be stopped when the downloading time slot is used up or the last data 
packet of the message has been sent. 
". -. 
\\~=~IJ~~~~!:)~~~. 
\ , 
I " -. 
(default) I I, -." -. 
\ / / I" "'-
... / I ,'" ..... , 
~ " (!LAS~_DATA)', (NEW_DL}/GET~DL 
I 
I 
f I.... '-
T \ 
CN~~,IL lIGET _DL ,,0., <DL_ ID:'" !N~'_DL) 
, 
Figure B-14: Down-Loader Process Model (Satellite) 
When a ground station receives the data packets, the station will reassemble it into a message. 
Figure B-15: Download Process Model (Ground Station) 
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Appendix C : LEONET 00 Models 
C-1. Structure and Behavior of Other Classes Used in LEONET 00 Model 
The control classes in the Satellite Control Class package are sho\\TI in Figure ( -1 . Th 
S Access class maintains the information needed to realize the multipl acc 
protocol. It provides the operations to assemble an inquiry packet, broadcast th 
control 
. . 
mqUiry 
packet, receive the replies, and update the status of the related stations . The S _ ULoader clas 
provides the operations to assemble a StartUL packet, send the packet. and r cei th 
uploaded data packet. The S _DLoader class provides the operations to dO\\l110ad data 
packets to a station. The Router class provides the operations to start an inquiry period. or 
start an uploading/downloading period. The Satellite class is an interface class vyhich receives 
and dispatches the external events to the proper control classes . 
. • • S Access . . . •. i ..•• S ULoader 
st ate : int • • . · l l--s··t-<;I~t B-· ~: i-nt~··~·='::';:~~~---' 
PkStnListLB ~: i n t .• • • . • I Reas~ern:bj erPtr ·. Rea ssern bler'" 
PoiISt~N~m : int .. ' . . 1 UM$gPtr .: ~sg" . 
t n .q~inR~cA;ra y • !nq.StnRec", • •. • I UTSlotMaxPktN wm : int . 
Replyll"Jdex : in~ • : . . • i M<;I ltOFr:arneten : in! 
tnqujryTilner : doubte. • • . . . i I-----,~~-~------j 
~:...A~OH.A._StJ:1RecArray : lri qStnRec" i S~l,JLoade\Q .· 
S ALOHA StnNum : in! ' .• i Is..:.IDLEO •• · 
S~LOHA ~ SlotNum : int .. .• I NewULO •• · 
S)\LQHA)eplyNum : int •• • . • \ ReCQat<;lFlktO •• 
. 
Satellrt e 
LE OSatO 
GndStnReg isterO 
VL TlmerExplredQ 
UL - TS TimerExpire dO 
UL - WR TimerE xpire dO 
DL~ TS TimerExpiredO 
AC-=. WR_ TimerExpire dO 
UL_PktAmvalO 
AC Pk)Arriva lO 
OL-SecomelDLEQ ~ t:rJs.g:....id~coun.ter ' lony . . i IsUpLoadingO •• · 
f:.-,-~~~.,.........,~~~~~.,.........,~. i ,A,ssernbleStartVLPkIO. . ............................................... . 
S~Acces~6 • . . . . . . . . . i Seh dS:!<;I r1 ULO •. · Router 
. • ,DU., :.... :..... ' . . ' , " .' • , , . slate ; int 'Sh td S ALOHAO i S. er).dAC~O • • . I Fjli;;in lnqRe~ O . . ! NQtUseOLinkO .· . . CurrentDLoader . Statioh" 
FililnqPklO . . . . . . . . .1 L.:....:~...:....-:...-....:-=....:....----'----~ CurrentULoader . Stat ioh" 
Assem.bie lnqui rypklO • ' .. • • : i 
StartlnquiryQ . . . .; .... i BC$t ln q ui~O • . . . . . . . . . : . i 
St artWaitReplyTimerO • . . : : : i 
StnNoResponseO . • . • . . . ! 
Upo aieDl.;oad~rSt atusO . . .1 
Upoa!eUl.;oade rSlatu~O . . '. I:: 
lJpo?teSlnResordO ...... . 
RecR-eptyO • . .: ••• , I::: :::: DMsg$tati stjcsQ •. prep'a~Ne )(tDMsgQ • 
inquiryDoneO ••. 
NotUseDLlnkO • ••• _____ _ ________ _ _ _ __ __ _ ___ ____ _ __ ___ _____ ___ ___ _ __ __ _ _______ _ _____ .J 
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Figure C-l: Structure and Behavior of Satellite Control Class P ac kage 
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The classes in the Ground Station Class package are ShO\\ll in Figur C-2. Th G_ tation 
class is an interface class which receives and dispatches external events to th prop r ground 
station classes . The G_DownLoader class provides the operations to rec i\ ' data pack t and 
collect message statistics . The G _ Up Loader class provides the operations to start a m ag 
uploading and control the uploading time slot. The G _Access class provid s the op ratIon to 
check the inquiry packet, assemble the reply packet, back-off and send the reply . 
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Figure C-2: Structure and Behavior of Ground Station Class Package 
The Segmenter class provides the operations to segment a message into packets and maintain 
the hole list. The Reassember class provides the operations to assemble packets into messagc 
and provide the hole list (Figure C-3). 
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. d Reassem blY Cla ss Package Fiuure C-3 : Structure & Behavior of SegmentatIOn an . 
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The classes in the List Class package provides th . ..... 
e operatIOns to mamtam ,anous lIsts (Flgur~ 
C-4). ~ 
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Figure C-~: Structure & Behavior of List Class Package 
C-2. Other State Diagrams Used in LEONET 00 Model 
The S_DownLoader stays in IDLE state until it is informed to begin downloading (Figure C-
5). The downloading will be continue until the last data packet of the message has been sent 
or the downloading time slot is used up. Before a data packet is dO\\TIloaded, the 
S DownLoader will check if the down link is idle. If the down link is idle, the S DO\\TILoadcr 
also needs to check if the S_Access or S_UpLoader are waiting to use the dO\\TI link. 
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Figure C-5: State Diagram of S_DownLoader Class 
The G _ Acces stays in IDLE state until it received an inquiry packet (Figure C-6). The 
G_Access checks if it is required or allowed to give an reply. If the G_Access does not meet 
the conditions to give a reply, it will return to IDLE state. Otherwise, the G _Access will send 
a reply after it has waited the number of replying time slots determined by the adaptive 
polling & S-ALOHA multiple access protocol. 
IDLE INQUIRY _PKT 
TIME_UP I SE~~_W_A_ITI_NG_~?CKOFF _TIMER 
Figure C-6: State Diagram of G_Access Class 
The G_DownLoader stays in IDLE state until a DATA_PKT arrives (Figure (-7) After 
receiving a DATA _PKT, the S _DownLoader "ill check the message ID in the packet to SCl.' 
(-IS 
APPE:\DIX 
if it belongs to the current downloading message or a new message. The LEONET is 
designed to not download a new message until the current message has been completely 
received. The data packet is assembled into the current message, until it has no holes in it. 
IDLE 
Figure C-7: State Diagram of G_DownLoader Class 
The G UpLoader stays in IDLE state until a StartUL_PKT arrIves (Figure C-8). Then 
G _ UpLoader sends data packets until the last data packet in the message has been sent or 
the allocated time slot has been used up. 
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Figure C-8: State Diagram of G_UpLoader Class 
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